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No More Lighthouses
by Ning Soong
He has always walked home from school, or at least for as long as he can remember. But
of course the only thing always about always is that there are exceptions; some long time ago, his
father came and held his hand and then, smiling, hoisted him up for a piggyback ride and they
laughed down the street. When he broke his ankle he had waited at the curb, burning with
humiliation, while his mother loaded his crutches into their car and helped him in.
But for the most part, Draka has always walked home from school and he has always
walked past the gas station.
The gas station has stood at the corner for as long as the corner has been there. If Draka
closes his eyes, he can easily imagine it standing there eons ago, with dinosaurs walking around
it, one ancient behemoth circling another. The gas station is dingy, but it’s a dingy town with
dingy people, so nobody really minds. Other gas stations came, startlingly clean: scrubbed of
memory and grime. The nostalgia surrounding that station is powerful, I remember my first car
here. We met there, right there. Bulky competitors, with their loud slogans and reek of new
paint, faded under firm boycott.
Maybe the gas station is so firmly part of the town because it never smells like gas. Other
gas stations stank of gasoline, motor oil, idling cars. Their gas station, because it is theirs,
because they have kept it for years and years, smells like the ocean. The gas station is dingy, the
town is dingy. The gas station smells like the ocean, the town smells like the ocean. They are
mirror images, or perhaps, microcosms.
He walks past the gas station and turns the corner. The sky is cloudy and on cloudy days
he visits the sea. At first it was a choice and then it was a habit and now it is a superstition: If it is
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cloudy, I will go to the ocean. It’s pleasantly overcast, filtered light as if through a paper screen.
His house isn’t so far from the shore that he can’t see it, but he likes seeing the ocean. He has
lived his whole life in this town, and he still hasn’t tired of looking at the ocean.
Draka drops his backpack in the sand and then himself next to it. The beach is a lonely
landscape around him. Perhaps calling it a beach is too generous; it’s a little expanse tucked
behind a wall behind a building. Seaweed has built up around the rocky shore until the entire
area is marked by the scent of fish and salt. Draka doesn’t intend on doing anything. He’ll just sit
in the sand and look at the ocean because it is cloudy. Then he’ll go home, but for now, he is
separated. He is light: nobody knows where he is, nobody knows how to find him. He is
untethered and, if he wished, he could disappear forever. He won’t, but there is still a sense of
freedom in loose chances. He breathes in and out, slowly. He feels perfectly alone—until he sees
a figure walking down the shore.
Who else is on his beach? He doesn’t want to appear too interested, so he turns his head
back to the ocean. But still, the sense of heightened self-awareness lingers.
He can see now that it’s Moses, so Draka begins reaching for his things. He, like
everybody else at school, doesn’t want anything to do with Moses. Adults used to reach out to
him, to smile and pat him on the head, but he had already been so isolated from the other
children that they too caught onto his air of outsiderness. Their smiles faded wanly and soon
became pitying. He doesn’t know Moses’ real name, doesn’t think anybody else does.
The town smells like the ocean, the gas station smells like the ocean, the people smell
like the ocean, but Moses smells like gas. He lives above the gas station with his parents, who
seem bewildered to have a son that smells of gasoline. Moses’ jacket shakes in the wind as he
squints out into the ocean, his black hair plastered at first against his forehead and then ripping
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free, waving in the wind. He hasn’t noticed Draka, quietly brushing the sand off and picking up
his backpack.
Draka hesitates because Moses is in the way. Moses stands between the sand and the
water, and he stands between Draka and the road. But Draka starts walking anyways. Moses
doesn’t talk at school and it is doubtful he will talk now. But he does.
“You don’t have to leave because of me.”
Draka freezes. Moses has spoken to him before. They’ve been in the same classes, even.
Small fragments, Thank you. Excuse me?, that never carried meaning.
“I’m not leaving because of you,” Draka says.
Moses shrugs.“Sorry, then.”
Draka feels a wash of annoyance. No wonder why nobody talks to Moses, not when he’s
bitingly cocksure. He should be softer, scared into sameness after a long isolation.
“You’re good,” Draka settles for, a brusque, utilitarian sentence. He suddenly doesn’t
want to be here anymore, and he is irrationally annoyed at Moses for stealing his silence from
him.
Moses finally turns his head and looks Draka in the face. “You can stay, if you want.
Seriously.” His eyes are unafraid. They aren’t the deferential gaze of a lowly outcast, not the
hostile glare of a lone wolf. Draka doesn’t know what he expected, but Moses looks away again
before Draka can say anything.
“It’s not your beach,” he says, instead, because it isn’t and because he doesn’t know what
else to say. It comes out prissy and irritable.
Draka still doesn’t know what he expected, but Moses just smiles. “Yeah, but it’s not
yours, either,” he says lightly. “We can draw a line in the sand if you want,” he adds, a touch
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sarcastically.
Unsettled, Draka shifts his weight in the sand. “No, I meant…” But since he hadn’t
known what he had meant, he leaves the sentence unfinished and settles for, “I was already
leaving.”
Moses nods. “Okay. See you around, Draka.”
“Yeah. Uh, bye…” he leaves an empty pause at the end of his sentence and an
embarrassed expression on his face.
Moses laughs outright at Draka’s pause. “It’s okay, I know you guys call me Moses.” He
smiles, a little twisted, but not angry.
“I’m sorry,” Draka says, face hot even in the ocean breeze. “I just completely—”
“Setor,” Moses says. “My name is Setor.”
—
Setor. Draka rolls the name around in his head over and over but he feels stupid just
saying it out loud into the silence of his room. “Setor,” he whispers, and then wishes he hadn’t.
The whisper had made it felt intimate, hushed, like Moses—Setor—was in the room with him.
He has heard the name before, maybe, but to everybody, Moses was Moses. Now, Moses is
Setor. Maybe Draka is the only one who knows Setor’s name, the only one who can whisper it to
himself in his quiet room.
Halfway through dinner with his parents and brother, Draka says, “Do you guys know
Setor’s parents?” It’s the second time he’s said Setor’s name out loud, and it fills his mouth with
its taste. Setor.
His parents exchange a look. “Setor?” his mom asks, around a mouthful of rice. “Who is
that?”
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“Moses,” Draka says. “But his name is really Setor.” He doesn’t know why he’s asked,
except that he wonders, now, why they don’t talk to Setor, why they don’t know anything about
him.
“Setor,” his mom mutters. Hearing his mother say it is even stranger. Every person who
says Setor’s name out loud makes it more palpable, like Setor is taking form, unruffled by wind
and unglossed by sand.
“Oh! They live over the gas station,” his dad says. “The Parks, uh, Sekju and...uh…”
“Dohyen!” his mother says. “Oh, she was a year above me—I remember she traveled for
her wedding, up to Canada, she said.”
“Canada?” his father says, disbelievingly. “Too far, what if you have grandparents.”
His mother shakes her head. “I know. Much better to have it here, or at least in the
country.”
“What about Setor?” Draka cuts in impatiently.
His parents exchange another look again. He hates that look, it’s when they’re deciding if
he’s old enough to know something.
His brother, between mouthfuls, gets out, “I know why he’s called Moses.”
“Why?”
“They call him that ‘cause the ocean doesn’t touch him.”
“Defie!” his mother scolds. “Don’t spread rumors like that.”
“What?” his brother protests. “It’s not a rumor, why else does everybody call him
Moses?”
“You’re being ridiculous,” say his mother sharply, sharply enough for Draka to know that
his brother is telling the truth. “Mo—Setor is a very nice boy. Very polite. You guys should talk
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to him more—his parents are very friendly people. Of course, I don’t think that a wedding should
be held in Canada, I think that’s too far for a wedding.”
“Exactly,” says his dad. “Japan is a good spot. Not too far, still a little far, but not too
far.”
Draka has stopped listening and stares blankly at his dinner plate. They call him that
‘cause the ocean doesn’t touch him. In all the years that Draka has half-known Setor he has
never wondered why they called him Moses. It might’ve been a casual childhood moniker, or a
strange name to distinguish him from everybody else. Or it might’ve been because in a town that
smelled like the ocean, in a gas station that smelled like the ocean, Setor was the only one who
ever smelled like gas.
—
It feels inevitable, the way he walks home from school. For the first time, he is resentful
of the sky, of how it clouds and casts its soft tint on the town. He feels embarrassed to have
asked about Moses and yet unapologetic. He doesn’t want to think about Moses anymore but it
prods in the back of his brain, how his brother had said that, so carelessly, They call him that
‘cause the ocean doesn’t touch him, and the way his mother had snapped, the way his parents
had looked at each other over the kitchen table, uncomfortable somehow even at the thought of
Moses. The way Setor had looked him in the eye, unafraid and daringly amused. When he climbs
over the low wall that insulates the beach from the rest of the world he almost knows that he will
see Setor there.
Seeing him makes him embarrassed all over again, like he’s been caught gossiping. He
wants to leave but the ocean is inevitable and it has him. If it is cloudy, I will go to the ocean. It
is cloudy and he has gone to the ocean and Setor is there, and maybe Draka is the only one who
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knows his names, but not how he got them.
He doesn’t mean to be quiet, but Setor hasn’t noticed him. Draka can feel the weight of
time passing press against him. He could leave now and just drop it. Leave Moses to be there, on
the fringes, content himself with this small town’s surface. Never mention Moses again, bury the
name Setor so deep that he’ll never remember it, until only his dreams will bubble the name back
to the top, so even as he sleeps he will see those eyes, deep, unafraid, stare into his own and hear
Setor. My name is Setor.
But he doesn’t drop it, and he doesn’t know why. He feels compelled to stand there, with
his backpack still on, ridiculously, and wonder if the ocean won’t touch Setor, or if Setor won’t
touch the ocean. He’s caught in something thick and alive, that same press of time he felt
beginning to move. A riptide holds him, it is some current that has caught him and Setor up and
brought them to this unbroken moment. He stands there silently as Setor, drawn forward by an
invisible rope, walks towards the ocean.
And it parts at his feet.
The ocean peels apart, smoothly and wholly. The sand, wet and exposed, glimmers there
like bare skin, like lingerie slipping from a lover. Even the seafoam cuts itself in two, arcs around
Setor in a wash of white. The mist in the air splits itself, and the ocean has parted.
Setor doesn’t move. He just stands there, encircled by the ocean. The water should be up
to his knees, but it instead forms a low flexing wall of water around him, pulsing with the
ocean’s current, furious at being held back, throwing itself against some barrier that it does not
perceive, does not comprehend. It charges up the shore and does not make contact and as it
rushes back down in thin films it is still carved by Moses’ space.
They call him that ‘cause the ocean doesn’t touch him. And it doesn’t.
They call him Moses because the ocean doesn’t touch him.
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Draka lifts one foot. And then he puts it behind him, and then he lifts the other, and then
the other until he is stumbling backwards, away, away from Moses. He is achingly, beautifully
unnatural, standing in the surf, the way a car crash is beautifully unnatural; the shattered glass
springing out like ocean mist, the lurching of the impact like parallel waves, the car body
bending smoothly and wonderfully: like a river parting in two, an earthquake breaching the
ground, a lightning bolt fracturing the sky, or, perhaps, an ocean splitting at Moses’ feet.
—
It gnaws at him. He wants to—he needs to talk to somebody, but at the same time he has,
oddly, a ragged sympathy for Moses. He doesn’t want to chatter about what he saw idly; there is
a selfish glow about a secret, and he wants to keep it close. So there is only, really, one person he
can talk to.
He needs to find Moses. He doesn’t intend on sniffing him out, he just keeps an eye out
as he wanders from classroom to classroom, but from the cafeteria to the library the only thing he
finds is Setor’s absence. He’s never noticed before, how little of Setor is settled around the
school. He finds people clumped everywhere—a group project in the library, a gossiping group
in the hallway. Couples in the stairwells, smokers in the back of the school. Even those who are
outcast can be found being pulled together, eating lunch quietly in a corner of the cafeteria,
silently offering sympathy with a raising of the eyebrows in gym class.
His slow search ends at the front of the school. He pauses, one hand on the door and the
other tangled in his backpack strap. Glancing at the cloudy sky, he teeters between two choices.
In his mind’s eye, a image of Setor standing in the ocean tugs at him.
He keeps walking, away from the school. What’s the worst that can happen—he’ll get the
robocall home, and his parents will be puzzled, maybe angry. He won’t be able to tell them what
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happened. He won’t be able to explain that he had known, somehow, that Setor was at the ocean
again.
And he is there, sitting in the sand, scrawling down something on a sheet of paper that
flaps in the wind. He looks up as Draka approaches, and Draka finally sees a trace of what he
had been picturing—it’s sharp and hostile, and he feels for a moment as though he’s been caught
trespassing. As Setor recognizes Draka, his face relaxes almost imperceptibly and he looks back
down at his paper.
Draka realizes, all at once, that he has no idea what to say to him. His mouth opens
anyways, and he says, “I saw you at the ocean.”
In his head, it should be enough. After all, isn’t that the only thing? He’s been fixated on
how Setor had parted the sea in two.
Setor looks up at him and offers a careful smile. “Yep.”
“I mean—I know why everybody calls you Moses.” He can’t bring himself to say what
he’s actually thinking out loud, half fearing that somebody will hear, and half hoping that
somebody will. Abruptly, he sits down in the sand, not too close to Setor.
Setor’s smile doesn’t change, but Draka can feel a prickle in the air, on his skin, like
sharp sea spray. “Good for you,” says Setor.
“I saw it,” Draka says, before he can stop himself. “You and the ocean. I mean—I don’t
want to be like, gossiping. Or something. But I just—I wanted to…” He doesn’t know what he
had wanted, all the way back at the humid school, hot and pressed close. Now, he is in the
seabreeze, and it is cool and open all around him.
Setor has stopped smiling. It’s hard to describe how Draka knows that Setor is scared, but
he does. Something in the tilt of the mouth, the angling of the eyebrows, like they, too, are in
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need of comfort and are drawing closer to each other and saying softened words.
“I’m not going to tell anybody,” says Draka. “They wouldn’t believe me.”
“They would believe you,” replies Setor, dully. “They already know.”
“Still,” says Draka. “I’m not going to tell anybody.”
“Great. Good for you,” Setor says. “What do you want from me?” He sounds flat,
exhausted, and old. “Money? Sex? Drugs?”
“I don’t want anything,” protests Draka, although he knows he’s lying. He wants to see
Setor again, he wants to know why and how and what it feels like. He wants to know why
nobody talks to Moses, why they don’t see him at school until suddenly they do. He wants to
know Setor, he realizes with a sudden burst. He can’t explain why, only that he has to. If it is
cloudy, I will go to the ocean. It is cloudy. He is at the ocean. And Setor is here. “I just wanted to
tell you,” he says lamely.
Setor shoves his paper into his backpack and stands up. “Well, now I know. Thanks for
everything.” He turns on his heel and starts to walk before Draka can even open his mouth.
Draka, nearly rendered speechless but propelled by some innate instinct says, “Wait! I
just meant—I thought it was cool.”
Setor stiffens. “What?”
“It was cool,” Draka repeats himself, feeling even more ridiculous. “I just—I thought it
was scary, yeah, but—”
“Shut up,” Setor hisses, wheeling back around. “Like hell this is cool. You think my life
is a goddamn joke? The whole school doesn’t even know my name. Hell, you didn’t even know
my name until I told you. Everybody thinks I’m a freak—” he stops talking, abruptly, and
presses his lips together.
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“I didn’t mean it like that,” Draka says, feeling an answering rush of irrational anger flare
through him. He tamps it down and continues testily, “I’m sorry. I just meant that it was unusual.
I mean, I know you know it’s unusual,” he hurries to say, “but I meant that I don’t see it—I don’t
see it as, like, bad-unusual.” He looks up at Setor. “I just couldn’t help seeing it.”
Setor sighs. And then he sits down, suddenly, in the sand, not too close to Draka. “You’re
not gonna tell anybody?” he asks, staring at the sand between them.
“I won’t,” says Draka. “I won’t. Seriously.”
ZZSetor doesn’t say anything for a while. Draka is about to open his mouth when
Setor starts again. “Why are you here, then?”
Taken aback, Draka shrugs and stares down at his fingers. “I don’t know—I said I wasn’t
gonna tell anybody. But I just...I couldn’t just keep it to myself. So.”
“So you decided to talk to me,” Setor finishes.
“I had to tell somebody,” says Draka. “I—I don’t know. This was stupid.” He says it with
a trace of bitterness, aimed at nobody in particular.
Setor is silent, and the lapse in conversation pulls more out of Draka.
“I mean, it’s just—unbelievable, I guess. I don’t know. I never knew why we all called
you—called you Moses,” he stumbles, glancing at Setor to check his reaction. “But when I saw
it, I guess it made sense. Somebody else saw you.” He licks his lips nervously and discovers they
taste like salt.
Setor shrugs. “I think my parents know.” He says it bluntly.
“You think?”
Setor is about to reply when Draka adds, hastily, “Sorry. I didn’t mean for it to come out
like that—you don’t actually have to tell me. You don’t even have to talk to me.”
Setor snorts. “You think I’ve got anybody else to talk to?”
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Draka is left in silence.
“Yeah,” Setor says. “We just don’t talk about it. I think my parents probably think I’m
gonna leave as soon as possible. Move to the Sahara, or something.” He discusses it so casually,
this strange power of his, like a throwaway comment, like discussing an old sofa. When I move,
I’ll probably leave it behind.
“What does it feel like?” Draka says, all at once.
Setor looks confused. “What?”
“Uh, walking. And then it moving.”
“Oh, the ocean?” Setor says. He pauses and furrows his eyebrows together. “Feels like
normal, I guess. What’s it like, walking and then it not moving?”
Draka blinks. “It...it feels like normal, I guess.” They share an awkward, stifled laugh.
“I mean, I can show you,” Setor offers, not looking at Draka.
Draka casts a startled glance at Setor. “Your thing?” He feels lightheaded, sitting on the
shore and speaking with Setor about how he can part the sea.
“You can walk in front of me,” says Setor. “If you really want to.”
“Okay,” says Draka, before he can let himself think of a reason not to. “If you’re sure.
And you’re okay with doing it.” They sound nervous, a pair fumbling in the dark.
Setor shrugs. “I do it a lot. Well, not a lot. But often,” he says. “Nobody’s around,
usually,” he adds, leading the way down to the shore.
“Really? I come here all the time.”
“I’m only here when it’s sunny,” replies Setor, so easily. “It’s more cheerful, that way.”
Draka scuffles his shoe into the sand. “Should I take my shoes off?” he says.
“What?”
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“Never mind. Do you just—should I stand…”
“Just stand in front of me,” Setor says. “You’ll be fine.” He moves into the surf, and
again, the ocean draws back from him. Draka can’t help staring, nervously wiping his lips with
the back of his hand.
“I’m freaky, huh?” says Setor, looking over to Draka with a crooked smile on his face.
Seeing the expression on Draka’s face, he adds, “Just kidding, just kidding. Joke.”
“No, I just think it’s...amazing,” Draka says, his heart thudding. “I don’t know how to put
it.”
Setor blinks and walks forward into the ocean. “Coming?” he says, over the roar of the
waves. The ocean seems to grow louder, the more Setor defies it.
Draka curls his hands into fists and steps into the low radius around Setor. The water
seems to shy away from both of them, flotsam in the incoming tide slipping around them, the
ocean rejoining behind Setor.
“This is ridiculous,” Draka says, staring down at their feet, at the sand, at the gaping
absence of the ocean. The wind shrieks around them as they stumble further forward, trying to
sync footsteps. “This is ridiculous,” Draka says again, when the water is at his hips. He feels
faint and wishes for something to grab onto. He half expects the water to rush forward at any
moment and bowl him over. All his senses are on edge and his hair stands up at full attention on
the back of his neck.
“Do you wanna go further,” Setor says, leaning forward into Draka. “We—we don’t have
to. I’ve never done this before.”
“Why not,” says Draka, feeling terrified and emboldened at the same time, at the way the
ocean is lurching forwards and backwards all around them, the way he can see silt and sand
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thrown up by the press of the waves and the way it is nullified around him, at the way it pounds
against a glass it cannot explain and howls words meaningless to human ears.
Setor puts a hand on his shoulder. “I’ve never really gone this far out,” he confesses, as
they inch forward and the water begins to tower over them. Draka peers back over his shoulder
in hopes of glimpsing the shore, only to see a churning expanse of grey water. Setor’s fingers
tighten on Draka’s shoulder. It’s oddly quiet, out away from the shore and the rushing waves,
just the quiet rustle of the wind over the surface. A calm before a storm.
“Let’s go back—” Draka starts to say.
The ocean lurches forward and swallows them both.
“Holy sh—” is all Draka can say before Setor screams and clutches at him, and then the
water crashes down, tearing them apart. The last thing Draka feels before the ocean absorbs him
is Setor’s fingers, desperately clawing themselves into the back of Draka’s shirt. Then it is the
ocean, heartless around him, pressing him flat, throwing him cruelly against the sand.
Draka is shocked at the weight of the coldness around him and buffeted by the current.
His eyes sting and he forces them shut and blindly kicks towards the surface, before his head
breaks through, gasping. He flounders for a moment, wheezing and coughing. His eyes and nose
and mouth all burn.
“S-Setor,” he scratches out, choking, and trying again. “Setor!” he yells. He frantically
looks around for a dark head breaching the surface, only seeing a struggling shape sinking in the
water.
He doesn’t pause to yell his name or to think or even to breathe. He dives and then he
kicks. He grabs Setor by the shirt and clumsily tries to drag him towards the surface. Setor is
weakly struggling, slowly. His eyes are squeezed closed and his hair floats around him gently.
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These are details Draka sees with salt-stained eyes now, and he feels his lungs burning, working
furiously, scraping out oxygen until there is nothing left and it burns.
Draka lets Setor go. He pushes back up to the surface, gasps, gasps, gasps, water running
down past his temples and his heartbeat flying in his chest and then flings himself back under,
into the mercy of the ocean and begs. He grabs Setor and kicks and tugs and pleads for them to
rise, and slowly, barely, they start to. Draka strains and feels something snap sharply, strength
and then absolute exhaustion flooding him in turns. He is iron, he is steel, and he is feather, he is
fabric.
His eyes close of their own accord, feeling rather than seeing Setor’s weak grip onto his
arms as they work towards the surface, achingly slowly. Draka has never wanted something
more fiercely and completely as he does now. He feels wintery fear settling around his chest and
he pries his eyes open, terror bubbling up from his mouth, his nose, his legs. The roughened
surface floats above them, moving farther, then closer, then farther, just out of reach, temptingly.
Draka feels his lungs scream for air, his jaws clamping shut like floodgates against seawater, and
then all at once the light is engulfing them.
Setor’s head breaks the surface first. Draka surfaces next, spitting out water and gagging.
“Setor!” he manages. His hands are tangled in Setor’s wet shirt, and his fingers are so
strongly gripped he has to work to loosen his grip. He struggles to keep them both afloat, his
chest heaving as he gasps for air.
Setor retches emptily. His eyes are tearing up and he squints through them, his legs
beginning to churn underneath him. “Oh my god,” he tries to say, but his voice breaks hoarsely
halfway through.
“Are you okay?” Draka says.
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Setor says nothing, only clutches onto him with a deep fervor. Draka stumbles as he feels
the sand suddenly under his feet, and then they are thrown onto the rough shore. Draka opens his
mouth to say something and finds that he is crying. “Shit,” he says, and then he laughs,
unbridled, tears in his eyes.
Setor topples into him, shaking, from shock, from sobbing, from laughter, and they are
collapsed in the sand, in the surf, the waves splashing them again and again. Setor smells of salt,
of sandy skin and seaweed, of ocean wind and warm beaches.
“You’re no Moses,” Draka says, and then they are sobbing, laughing, holding each other,
the ocean an unbroken plain around them.
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Still
by Kyla Kurosawa
The whole subway smells like exhaustion. Like spilt coffee and heavy sweat and cheap,
spray-on deodorant, the kind an exhausted person would use if he didn’t have time for a shower.
Other traces of people come and gone litter the corners: a dropped teething ring, an hours-old soda
puddle, a greening penny. I could practically feel the hot press of the crowds, hear the shrieking
child, the curses of a clumsy teenager, the man wandering the rows, a cup of change in his grip,
Thank-You God Bless.
But it’s whatever. I’m used to it.
I take a breath.
Hardly anybody is here now, of course. There is a long line of empty seats next to me, and I
am tucked carefully away in a corner, far from the few faces riding with me. There aren’t enough
people for a real crowd, and my phone’s at thirteen percent, practically dead, so the wires in my
ears are silent. All the noise I hear is in my head.
Focus, focus.
The subway at night, unsettling as it is, is a familiar thing. I do it every MondayWednesday-Friday, after all. Not much changes. Not the seats, stained but passably comfortable.
Not the lights that dash past the windows, shocking the world with yellow before zooming away
again. Not the floor that trembles softly, buzzing under my feet.
The sensation would be like a back massage, I think, if I’d just sit back and let it buzz all
the aches away. The office chair had not been kind to me.
I can’t, though. I’m practicing being still.
Instead, I keep my eyes on the blank screen in my hands, and count seconds.
One Mississippi. Two Mississippi. Three Mississippi. Once I get roughly to ten, the
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scrolling text above the door loops. It’s the same information, over and over again, but I can’t help
glancing at it. Bevel Avenue. Forty-six degrees Farenheit. Twelve-oh-seven AM.
My knee wants to jump. Personally, I do, too, right out the window. Instead I take the
offending leg (and impulse) and suppress it, gently. Down, girl, I chide myself. Keep it together.
Just a few minutes more.
It’s two more scrolling loops and a sneaky, subtle breath before anything changes.
Ding-dong! A kindly voice cooly recites lines at us from above. Apparently, we have
reached. Bevel Avenue. As the doors open, please stand behind the yellow line, and mind the gap
when crossing.
Five people leave, individually but together. Including myself, their departure leaves two.
I check the looping text again. It’s changed, which makes sense, but makes me anxious all
the same. Eleventh Street. Forty-six degrees Farenheit. Twelve-oh-nine AM.
I do a little bit of mental math. Twelve-oh-nine means it’s been about eleven minutes since
boarding.
Eleven minutes, and he has yet to look away from me.
I’ve yet to look back. I rotate what it is I do look at —the phone, the floor, the text on the
door— and give him my best impression of a statue.
A laser gaze. That’s what a poet, maybe, or someone else sappy and smooth-worded might
call it. It’s accurate enough. I’d read some article somewhere, about UV rays and tanning beds,
how bad they could be. Lasers and lights can cause cancer, and his looking at me is making me
itchy, like there’s a million little tumors blooming under my skin, poking and scratching all the way
to my epidermis, stretching me thin and making it hard to fit and hard to be comfortable and hard
to—
I catch my knee trying to jump again.
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Focus.
I count seconds. I breathe shallow breaths. I don’t look at him. I don’t give him any reason
to talk to me.
Sixty or so Mississippis later, I’m restless again. How still is too still? My cover is flimsy,
weak. It looks far too suspicious to have someone staring at only her phone, earbuds in, with no
outward movement. Inorganic. Robotic. It looks deliberate, anyone would know. He would know.
He knows. He knows.
I’m pretending too hard, not hard enough, and I break, just a little. Tired of lying in the
sunshine, I whisper, enunciating clearly, staying home to watch the rain…
This, I keep up for a long moment. There, I think when I’m done. Now there’s no mistaking
it; I’m definitely listening to something, and now he has no reason to think otherwise. I even hum
some, for added effect. I’ll be left alone, even though he’s shifting in my peripheral, even though
his lips are splitting open to—
HEY!
His voice booms explosively through the train car, so forceful it shatters the windows
behind me and slams my back against the seat, echoes in my ears, rocks the train hard, and it’s
technically polite enough.
It startles me into looking up, another mistake, dammit, dammit, and I struggle for a hold on
my tremors. He points at his ear, mimes removing something from his head.
I blink, as if confused. He repeats the motion. Now, I have no choice.
I remove the piece from my ear slowly.
WHAT ARE YOU LISTENING TO? he asks.
A podcast, I say, because it’s true, I had been about an hour ago, and then internally nail
myself right in the stupid face. Who mouths along to the words of a podcast? That’s so stupid, so
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obvious, he’s going to notice he’ll notice he’ll—
YEAH, I LIKE PODCASTS, TOO, he claims.
He doesn’t notice. Thank God I’m alive.
I LIKE, UH. ALL OF THEM, I THINK. IT’S HARD TO CHOOSE. WHICH ONE ARE
YOU LISTENING TO?
He very obviously does not listen to podcasts.
New York Times, I say. It will be boring enough for him to lose interest in me.
I am clearly delusional.
YEAH, POLITICS. He nods like he’s been expecting that. THOSE DAMN TRUMP
SUPPORTERS SURE ARE FUCKING THIS COUNTRY UP.
His smile is yellow even though his face is young. He displays it proudly like he’s said
something terribly clever.
I would agree, but the pin on my bag still says Vote Hillary 2016 and he has been staring at
it for long enough that he probably knows what to say.
Yeah, I tell him, and then laugh lightly even though I don’t feel like it. There was no joke,
no punchline, but it is what he wanted and so I give it to him. My smile isn’t yellow, but it’s a
Halloween mask that collects my exhales and every second makes it more stifling, harder to
breathe as the humidity builds and the silicon scent sticks to my throat.
Y’KNOW, he bares his decaying bones at me slyly, I DON’T NORMALLY DO STUFF
LIKE THIS, BUT CAN I HAVE YOUR NUMBER?
He does not ask for my name. Good, because then he has less chance to find me online
later. Bad, because he’s only interested in my looks, in the fact that I’m travelling alone, and now
wants me to give him a way to contact me.
Why? I ask, playing clueless.
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He laughs and stomps and slaps his knee like I’d made a joke, this time. It shakes the floor
and actually breaks it, crashing down and down through the bottom of the train into the gravel and
concrete beneath the rails until he’s skidding the whole damn vehicle to a stop with the strength in
his leg alone, and something to do with wires is broken and the lights shut off and leaves me in the
dark where hands are waiting for me and touch my hair and—
BECAUSE YOU’RE GORGEOUS! he says. YOU LOOK JUST LIKE MY GIRLFRIEND.
My knee is jumping like it’s full of sparking wires and electric nerves run up my spine. In
stopping it, I freeze my whole body, plastic face included.
This comes off as shock, which is accurate, but is not what I wanted him to know. OH, I’M
NOT DATING ANYONE RIGHT NOW, he’s quick to reassure. SHE’S GONE, OUT OF THE
PICTURE.
This is supposed to look like an opportunity to comfort him, speak kindly to him, move
seats so I can be closer to him. Relate to him with my own personal information, maybe.
I say, Oh. That’s too bad. and do not move from within the safety of my straw house.
I am tempted, briefly, to reach into the bag sitting in the only seat next to me and grip my
keys between my fingers. If he tries anything, I will cut his eyes out, puncture something soft in
his belly, hack and slash and scream STAY AWAY FROM ME, CREEP, like Wolverine, like a
superhero, and he’ll be so horribly scarred that he won’t ever try to talk to me ever again.
I don’t want to move my hands from my lap, though.
WELL, I MEAN, SHE’S NOT DEAD, he says, and, yes, that was actually a concern of
mine. JUST BROKE UP. MUTUAL AGREEMENT, YOU KNOW. I have some serious doubts.
I nod and say, Oh, and pray he’s forgotten that he wanted my number.
I surreptitiously click the home button on my phone.
It is twelve-eleven and the next stop is a minute away. There’s that one, then there is mine,
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then there is the one I do not know that lets off at the edge of the city.
I don’t know which one I’ll get off at.
The train is speeding up, speeding up.
SHE WAS CRAZY, he continues, feeling the need to elaborate for some unknown reason. I
do not know how to politely let him know I have no interest in his life. I do not know how to get
him to stop talking to me.
Once that thought is in my head, it is all I can think.
I want him to stop talking. I want him to stop talking to me. I don’t want to be on this train,
I want to be far away, I want him to be farther away.
It’s too strong a thought. It muscles its way onto my face.
Faster and faster the piston rods and driving wheels and crosshead spin and push and turn.
He knows. He knows this for real.
WHY ARE YOU BEING SUCH A BITCH? he wants to know. I’M JUST BEING NICE.
The train launches itself out of the tunnel and into deep space, where everything is floating.
I could float away, too, but the situation is escalating. I know anything I do, if not carefully
calculated and timed, will set off a bomb. Instead, I make myself a tin man. I lock up my tin man
joints, store the oil far away, and achieve perfect stillness.
WHY DON’T YOU CARE ABOUT PEOPLE WHO ARE JUST BEING NICE TO YOU?
Please don’t compare me to your dubiously living girlfriend, I plead internally. Otherwise, I
am silent. Silent as stone. Silent as steel. Tin man.
My passivity enrages him.
YOU’RE ALL THE SAME, YOU KNOW.
Oh, boy. There it is.
I’M A REALLY NICE GUY IF YOU GIVE ME A CHANCE.
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I’m still frozen, eyes broken from his enough to look back down to my phone. I’m trying
not to think too much about him, think instead about how outside the train is just a cold airless
vacuum and how cool it would be to see my head explode right now, how unmoving my cogs and
gears and axles and other things are in this wretched storm, but suddenly he stands and is moving
too fast and I can’t not think.
WHY AREN’T YOU TALKING BACK? ARE YOU DEAF? he demands. His fist grabs the
pole next to him tight, like it’s the only thing holding him back. His knuckles pale from his grip.
The bar is crushed under the pressure, and it really is the only thing holding him back, because now
he’s taking long strides toward me and I cannot breathe, there is a crack somewhere in the floor
from his previous footfalls and all the air is escaping, he is so clOSE AND HE IS EATING UP MY
OXYGEN AND THE TRAIN IS ON FIRE AS IT REENTERS THE ATMOSPHERE IT’S
GETTING SO BRIGHT AND—
The intercom chimes. We have reached. Eleventh Street. As the doors open, please stand
behind the yellow line, and mind the gap when crossing.
He is still standing with the bar in his hand.
The doors open.
The platform glows white in the light. Unfortunately, neither of us explode.
We have crash landed back on Earth.
What a disappointing end to our adventure.
I make the snap decision to get up and get off the train. I’ll splurge on a taxi home and then
eat peanut butter out of the jar for breakfast next week or something.
This does not happen.
I focus really hard on getting up to go.
I can’t do it.
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No.
My legs are still locked up. I don’t know why. I want to leave. There is something wrong
with my joints, I think, or some inner working of my mechanical systems. A cog must have fallen
out. Or some other important piece is stalling. The main wheel, the barrel, the escapement. Or
maybe I’ve been possessed, because I know intellectually that I am in the car, but I cannot make
myself move. Everything is quieter. Underwater. I feel apart from the situation.
I can only think.
Nobody leaves. Not me, with my frozen clockwork joints and my hands that tremble so
slightly, and certainly not him. After all, it is just him and I in this car, and he has taken issue with
me. But somebody enters.
Somebody enters, and it is a miracle.
He’s a police officer, and he identified him by the tattoos on his knuckles! You’re under
arrest, the officer says, then lists off several awful crimes this man has committed. The man resists,
of course he does, but the officer is better trained and takes him down easily, and the other officer,
yes, there are two, she is strong but gentle and takes my hand and says Was this man bothering
you? and I nod mutely and she is the comfort while the other officer is the protection and I—
The old man in a janitor’s uniform sits down in the opposite corner of the car.
The doors hiss shut.
Dammit. Dammit!
My phone has no answers. The walls have no answers. The map has no answers, either, but
at least I’m reminded that I have six minutes to get my limbs working or I’m going to be found in a
ditch in New Mexico sometime next week.
He sits down suddenly, just as the train starts to move. The look shot toward the newcomer
is pointed, suspicious.
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My eyes are on my phone before he can look back to me.
The next few minutes are deafeningly silent.
I wonder how many Mississippis it would take to wrap around the whole world, and how
many times I’ve reached it.
After three sets of ten, I lift my hand to put my earbuds back in.
C’MON BABY, he says softly, interrupting the movement before I get to the second one.
DON’T BE LIKE THAT.
Baby. To go along with gorgeous and deaf and crazy bitch.
He doesn’t say anything, and I realize he expects an answer. Too bad. My jaw’s locked up. I
want to glare at him. I want to yell and curse and throw things at him. I’m so angry that it almost
doesn’t even matter that I’m scared stiff.
I summon up the strength to shrug, instead.
He purses his lips and thinks of something else to say while I count my heartbeats. They’re
jumpy and erratic, and I get maybe twenty-five in just ten Mississippis. I think I may have a stressinduced heart attack before we get to the next stop.
Well, one can hope.
IS THIS BECAUSE I RAISED MY VOICE? I SAID I WAS SORRY. He says “raised my
voice” patronizingly. Also, he hadn’t said anything remotely close to sorry. I’M JUST HAVING A
ROUGH TIME RIGHT NOW AND I THOUGHT YOU’D BE ABLE TO HELP ME. BUT I
GUESS I WAS WRONG, HUH?
His hands are on his hips, a big, dramatic gesture, thumbs through his belt loops and head
tipped down and to the side to show how regretful he was, how sorry, how disappointed. I realize
belatedly that I’ve looked back up. My chin dips down to mirror his floorbound gaze.
SOMETIMES I DON’T KNOW WHAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH ME, he adds. IT’S
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HARD, LIVING WITH A SHORT TEMPER.
Apparently my lips were too loosened and unlocking my jaw had left it dangling, unable to
close again, and forcing it had been a bad idea, and I am broken clockwork, my most important
piece is stalling, and my clumsy fix had made it worse, because I say, Sorry.
THAT’S OKAY, he smiles his rotten smile. YOU CAN PAY ME BACK WITH YOUR
NUMBER, AND THEN I’LL FORGIVE YOU.
I wonder why his mouth is so rancid. Did his teeth rot from all the honey-soaked, sexscented lies he told, or from the acid he spewed when he didn’t get his way? The rinse-repeat cycle
must have eroded the enamel until all that was left was cavity, until dentists screamed when they
saw him and little kids feared getting sucked into the black hole of his being and shaking women
had sudden, vivid flashes of how, exactly, it would feel when he grinded our bones to make his
bread.
I look at the janitor, the old man, the only man in this car.
He catches my glance, coughs gently into his fist, and turns away.
I don’t blame him, except only a little.
He doesn’t even have to be a real police officer.
HEY, SO ARE YOU GONNA GIVE ME YOUR NUMBER OR WHAT? His arm is
outstretched, reaching for my phone, my shield, and his expression is a little exasperated, a little
amused.
There is only one more minute until we reach my stop.
Sixty Mississippis.
I think I can be brave long enough.
No, thank you, I say. My politeness is another lie I give him. Sorry.
He sniffs and gets up to step closer to me again, and that’s when the janitor moves. He says,
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Hey, ‘scuse me, sir, but you’re being rude.
But then he stands, too, and grabs the janitor by the ar—
PHONE? he says. CAN I HAVE IT?
I blink and nobody’s moved. I feel inexplicably outraged that, of all my wishes, the most
reasonable didn’t come true.
The lights are getting brighter outside the windows.
I wrestle with my tongue.
No, I choose to say, very simply.
EXCUSE ME? he laughs, incredulous. I’VE BEEN TALKING TO YOU THIS WHOLE
TIME W— I SAID I WAS SORRY. ARE YOU STILL—?
Just on time, the intercom chimes, Escapement Plaza, and the doors slide open wide to
allow enough room for a loud SWEET CAROLINE! BAH-BAH-BAH, Luftwaffe sirens before a
glorious raid.
A veritable herd boards the train, all at once, a flurry of noise and color and movement, like
the wildebeests from The Lion King except drunk and singing and vibrant. They wear Mardi Gras
beads and bright colors and have a million overlapping conversations at once. They smell stronger
than the subway floor, and, brilliant and blinding, they are the best kind of distraction, collectively
deciding it is their duty to invite him to party.
I blink. I rub at my eyes.
These ones are real.
Not about to hesitate any longer, I fling my bag up into my arms and am one, two, three
steps closer to the door when I see him again, through the crush of newcomers.
He looks angry, and distraught, and uglier than anything.
I raise my head from where it’s been tucked down, chin to chest. It’s like trying to open a
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centuries-old, rusted door.
I summon up my courage from where it’s been hiding this whole time. From my toes, my
fingers, deep in my belly, it’s all dredged up, every last drop of it.
He shouldn’t have done that. He shouldn’t be doing it.
My feet are lead but my spine is steel. I push forward quickly to avoid being in the car too
long.
He glances up at me from the chaos, from where he’s gritting his teeth at the young people.
I take a deep breath, not caring that I’m making that much movement anymore, because
I’m already on my feet and I
walk right past him, off the train and onto the platform.
It’s whatever.
I’m used to it.
!

Monday-Wednesday-Friday Ubers add up. It’s inevitable.
I don’t number the seconds until I board again. It doesn’t matter all that much when I do, or
even that I do. When I return, it’s as if nothing has changed.
The car is as disgusting as ever, heavy and groggy, oppressive in its witching hour
atmosphere, and tonight it smells like someone has thoughtfully (drunkenly) sprayed the corner.
Ew.
I’d complain, but this is hardly the first time. If anything, it’s better like this. A break in
such routine would be jarring.
I give everyone in the train a wide berth and settle into the seat closest to the door, phone in
one hand and portable charger in the other. Another new addition: sunglasses. I either look like an
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incognito celebrity or a druggie, but either way, nobody notices when my eyes drift through the
thick lenses.
Taking stock of the car, I notice the usual things. There’s a quarter, mostly encased in green
chewing gum, a little pink mitten lies on the floor, and two other people occupy the car.
She’s petite, hidden away in my old corner like a doll on a shelf, even littler than me. Her
knees knock together and she looks like she might vanish into the wall if she can manage a bit
more effort into it. School-age, maybe.
And he’s.
He’s on this train, too.
A different He, maybe, but his legs are spread like he’s trying to take up the entire wall of
seats, and his eyes are glued to her stocking-clad knees.
I shift uncomfortably, and wonder if it’s a sin to be glad I’m not the one he’s after.
Focus, focus.
Take a breath.
He isn’t doing anything horrible, really. It’s not my problem, I lie to myself.
Instead of thinking about it, I time how his fingers drum against the seat beside him and
wish with all my heart that I were a police officer. If I were, I’d be able to…
He lasts all of fifty-six Mississippis before he can’t help a compliment.
NICE STEMS, he says appreciatively. GLAD I STAYED OUT LATE TONIGHT, EH,
MAMI?
She smiles awkwardly, laughs lightly, and looks down. What else can she do? I don’t blame
her at all.
Well, no. That’s also a lie.
She doesn’t look down.
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She looks at me, first, and I’m…
I’m not wearing a policeman's uniform.
I’m not wearing a gray janitor’s uniform, either.
I breathe in, then out.
One Mississippi. Two Mississippi.
Then I gasp loud enough to rupture my own eardrums.
OH MY GOSH, HI! I squeal. I HAVEN’T SEEN YOU SINCE FRESHMAN YEAR! I
forcibly eject myself out of my seat with terrified confidence and land right next to her. HE
HASN’T TOLD ME HOW HIS AIR FORCE TRAINING WENT, YET. WE SHOULD ALL
MEET UP SOMETIME! Y’KNOW, CATCH UP!
A sigh escapes her lips, shudders her shoulders.
Hey, uh, girl, how’ve you been? she beams right back, and I tell her absolutely
EVERYTHING.
I talk LOUD, and when he says, Hey, I was having a conversation, here, I talk LOUDER. I
talk and I talk and I talk until I fill up the whole, empty space with nonsense song, eat up all the
oxygen so there’s none left for him, and sometimes she talks back, and together we make ourselves
the best friends since college or high school with very strong, military-trained brothers and
boyfriends and dads waiting for us at home and make plenty of plans, none of which the stranger
across the world from us is welcome to join. Colors and lights and absolute horse crap spill out of
my mouth and nobody but my new-old best friend is allowed into our treehouse.
He slinks off at the next station, piss and vinegar leaking from his forehead as he mutters
something about rude psycho females, and I laugh, the sound bright and bouncing off the walls,
until the doors close and we’re halfway to the next station.
“Thanks,” she says, practically whispers as we suddenly become quiet. The adrenaline has
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left us, and now there’s only a bone-deep tiredness.
I take a shuddering breath and pull off my glasses. “No problem.”
“But, um…” She bites her lip and tugs her coat closer around herself. “Make sure you
aren’t followed home or anything. There are, like, total weirdos this late at night. You shouldn’t be
out here alone.”
“I’ll be fine.” I don’t tell her she’s a hypocrite, because it’s also my fault he’s angrier now,
could be angrier still, later, when we part. “I couldn’t just sit and watch him creep all over you,” I
add, even though I’m perfectly aware of how much of a lie it is.
She catches it quickly. We’ve been lying together for nearly ten minutes, now, so she knows
what my lies sound like. “No, you really could’ve. So. Thanks. Or whatever. I’m used to it,
though.”

Her knocking, stockinged knees knock my livewire one. They compare so easily. The
danger’s passed, we’re free to move, and we’re still—
We’re still here.
I smile at her.
“Me, too.”
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Perhaps it was just Humanity
by Stephen Jeffries

When we went to the village, I don't think any of us meant to take it so far. Hell, we didn't
know what was ahead. It was supposed to be an easy job. We weren't psychos. We aren't psychos.
There are plenty of those in Bosnia. Nor are we fanatics. Not most of us. Not more than anyone
else at least. And there are plenty of fanatics too. We were just normal people. Just human. Maybe
that's more scary. A phyco is born messed up. He can't do anything about it. But normal people
have control. Sort of.
We’d come to resupply. Food and water mostly. Medicine, if any was found, though that
was a doubtful. War had only made the region poorer. My platoon had been detached from the
main company to run a few miles east out of the way. It wasn't really a village. There was only a
half dozen houses or so, grouped around the center of the valley. Not a valley either. Just a hollow
in the side on the mountain, river running through the middle. Sort of a small place all around I
guess. A single road running straight through. It was going to be an easy day. Croats lived there.
And it had been out of the way of fighting. The settlement had no real strategic value.
I felt better than I had in weeks, months maybe. About two dozen of us were piled into the
back of a open back utility truck, a bit cramped really. I sat on the wood siding, with my legs
hanging of the side, holding on to the tarp frame. As we drove along up the valley, the wind blew
through my hair, pulled back with a bandana that was given to me by my dear sister when I’d gone
to the front a year ago. I consciously let myself think of her again. I’d always tried to put her out of
my mind when I was in fighting, which was almost constantly nowadays. They were two polar
opposites, the war and my sister. They shouldn't have any association with each other, other than
my connection to both. So I kept them separate in my mind even as I tried to keep them separate in
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the physical world.
She would have liked this place. It really was pretty. And peaceful. There weren't many
places left in Herzegovina, Hell in all Yugoslavia, that hadn't been hit by war. Bloodshed had
washed over from Kosovo like a wave infecting the whole region. First Kosovo, then Slovenia,
then Croatia, then Bosnia. My family had listened to the news with mixed emotions. Pride for our
fellow Croats standing up against the Serbs. Hatred for the Serbs who acted like everything was
theirs. Distrust of the Muslims who increasingly grew radical. We’d been on the same side with the
Muslims initially, fighting the Serbs together. Apparently, we still were in some parts of Bosnia. In
other parts, we fought with the Serbs against the Muslims. And in other parts, Muslims and Serbs
were fighting together against our people. It was a mess. News was always confusing because it
could never keep up with the ever-changing sides, ceasefires, and alliances. To make it simple, I
just did what my commander said. If he said we were fighting Muslims, than I fought Muslims.
And if he said Serbs, I fought Serbs. It's easier sometimes when you let other people call the shots.

But I put that all out of my mind. Today, I was going to relax and not think much of war.
Actually, I didn't think much anyways. It was perhaps the most important lesson learned from the
war. “Don't think too much”. My sergeant had told this to me before my first firefight. “Do what
your told and don't think about it”.
We drove up towards the village, our truck kicking up clouds of dust we quickly left
behind. The land around was mostly forested but the houses were in a clearing. The buildings came
into view through the trees. There were three houses off to one side of the road and two more and
barn on the other, more spread out. The barn was a little ways off, at the edge of a horse field. Two
brown horses were grazing. The buildings stood undamaged besides for the usual wear and tear.
The backdoor of the nearest house hung open, barely moving in the breeze. There was something
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missing. A certain human touch. The jovial conversations in the truck began to falter as we survey
the area.
“Nice looking place” a guy comments with a chuckle. Some nods of agreement.
“Don't see anyone” another guy says.
“looks empty”
And it was. Something just made the place look… deserted, abandon. No vehicles or
wagons or tractors. No clothesline. No one tending the horses or the small farm. No movement. I
mean there was some movement. Birds, horses, the light motion of grass and trees. Just no human
movement, strangely irregular and unique, always so noticable somehow, as if it wasn't part of the
rest of the world.
The truck came to a stop, in the middle of the settlement. With a few groans, we eased
ourselves out of the truck, trying to be gentle on our weary feet. I stood around stretching my legs
as I waited for everyone else. My friend Darko joined me.
“The hell is everyone?” he asks.
“Hell if I know” I say. “Maybe their hiding”.
“Yeah but they're Croats aren't they?”
“I don't think they knew we were coming. Soldiers all look the same anyway”
Our Lieutenant called us into a loose circle and started telling each squad where to go. Me
and Darko’s squad were told to search one of the houses. It was not a large building, two stories,
made of stone and plaster with a later addition on the side, the roof pieced together with sheets of
metal, several of which had slid off and lay on the ground around the footprint the house. It was
dark inside. A window was broken. But besides for that the house looked fine. Just empty. There
was something about it that unnerved. I wasn't the only one.
“I don't like that house” muttered Josip. He lightly fingered his crucifix, hung around his
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neck. He was a nice kid Josip. Quiet and always faithful. He carried a bible with him always. His
father had been a reverend somewhere in Croatia and had sent his sons to do God's work in the
killing fields of Croatia and Bosnia. Two of his brothers were already dead.
The house loomed ahead as we approached. I scarcely noticed how we all now walked in a
half crouch, like we did when under fire. My rifle was in my hands now, safety off, selector on
automatic, ready.
Was that… movement? Behind the window? My rifle was to my shoulder.
“What? You see something?” Darko whispered.
“What?” our sergeant half turned
“I don't know I...”
“You see?...
“I didn't say anything”
“The hell's the matter? Did you see something?”
“...I dont know”.
There was an uncomfortable pause.
“Luka” Sarg snapped, “cover those windows. Anything moves, rip it to shreds” Luka turned
his machine-gun towards his target while the rest of us stacked the door. There's no smiling now.
Sarg racks the bolt of his gun and kicks in the door. We all rush in behind him
We entered a small foyer. A living room is to our right and a kitchen to the left. In front, a
crooked staircase led upstairs. There was no sound, no movement except for our hearts and
breathing. We paused.
“Hello! Anyone here?” our sergeant called, rifle aimed up and ready.
No answer.
“This is the HVO! If you are in the house, come down now! We won't hurt you!” well if
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you were croats that is. No promises made to anyone else.
There was no reply.
“Željko, go tell Luka we’re all clear. Tell the guys outside to look around the property and
outside of the house. Miroš, Borna, search the living room. Darko, you and Franjo take a look in
the kitchen. Jakov, Josip, with me, upstairs”.
Darko and I took our left into the kitchen. I took an initial scan. Nothing unusual. Beyond
the kitchen area was a dining area, four chairs set around a square wood table, a well used candle
in the middle, wax drippings down the sides. A door on the outside wall formed an invisible
boundary between each space. There was a china cabinet on one wall behind the table. The blue
plates and cups, all in perfect condition in their places, seemed mysteriously out of place. Once we
were sure nobody was there, we quickly began digging through the cabinets looking for anything
of use. I could hear the guys upstairs moving around. I went to open the door which I suspected led
outside. A guy outside swung his gun around at me in surprise as I opened the door and I nearly ate
lead.
“Jesus! Tell me when your opening a door man! You were this close to getting capped!”
“Sorry man!” I said, pulling out of the doorframe and leaving the door open.
“We’re clear up here!” someone yells from upstairs and I hear one of them descend the
stairs.
“Anything down there?”
“Clear to the right!”
“Yeah we're clear!”
“Left?”
“All good!”
“Right! Look around for anything useful! Be down in a sec.”
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“Ass-hole” laughs Darko “you had us all worked up there for a minute!”. I grin back.
“What would you have me do man? Can't be too sure. I had a bad feeling about this place!
So did Josip”. I started going through the cabinets myself, looking for food. “What can a soldier
trust if not his instincts?”
“Problem is we’ve been fighting too long man. We’re getting too jumpy” he said, tossing
me potato he’d found. Our Sergeant came down the stairs and quickly looked over what we’d
found. Just some flour, some salt, and a few potatoes and beats. “Good, now load it into
“Hey Sarg!? You'd better come look at this!” someone yelled from outside.
The sergeant went to the kitchen door and leaned out. Several guys were gathered around a
spot up the hill aways.
“I think we’ve got a grave or something back here!” one called.
The sergeant leaped down the stairs by the door and jogged over, me and Darko following.
About fifty meters away from the house, an all too familiar sight waited for us. About half the guys
in my squad stood around a patch of earth about six foot long and five wide. It wasn't freshly
turned soil but I would guess that it was a few weeks old. Nobody said anything. Finally our
sergeant told one of our guys to run and get the Lieutenant. Then he turned to us, sighing.
“Go and get a shovel” he instructed in a weary voice. Somebody ran off. “The rest off you,
spread out and look for more graves”. Me and Darko started walking off in a random direction, out
towards the woods. Some of the newer guys kept kind of close, curious. I knew how they felt. I’d
been there once too. We all had. But the older guys had no interest. We’d seen this all before. Too
many times.
Only two weeks ago, we’d liberated another town, a Croat town, to the north, that had been
taken by a Mujahideen battalion earlier that month. We’d fought for two days over it before they
retreated. leaving behind their crimes. Five men and a young woman, about thirty years old, had
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been killed, all shot up. And at least six girls from thirteen to thirty had been raped. Homes were
looted. The church was burned. The woman had been killed when two of the Balij fuckers had tried
to rape her and she resisted. Her crippled mother, who couldn't walk, was forced to watch the
whole thing. Some of the bodies of those killed had been thrown in a shallow grave on the outside
of town. Like this one. That hadn’t the first time we’d seen this either. There’d been others. And we
hadn’t only been witnesses to some of them. Few people bothered taking prisoners in this war
anymore. It was too big of a logistical problem. We walked back along the house.
“Poor bastards” I say.
“Where do you think the others are?”
“What do you mean?”
“Well two people can't be the only ones living here. You know, there’s got to be some
others to tend the farm and do other work and stuff”
“Yeah. Hopefully they got out. They could hide OK in the hills”
We found Borna and Jakov crouched on the ground. Jakov had a handful of bullet shells.
“What's all that?”
“Two 9mm para and a 7mm remington”
“7mm isn't a military cartridges”
“Yeah but it could be militia. You know, some snipers like using remington and winchester
hunting rifles”.
“Yeah. Fucking Muhaj”.
We heard some curses from up at the grave and saw several men back up, covering their
mouths and noses. We knew that the smell had hit them. You didn't need to go deep to find it. Soon
it suddenly surrounded us too. It was strong. There's nothing on this earth that smells worse than a
partially decayed human body.
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“Christ!” mutters Jakov.
“Get something to cover this shit up!” yelled the Lt. He started back down towards the
truck talking to our sergeant, who, after a minute, peeled of and gathered our squad up again. We
were informed that we were now looking for graves and we were split up like we were in the
house. We hadn't been looking long when we were again interrupted.

I vaguely heard someone shout for the Lieutenant again but didn't pay much attention. But
Luka, who was with me, turned and looked towards the call.
“Hey! I think they've found some people man!”.
“Shit what!?”
We turned back to see several men coming out of one of the other houses across the road.
They were dragging two kicking bodies. Even from a distance, the bodies looked feeble.
Then from inside the house, three gunshots split the air. There was a high pitched scream of
a woman.
“Shit! What fuck was that?”
We started running towards the comotion. So was everyone else in the platoon. A young
woman and very small boy were pulled out of the house. The girl was kicking and screaming as
she was dragged on the ground by her feet. Men were yelling. The boy was quietly struggling to
run back into the house. A man gripped his arm. The two old people, a man and a woman, lay on
the ground at everyone's feet. The old woman babbled incoherently and grabbed at soldiers legs
and jackets, begging them with sounds alone. The Lieutenant was struggling to control the
situation. Everyone was shouting.
“Where the hell did they come from?”
“Are they Balija?”
“The hell happened up there?”
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“Is anyone hurt?”
”Who fired?”
“You! Get your fucking ass up and cover that road!” the Lt screamed at a machine gunner.
“Everyone get back! Get the fuck back!”. We’d all started settling down when the girl, who was
not yet surrounded by us, somehow broke free of her captor. She started sprinting down the hill
towards the tree line, crying as she went. I can't imagine she expected to escape. There were two
dozen men with automatic rifles. She made it twenty meters before a someone let loose a burst of
gunfire cut her down. That got everyone started again. The old woman wailed out even louder. The
old man valiantly got up from the ground. The boy, no more than four remained silent.
“What the fuck were those gunshots for Ivan!?” our Lt yelled at the sergeant been who’d
searching the house.
“She was trying to escape!”
“No! When you were in the house!”
“Some fucker jumped Milos with a knife when he looked in a cabinet!”
“He's dead them?”
“No he’s over there!”
“Not Milos. The fucking Muj!”
“Oh yeah”
“Did you check?”
“Given that his brains are covering the walls I’d say he’s pretty fucking dead!”
Everyone was still yelling back and forth. The old lady screamed on the ground, a truly
inhuman sound. The old man shouted without speaking a word, spit flying from his mouth. The
boy sat in silence, no longer in this world. Our Lt, again with difficulty, got everyone quite. The
platoon, besides those covering the road, stood in a loose circle around the Muslims. Now that we
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were quite, no one besides the muslims made a sound. It felt like we were waiting for something.
“The girl dead?” Lt asked
“Yep!” a soldier, who went to check the body, called back. He rejoined the circle.
There was a pause. Everyone stood and looked at the things on the ground. I remember
sparrow was singing in the distance as clear as day.
Our Lt pointed at a sergeant. “Pick the old man up”. Two men hauled the old man to his
feet. They did it as easily as you would pick up a stick. It wasn't a bad comparison. The old man
was clearly not healthy. His torn clothes hung of his frail body. He still had hair but it was so thin it
barely seemed to be there at all. Like his clothes, the skin on his face seemed ready to slide off.
And he smelled. Even amongst us, he was particularly repugnant. His eyes showed complete
hopelessness. He still somehow managed to look the Lieutenant in the eyes. The Lt grabbed a
fistful of his shirt.
“Your Balija aren't you?”
The old man didn't speak
“Answer!” Lt yelled pulling his pistol out of its holster.
The old man nodded weakly
“Where are the people that lived here?”
The old man rasped several times before coughing out.
“I don't know”
“Do you live here?”
“No”
“Then why the hell are you here!?”
“We were running!”
“You? Running? I find that hard to believe”
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“We were! Our village was burned by serbs!”
“They were serbs?”
“Yes!”
There was some murmuring. Serb forces weren't supposed to be anywhere near here.
“Where? When?”
“A week ago, in our village. It's called Balvov. Its east of here. They came and started
killing everyone! We escaped into the hills and found this place. It was empty!”
“You didn't see the bodies?”
“What bodies?”
“The Bodies rotting behind that house you stupid old shit!”
“No!”
“You've been here a week and you didn't notice a couple of rotting corpses!?”
“No! We stayed near the house! We were scared!”
Lt grabbed him harder and started shaking him. The old man’s head whipped back and
forth. “Bullshit! You knew! You knew you were living off someone else's work! You knew and ate
their food while they rotted away thanks to your fucking Muhaj militias! You knew!” It was as if
the man had killed them himself. It wasn't much of an excuse.
I was no longer thinking. All of my conscience was in the present. There was no past or
future. I didn't think of the war. I didn't think of the bodies we’d found. I didn't think of home or
my mother or father. Or of my dear sister. I was here to follow orders, protect my people, and get
home and forget it all. That was the ultimate goal of all soldiers. To get home and forget. If asked, I
would kill all of them. I felt no more emotion for these people than I would for a bug. I focused my
mind on the worst qualities of the people in front of me. Their smell, their filthy appearance, the
way they cried and moaned, the way the old lady grabbed at your boots like a dog and looked at
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you. I didn't want to look back at her. I couldn't. Because if I did, I would remember that I was
killing a defenseless, heartbroken old woman.
“Answer me!” screamed Lt. He cocked the hammer on his pistol.
The old woman wailed the only intelligible word I ever heard her speak.
“Noooooooo!”
She flung herself at our Lt’s boots, grabbing at his pants. With a snarl, he kicked her in the
face. On her hands and knees, she spun around like a dog and did the same thing to the first man in
sight. He too kicked her off, this time into someone else, who, cursing returned the favor. Soon,
both men, snarling like wolves, were kicking the woman on the ground again and again with
increasing vigor. People started shouting again, some yelling at them to keep going. Maybe one
saying to stop. I was yelling too, but I don't know what.
Suddenly a sergeant stepped into the circle, and shoving between both men. Without
missing a beat, rifle tucked under his arm, he fired four times in rapid succession. The old woman
jerked violently, and then lay still.
The old man looked down at the disfigured body. He fell to his knees beside her. And
started whispering in a foreign language, hands held out before him. I only understood one thing he
said.
“Allahu Akbar. Allahu Akbar”
He whispered it until the Lt put a bullet in the back of his head. He fell on top of his
woman.
Now there was quiet.
Except for the sniffing of a small boy, no older than four. He had remained quiet through
the whole ordeal. So quiet in fact that I think most of us forgot he was there.
We all stood. Silent. Looking down at him. Like gods passing judgment. He almost seemed
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oblivious to us. His whole world might have been the ground we now surrounded, the edges of the
world lying beyond our boots. He was covered in mud and blood. You could hardly see his
features.
If I thought anything, I don't remember.
A sparrow sang in a tree. The child curiously looked up at the noise.

“Well?”
“What?” Lt seemed startled.
“Well what now?” It was one of the sergeants.
“What do you mean?”
“What are we going to do with the kid?”

“We could take him to a refugee camp” the sergeant said.
“There isn't one near here” replied another.
“I think there's one in Travnik”
“Its been cut off by the Serbs”
Another pause. A breeze gently tugged at my hair as it moved through. No one moved.

“We can't just leave him”
“Can't we?”
“He’d starve to death”
“Is the end result any different?”
“It would be unnecessarily cruel”
“Why would we care about that?”
“Why shouldn't we?”
“We just shot his grandparents in front of him!”
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“How do you know they were his grandparents?”
“It doesn't matter if they are or not! We just blew a couple of old Balija to sheds in front of
him!”
“So?”
“So why should we care about being cruel? He’ll be messed up forever anyways”
“He probably won't remember”
“How the hell could he forget?”
“How much do you remember when you were four?”
“Some stuff!”
“yeah? Like what?”
“I remember fishing with my grandad.”
“Ok so one memory out of a million. Congratulations! He's more like three anyways!”
“To hell he is, he's at least four”
“He doesn't have enough hair”
“It doesn't fucking matter! He’ll remember this alright”
“So what? Shoot him?”
“What choice do we have?”
“We could take him with us!”
“To where!? Back to base?”
“To a fucking refugee camp! Haven't I told you from the start?”
“But Travniks fucking cut off!”
“So? You can't tell me its the only one camp in bosnia”
“Yeah but we can’t get to another one!”
“We probably could”
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“Well if you think of one within twenty miles let me know!”
“We could use him to trade”
“For what, prisoners?”
“Why not?”
“When's the last time you heard of someone taking prisoners?”
“We could trade for ammo”
“You seriously think the Muhaj would give us ammo for a kid?”
“Why not?”
“It's just a kid! What do they care?”
“It's a kid! A muslim kid!”
“They cut kids heads off and burn them alive! They don't care about kids!”
“Look if you really want to shoot the little bastard, you can be my fucking guest”
“It's not that I want to shoot the little shit, asshole! We've got no choice!”
“Fucking refugee camp! Or, hell, UN troops! They'd take it. They'd have to, to keep looking
good in front of the cameras”
“I haven't seen one of those blue bastards in months”
“Look my friend, you clearly really want this damn kid dead”
“You have any better solu-The Lieutenant had suddenly stepped forward. The talk stopped. He bent and took the hand
of the child and slowly started walking. The circle of men parted to let them through. With slow
steps so the child could keep up, the Lt led him up the slope towards the nearest house. We stared
in silence, counting every step. In his right hand he held the boys small hand, in the other, a pistol.
The child stumbled but the Lieutenant seemed to catch him.
He led him around the back side of a house.
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Out of sight.
We waited.
There was no noise.
All eyes were fixed on the last place we saw him.
The sparrows song floated through the trees, rising and falling.
The breeze blew.
The sun shone down.
No one moved.
The Lieutenant emerged from behind the house. His pistol was in its holster. He held the
small hand of a boy who followed behind him. Moving slowly down the hill so the boy would not
trip, he moved towards the ring of waiting men. His eyes were blank.
“Get the food and supplies, load it on the truck” he said.
We scrambled the next minute to load up our supplies. No one spoke. While we worked, the
Lt stood by the truck with the boy, holding his hand. The boy was looking at the truck with the
wonder of any small boy. His tears were now gone. As we finished and clamored onto the back, the
Lt took the boy to the front seat where he sat and gently placed the boy on his knee. As the boy
looked over to where the bodies lay in the dirt, the Lt shielded his eyes from the carnage.
The driver started up the engine and expertly turned the truck around. We pulled away, the
village slowly fading from view, disappearing forever behind our wall of dust.
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When Listening Doesn’t Work
by Kelly Wu
When I was eight, I discovered my intense fear of people coming into the house to rob it
and kidnap me was beginning to affect my sleep schedule. I would stay up for hours, tossing and
turning and waiting for footsteps coming up the stairs, my baseball bat in hand, ready to swing.
Why is it that people always have baseball bats at the ready in movies? Anyways. Turns out, this
silly phobia of mine would come true. But in a different sense. One night, I have my baseball bat
and my eyes shut and suddenly, I hear footsteps. Clanging. A door. Bang! The good news is it
was definitely not a thief with a gun and a mask. My father had terrorized the house. He was a
tornado that whipped through and claimed everything, taking it into his tornado-sized hands and
leaving mass destruction in his wake. He took everything that might remind us of him and
vanished. Needless to say, I had to revise my greatest fear; I did not know people could just leave
like that. I would have much rather preferred a masked thief.
Elle put down the journal and watched as her sister packed up her things. They had just
come back from the movies, the last thing they would do before Talia had to go to the airport to
fly back to San Francisco. Talia moved back and forth, double, triple, quadruple checking her
things had made it safely into the suitcase. Elle watched her mid-twenties sister quietly utter
words resembling a checklist of things to pack under her breath. Of course, she probably had a
plethora of things their mother gave her over a short span of 4 days, from pots and pans to
dresses and scarves. The clock read 10:34 PM; her flight was in seven hours.
“Don’t forget the book!” Elle said, pointing towards the TV stand where Talia left the
unwrapped Christmas present, untouched. Talia looked over, bothered by the noise, and took the
book, shoving it into the crevice left in her backpack. Elle shrugged it off. No one ever listened
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to her. Besides, Talia always got like this when she was stressed. She would become quiet, stuck
in her head. Whereas Elle had to explain everything she did with reasons and logic. Whether it
was in a journal or through conversations with anyone that would listen, but mainly in a journal.
In the car the next morning at an ungodly hour, cases in the trunk and fifty pounds of
things in each, Elle, Talia, and their mom drove down to the Raleigh-Durham Airport. They were
all utterly exhausted, having barely gotten a wink of sleep since they said good night at 11.
Waking up at 3 in the morning was jarring and quite literally a rude awakening. Fortunately, the
forecast said that the sun would begin shining for the first time in a while, hopefully a tired
attempt to defrost the icy roads from the winter wonderland that was Raleigh the past week.
Elle’s finger trailed down the front of her journal, where she painted a blue car with bright
yellow headlights against an orange background. She was fascinated by old fashioned cars, they
were her primary source of inspiration for her drawings or sketches.
She wasn’t ready to see Talia go, but Talia was practically bouncing in her chair, anxious
to get home and see her fiancé. That was alright, Elle was used to being alone. Ever since Talia
left home, it was just her and her mom. They used to be a family. They never spoke of their
father anymore--he disappeared from their lives as quickly as a candle gets blown out on a third
grader’s birthday cake. That third grader wished for a puppy--instead, her father left them and so
did that dream of having a puppy. He was just as fragile as a candle flame as well. Any which
way you blew it, if you tipped it over, you might set the whole house on fire. He was a terrible
listener to top it all off.
“We’ll see each other again during spring break, okay?” Talia said as she hugged Elle
goodbye. As Elle watched her roll her suitcases into the terminal, she couldn’t help but wish she
saw tears in Talia’s eyes. Some sign that she still had roots in her hometown. Something to
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reassure Elle that her big sister would come back to stay.
Ever since that birthday wish, Elle had stopped making real wishes. She stopped
believing in the tooth fairy, Santa, and especially anything remotely close to religion. The only
wish she made was for Talia to come home.
Elle and her mom left the terminal and were driving down Aviation Parkway, the night
was thick with darkness and chill. Below freezing temperatures never bothered Elle as much as it
did the rest of her family--she was just cold-blooded to begin with. So as her mother shivered in
the driver’s seat, knuckles gripping the wheel quickly turning white, Elle sat in the passenger’s
seat comfortably. She flipped through her journal. She had been writing in it for a year now,
filling it with her thoughts and sketches. She was committed to documenting anything that went
through her mind, especially since her thoughts were scrambled and confused most of the time.
Her mind was talking circles and her eyes were closed when a bright light piercing through the
darkness forced her eyes open.
A giant set of headlights began approaching them from the opposite direction. If this
were a scene in a movie, the best way to describe it would be in colors and sounds. Before Elle’s
eyes, there was a flash of white from the headlights in the middle of darkness. A deafeningly
painful truck horn blew out into the night, panicked and alarming. Through foggy blue windows
and flashing yellow hazard lights, Elle could only anticipate the inevitable crash. Her mom cried
out, and made a desperate attempt to swerve away, but the narrow icy roads weren’t forgiving
and they spun out of control. The heartwrenching crush of metal on concrete and screeching of
tires on ice were the last things Elle heard before her head made contact with the exploding
airbag and she was tossed into oblivion.
…
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The loud radio made the rustic car vibrate as Leo drove down Aviation Parkway at 45
miles an hour. His gas light had been on ever since he left home, but he was running late to the
library and he really thought he could make it. He could not. The car sputtered, spat, and shut
down, stuttering to a stop on the side of the road. Leo stared at the wheel in his hands. How
could this be happening right now? And he was having such a good morning. He got out of the
car, unsure of what to do. He texted his mom, “my car just broke down, what do i do?” to which
he received the response “I’m on my way. I told you I should have driven you, why do you never
listen to me? Don’t you remember last time?” She was always nagging about something that
happened eleven years ago. He locked his phone, which was on 4%, and sighed. Might as well
use the rest of the battery to listen to music. He plugged in his earbuds and clicked on his usual
playlist. He then sat down by his hand-me-down car, feeling the moving air and the vibration of
the ground caused by passing cars on the highway.
A few feet away laid an object in the litter-covered grass, the cover glinting in the sun.
Leo turned towards the blinding light and discovered a notebook. What? He picked it up and
examined the hardcover of the now dented and dirty spiral notebook, on which a Rolls Royce in
a city setting was painted in primary colors. He flipped through the pages, covered in writing and
occasional sketches, most of which were car models from the early 1900’s. “She has to go again.
She only stayed for two days, and after the fight they kicked her out of the house, practically
kicking her out of our lives.” Leo closed the book, deterred by the writing and unwilling to read
something too personal. Maybe it’s trash. Maybe whoever threw this out of the window of their
car meant to lose it. He did have to turn in an art assignment in a week. He brushed off as much
dirt from the cover as possible and tossed it into his backpack, then sat back down, waiting for
his mom to come to his rescue.
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…
Elle had been in a coma for three weeks after the incident. She woke up to bright lights
and a ringing in the back of her head, constantly and always, as if she was back in the passenger
seat, waiting for the collision. Her vision was hazy as she squinted and blinked several times
before being able to focus on a set of eyes.
“Can you hear me?” The mouth under the eyes said a little too loudly, and Elle nodded
slowly. A cup of water was thrust in her direction, and she took it gratefully. She was hugged by
two pairs of arms and kissed multiple times. She closed and opened her eyes, and was finally
able to make the room stop spinning so fast. She looked around, there were two people in the
room. Two women. The women were crying. A doctor came rushing in, smiling and holding a
clipboard. A string of questions ensued, most of which she could not answer. Who were the
people in the room? What was the last thing she remembered? Did she want something to eat?
Did she remember the crash? The doctor smiled apologetically to the people in the room,
mumbling something quietly to them. Something about not worrying, this was common for
trauma patients. Something about traumatic amnesia.
Elle was met with a bombardment of explanations and apologies, a list of questions and
answers, but nothing would click. They knew it as well. The older woman couldn’t stop
fidgeting. She had bruises and bandages everywhere.
...
Leo was late for his appointment. It was his annual check up to see if the car accident of
2007 wanted to maybe stop haunting him. It never did. Some things could never be regained, no
matter how long your mother nags at you, no matter how many doctors appointments, no matter
how much money you could throw at the problem. He parked haphazardly into about three
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parking spots, grabbed his backpack, ran into the waiting room and checked in. Too late. Dr.
Alexandra already met with the next person on the schedule. He sat down, and opened up his
backpack. He had time. He got out the journal. It had been his reading material for the past few
days, ever since he justified the fact that he wanted to use it in his art project with the idea that
reading the entire thing might ease his conscience. He had also begun his own section in the
journal, seeing as finishing the journal might also ease that pesky conscience. There were only a
few empty pages left.
The girl that wrote in this journal had a lot to say. As if she was incapable of saying
anything to the people in her own life, and instead put everything in writing. But that’s what
happens when asking people to listen accomplishes nothing. Leo could relate to that on another
level so much so that he found himself personally connecting with the girl in the journal without
even knowing her. Why would she ever throw this journal away? He shoved the journal in his
backpack just as a nurse walked out to tap him on the shoulder and point towards the screen
calling in patients, which proceeded to announce to the world:
“Leo Atkinson, Dr. Alexandra is ready to see you.” Oh boy. How fun. He walked through
the door, on top of which hung a sign labelled “Deaf Waiting Room”.
...
The next few days, Elle had to stay in the hospital for constant check-ups. She was
beginning to regain a faint memory of her family and certain major events of her past, but not
completely. She was allowed to walk around the hospital to regain her strength and energy. The
one day that her sister went across the street to grab a bite with a friend and was not pestering her
about how she was feeling, Elle left her room. She needed to get out and breathe. She was
thankful, truly, for the constant support she had from Talia. Her sister basically lived on the chair
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next to her bed, getting her pudding, making sure she took her medication and slept enough. She
decided to come back to live with them for two months after discharge while Elle was still
recovering, despite the drama with her mother and despite the ties she had in San Francisco.
There was an unspoken trust between the sisters. The first sign in years that she cared.
Elle was near a window, gripping the railing to see outside. She noticed a familiar flash
of primary colors move in the corner of her eye, and then a loud thud. Someone with an open
backpack was walking behind a nurse, walking away from something on the floor. Elle ran over
to pick up whatever had fallen, ready to run after the guy to hand him his belonging, but as she
approached the book, she saw the car. A string of memories of bright headlights just outside of
her reach flashed before her eyes and she looked at it, puzzled. She picked it up and brought it
back to her room, quickly shutting her door closed. She began on the first page, opening it up to
a sketch of an old-fashioned airplane model. So the fascination with heavy machinery didn’t stop
with cars.
She continued to read, and as she read, memories came flowing back. Talia walked in to
discover her sleeping with the journal in her arms, and dried tears on her face.
Two days had passed after she found her journal before she discovered a different
handwriting in the last few pages of the book.
Dated from two weeks ago:
This is a little weird, but I want to finish this journal. I found it sitting in the grass,
waiting for someone to find it, whether it was a high school student picking up trash for
community service hours or a high school student picking up trash while waiting for his car to be
towed. I would like to say that I was chivalrous, and did not read the entirety of this journal. But
I definitely did. And somehow, it just feels right to end it in a different perspective. If this is all
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for naught and I have just spent the last three hours brainstorming a way to end this journal’s
life in order to feel better about cutting it up later, whatever. Here we go.
Cutting it up? What? Who was this... And why did he want to cut up this journal? As if
he was answering her questions, he wrote on.
A little bit about me? I feel ridiculous. A grown teenage boy writing a diary. But screw
gender roles and our society’s preposterous need to label everything. My name’s Leo Atkinson. I
am 18. I have been homeschooled for eleven years, before then I was just a regular boy going to
elementary school. But now I’m that weird kid who was hospitalized for months after the incident
and never returned to that elementary school. Never graduated with my class, and never will.
But, because I’m homeschooled and a teenage boy with angst and a dark past, I am free to do
literally anything I want. Every Thursday, I go to the library. Not to seem posh, but I read a lot. I
genuinely read this whole journal in thirty minutes. And that is some heavy material.
I need my mom to stop bothering me. She realizes that I am an “adult” now, but she acts
like I am a different case. She reminds me everyday. I’m “special”.
Perplexed, Elle put the book down. He did not continue his introduction and instead
replaced the empty space with sketches of hands. They looked like they were moving. She
decided then that she had to find him once again.
In preparation for their meeting at the library, where Elle planned to thank him for
indirectly helping her regain her memories, Elle had made a dire decision. She was discharged a
few hours ago, and in that time, had devised an elaborate plan. She sat cross-legged on her
bedroom floor, grabbing a pair of scissors, glue, and paint. Hours and hours of cutting and
pasting would ensue, the victim being her precious journal that prior-to-the-near-death-accidentElle was so terribly attached to. She tore pages out and cut and folded them, creating countless
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little paper airplanes that would structure into a single giant paper bird, with its wings
outstretched. When she was done, she stepped back, admiring her work. Dozens of car sketches
and thousands of scribbled words floated seamlessly on the wings of the planes, utterly
meaningless to anyone who would look at this sculpture from afar but perfect for the only two
people in the world who had read Elle’s journal. She picked up her creation and rested it on her
desk. Tomorrow was Thursday.
…
Elle googled the closest library off of Aviation Parkway and tried her luck. Talia was
instructed to wait outside for her, and if she didn’t come out in 30 minutes she was probably
dead. She was standing in the middle of the library’s fiction section, looking around at the ten
people there. Only one had caught her eye. He looked like he could be her age, tall, lean, and was
looking at the bookshelf with authors, last names K through N. He had earbuds in, bobbing his
head to the music, and a navy backpack on. The same color bag as the guy from the hospital?
She walked over and tapped him on the shoulder, and he pulled out one of his earbuds to talk to
her.
“Can I help you?” he asked with an eyebrow raised.
“Hi, I know this is weird, but do you happen to be Leo Atkinson?” she asked, suddenly
realizing how much of a nerd she sounded like. The beak of the bird poked out of her unzipped
backpack, waiting patiently to see broad daylight once again.
“Sorry, I’m afraid you’ve got the wrong guy,” the guy said with an apologetic look on his
face. Elle smiled shyly and laughed, murmuring a soft goodbye and leaving the encounter with a
red face and a racing heartbeat. That was very embarrassing. I’m going to leave. Right before
she stepped out of the automatic sliding doors, she passed by a room labelled Classroom, and a
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chalkboard stand with a giant arrow, pointing inside, exclaiming “Sign Language Class! All ages
welcome!”. She backed up and inconspicuously looked in to find a group of little kids sat on the
floor of a small carpeted auditorium, looking towards the center where a boy was sitting on a
stool in front of a whiteboard gesturing towards the kids. She couldn’t help but smile at the scene
before her. The kids mirrored his movements as he signed something and pointed towards the
translation on the board.
She watched the boy have conversations with some of the star students in the front row,
and was amazed by the beautiful fluidity with which their hands were able to move and
communicate. The sketches. Elle swung her backpack around and rummaged through it, looking
for the only journal pages still intact. The ones that Leo wrote in. She found them and looked at
the hands, and she finally understood why the hands seemed like they were moving.
As the class ended and the little kids hugged him and gave him high-fives, Elle waited for
the class to file out before walking in to greet him, hoping he was the guy from the hospital. As
soon as she walked in, the boy looked up, eyes expecting to see an elementary school student but
instead seeing a seventeen year old girl with a faint bruise on her forehead. His eyes turned from
welcoming to quizzical, and Elle stood there, wondering how they were ever going to
communicate. There was no way that Leo from the journal was...deaf? She smiled shyly,
wondering how people normally greet the deaf. She saw the markers in a cup magnetized to the
whiteboard, and picked a black one, proceeding to write “Hi, my name is Elle Whitaker.” She
scanned his face, wondering what his expression meant. The boy looked down, and took the
sketches that she didn’t even notice were still in her hand from her. A smile spread across his
face.
He grabbed a red pen and their conversation proceeded in notes:
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“My name is Leo Atkinson. Nice to meet you.”
“Oh! I actually found you! I think you dropped my journal and I found it at the hospital.”
“So that’s where I lost it. So what happened…”
“It must have flown out of the car during the crash, and you found it, I’m assuming?”
“Ah! Ok. I’m really sorry for writing in it.”
“No, no that’s okay! I’m really glad you did. I was thinking…”
“Yeah?”
“I made you something.”
“Oh, really?”
She pulled out the bird structure and Leo’s eyes widened. He held it in his hands and
marveled at it for a few minutes. Then fumbled for his pen again.
“Oh my. This is amazing. It’s your journal.” Leo sat back, watching her as she wrote out
a paragraph in response.
“You know a lot about me. And we are complete strangers. After my near-death accident
I just wanted to completely...purge? My past? And let it go once and for all. And when you
mentioned cutting it up, it was the perfect solution. I spent hours making this, and being able to
make it from the journal I would use to pent up my anger, I released it. And I noticed that in your
journal entries you had something happen to you. Maybe adding to this project can help you
too?”
Leo smiled and signed “thank you”. They hugged and Elle saw Talia in the corner of her
eye.
“I have to go.”
They waved goodbye and she blinked, capturing this moment in a mental scrapbook.
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Maybe they would meet again? Probably not. But closure is often best experienced after the
endurance and the sharing of strong emotions for far too long--of emotions placed in writing
when listening simply doesn’t work. She turned to her big sister and they walked towards the
library parking lot together.
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Charcoal Smudges
by Amanda Chacon
Mister Henry’s apartment always seemed like a different world to me, especially when I
was little. The hallway leading to his door was just as smelly as the rest of the complex, with its
permanently stained green carpeting and the peeling wallpaper giving in to rot. But inside was a
wonderland. The walls were painted light blue that bordered the ceiling and floor so perfectly that
every visitor’s eyes widened when they were told that masking tape hadn’t been used. Each piece
of furniture was placed in a way that would allow the most navigable path in the cramped home.
And then there were the paintings. Placed equidistant from each other so as to not appear too
cluttered, they were the only splashes of color in the room. Reds and yellows and greens, so
beautiful that it felt like a sin to touch them.
So on my first day at his home, I was making an effort to exhibit some self-control. I sat on
a stiff kitchen chair and stared at a painting of a gecko, yearning to feel the hardened strokes of
acrylic paint and swinging my stubby little legs; the only thing that held me back was a strong fear
of getting scolded. Mister Henry, seated at his desk, scratched at a piece of paper with a strange
pencil, but every now and then he would turn around to look at me and try for an awkward smile. I
could tell he had no idea what to do with me, which was fair. I had no idea what to do with him,
either. My parents just handed me over, asking if he could watch over me for a while, at least until
they both finished working. They promised him money, but he waved their offer away and told me
to come in. Since then I had done nothing other than shift in my seat and glance at the clock,
wondering if they had abandoned me.
Mister Henry sighed, and turned around his chair.
“Do you need anything?” he asked, his voice cracking. I shook my head. My parents had
told me to be polite, but I didn’t want to talk. I didn’t want him to look at me funny like the other
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kids did when I introduced myself in class. Even the teacher had winced, as if I had said a word
wrong. But I didn’t; I made sure to practice what to say in the mirror the night before. It turned out
that the problem wasn’t my words, but how I said them.
Mister Henry turned back around and opened a drawer with care, wincing at the resulting
creaks. He pulled out a sheet of paper and grabbed a pencil, placed them in front of me, and tried
for a trembling smile.
“Why don’t you draw something?” he said. I grasped the tools, mumbling my thanks as
softly as possible. He sat down again and went back to work, and I glanced around the room for
inspiration. Finding it, I began to draw.
First came the head, then the body and legs, and lastly, the round tail. I was done! I proudly
held up my paper beside the model. Two geckos stared back at me, one a beautiful blend of
calculated strokes, the other done in a shaky hand. I lowered my drawing, ashamed. Mister Henry
watched me wilt and walked over to me to see my work.
“It’s not bad.” He sounded surprised. I almost scoffed at that.
He pulled over a chair and sat with me at the kitchen table.
“You’re too tentative,” he said, not unkindly. I stared at him, confused. If he thought an
eight-year-old could understand the word “tentative” a month after living in the United States, he
was gravely wrong. He seemed to notice and grimaced.
“Be, um, valiente?” he tried.
What, like a knight fights a dragon? How do you do that with a gecko?
I must have made a face, because his dark caterpillar-eyebrows drew together. He bit his lip
and grabbed my pencil. Pressing hard against the paper, he turned the choppy hump of the gecko’s
back into a smooth curve in a single stroke. It looked way better! Could I fix it too? My hands shot
out, in hopes of receiving the pencil.
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“Please?” I asked, blushing immediately at how strange it sounded. I expected to hear
Mister Henry laugh at my accent. But he grinned instead, crooked and genuine. He gave me the
pencil, and I fixed my gecko’s floppy tail, looking shyly up at Mister Henry for a reaction. He gave
me a thumbs-up and I beamed.
Together, we worked on the gecko until it stood out from the paper, almost as if it too was
glowing with pride. Something swelled up inside me, a balloon threatening to lift me off the
ground. I could make something with my own hands, something pretty. Not like the gross, oily cars
that Papi spent his days under--something with life. Yet I wasn’t satisfied. I felt a tug inside of me
to make more. Did Mister Henry feel the same way? The kind grin had turned into a full beam.
Though his smile accentuated the wrinkles on his face, Mister Henry seemed years younger.
“Let me teach you how to shade,” he said. The teacher was almost as excited as the
student--but not quite there yet. There was a tingling at my fingertips, something that begged to
draw more. If learning how to “shade” would let me keep drawing, I was ready to absorb as much
knowledge as possible.
There was a soft knock at the door, and both of our faces fell immediately. My mother
stood on the other side, her dark hair tied back to reveal tired eyes and a practiced smile. She
apologized for the trouble, but Mister Henry dismissed it with a friendly wave of his hand. He
asked to speak with her, and they stepped out into the hallway to talk. I tried to press my ear to the
door, but I only caught a few words, like “very talented,” “a sweet girl,” and “art classes.” I perked
up at that. More opportunities to come to Mister Henry’s home? Maybe, one day, I’d be able to
make pretty things like him! I wandered to his table to see if he had more pencils.
He didn’t just have pencils, he had paint brushes and pens and oil pastels. He even had
some tools that I didn’t recognize. I picked one up that looked like a pencil, but had a strange tip. It
was surrounded with orange paper and string, and ended with a thick black tip. I touched it, only to
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have the pads of my fingers come away with a black, dusty residue. Charcoal? I tested it out on a
stray paper on Mister Henry’s desk, ending up with a dark black squiggle, even darker than a
pencil’s. Less “tentative,” right? My drawings could be bolder and darker if I used this cool notpencil. The door opened, and I shoved it into a pocket of the checkered dress my parents made me
wear.
“Vamos, Alejandra,” Mami said, smiling. I bounded over to her and waved to Mister Henry.
“Thank you,” I said. He ruffled my hair.
“See you soon,” he said with a wink.
When we returned back across the hall to our own far less pristine apartment, I found some
tape and put up my gecko. Though I had to stand on the wobbly stool to get it high enough, I
wanted it to be where everyone could see. When I jumped down, the charcoal pencil flew out of
my pocket. Wait, I stole that! From a perfectly nice man! Maybe I should put it somewhere safe for
now. I dragged a small cookie tin from under my bed, blue and printed with a Royal Dansk logo. It
looked exactly like the one my mother had, except where she kept her sewing kit, I kept my most
prized possessions. Inside was a rosary, a completely smooth skipping-stone, and a hundred bolívar
note. I added Mister Henry’s charcoal pencil and carefully tucked the box back under the bed.
When I returned to his apartment, I would give it back to him and apologize. Until then, I would
keep it where it could be free from harm, which was, in retrospect, not a foolproof idea.
Bringing the pencil in the pocket of my sweater on the day of my first formal lesson, my
plan was to place it on his desk when he wasn’t looking. It would be quick and easy, without
confrontation. Maybe he hadn’t even realized that it was missing.
That all flew out of my head the minute he placed in my hand a little black cylinder of
carbon. At first, I thought he had found me out, and my heart began to thunder in my ears. But
Mister Henry explained to me that if I was to learn how to apply shadow, sombra, it would be the
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easiest to start with a strip of charcoal.
Drawing with only charcoal was stranger than I thought it would be. It didn’t only make
lines bolder, it also smeared if I wasn’t careful. The first time my finger brushed over a line in the
cube I was supposed to copy, terror seized my heart at the ruin of my work. But Mister Henry
smiled.
“Don’t worry! With charcoal, it’s okay to be messy,” he said. I was supposed to work with
my fingers? I proceeded to eagerly smear the paper with black fingerprints.
“Well, maybe not so much,” he said, laughing. He handed me a paper towel, where I wiped
my fingers. I frowned at what was supposed to be a simple cube. The lines were way too dark.
“It’s not bad, but you need to work on balancing the light and the dark.” he said, placing his
index finger where I had made the lines the darkest. He smoothed it out, turning the stark
difference between black line and white square to an elegant gray gradient. Whoa!
“How come you’re so good?” I asked, and his eyes drifted to a painting of a tropical
rainforest.
“Practice,” he said, softly. “Lots of practice.”
He shook his head a little bit, as if to clear his head, and smiled at me. He made to ruffle my
hair, but he caught himself at the last minute. He held up his hand, blackened by charcoal, and the
two of us laughed. After wiping his hands on our shared paper towel, he handed me another piece
of paper, and I immediately got to work, the pencil in my pocket forgotten.
“The cardinal looks a little too round,” Mister Henry said, scratching the gray stubble on
his chin. I nodded and poured a small dollop of green paint onto my foam plate. Sticking my
tongue out, I outlined the red with the green. Even though I wore a paint-flecked shirt and shorts
that I liked to play fútbol in, there was still an unused charcoal pencil tucked into my pocket. I
would always tell myself that I would give it to him, but I would always chicken out.
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“Mister Henry, how come my accent is so--” I fished for the word. “Thick?”
“It’s been two years. You can’t expect things to change so quickly,” he said, chuckling.
“Heck, I’ve been here for decades and I still have one!”
“Does it ever go away?” I said, dipping the tiny brush in a chipped mug of water. He turned
from the landscape he was painting next to me.
“Why do you want it to?” he said, looking at me strangely.
“There’s a new girl in my class, and she has a different accent too. But people don’t laugh
at her. They just think she’s cool.”
“Where is she from?”
“Ireland, I think. But I don’t get it. What makes me different?”
Mister Henry’s face seemed to be fighting with itself, like it was trying to decide how to
feel. He sighed.
“You know, people used to make fun of me too,” he said.
I balked. How could anyone make fun of Mister Henry? He was the best teacher ever,
especially because he was easy to understand and never got frustrated with me.
“Sometimes, people are mean to people they don’t understand. Especially if they look
different or talk different,” he said.
“But her voice different.” I violently tapped the wet brush on a paper towel.
“Does she look different from the other kids?”
I thought about it. Annie had pale, freckled skin, like everyone else. The only thing that
stood out from the others was her bright red hair, tamed by two tight braids. But I knew what
Mister Henry meant. She was different because she didn’t have skin the color of caramel, like me,
or a darker chocolate, like Mister Henry. I frowned.
“She’s nice, though,” I said. “She doesn’t make fun of me.” His face softened.
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“Well, that’s great! You can make a new friend,” he said, ruffling my hair. The weight of the
carbon pencil in my pocket dissolved, forgotten, and I grinned, heart feeling lighter than air.
I stormed into the apartment alone, not bringing any of my art materials--except, of course
for the accursed carbon pencil, buried in my backpack. I hadn’t even bothered to go back to my
apartment after school, but it wasn’t like my parents were home anyway. I had taken to bringing
the pencil with me everywhere, no matter the circumstance, almost like a safety blanket. Mister
Henry watched me as I plopped down onto my unofficially assigned seat. I crossed my arms on the
table and placed my head on them, letting out a long groan.
“Bad day?” Mister Henry asked.
“High school’s the worst,” I said, voice muffled.
“Mind telling me why your knuckles are bleeding?”
When I didn’t respond, he sighed and stood up, leaving the room. In retrospect, this could
have been the perfect moment to take the pencil out of my backpack and slip it into one of Mister
Henry’s drawers. But I was a little occupied at the moment, trying to hold back tears. He came
back with a dusty first aid kit and sat down next to me, gesturing that I should hold out my hand.
“What did you fight about?” he asked, poking at my hand with an alcohol-covered cotton
ball.
“She just went off on a rant again about how important it is to focus on school or
whatever.”
“Annie’s not wrong.”
That wasn’t what I wanted to hear. I scowled as he wrapped my hand in gauze.
“She’s not my mom,” I said.
“She’s not trying to be. She just cares about you. You know grades are important for
college.”
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“You too?”
“It’s important to get an education, Ale.”
“It’s not like that’s going to help me! You didn’t go to college, and you’re fine!”
“I’m not fine,” he said, letting go of my hand. I instantly knew that I’d gone too far. I had
never heard Mister Henry shout, but the steely calm in his voice was enough to make my stomach
drop.
“Alejandra, when I came here, art was my life. Back at home, it was how I made my living.
But when I came here, no one wanted my art. And I was too old and too poor to go to college. My
appearance didn’t really help, either.”
He drew his gray caterpillar-eyebrows together and took a deep breath, placing his firm
hands on my shoulders. I was speechless with guilt.
“You have a chance to live a different life from mine, now that things are changing in the
world. You have to take that chance.”
“But I want to be an artist, like you!” I said, feeling tears well up.
“You can be, but you need a formal education. I can’t be your only teacher. And for that,
you need to work hard, and that includes your grades.”
“I’m so, so sorry,” I said, my voice breaking.
His stormy expression cleared, and he enveloped me in a big hug.
“Don’t forget that we all care about you, Ale: your parents, Annie, me,” he said.
I just sniffled heavily in response. He pulled away and gave me a crooked smile.
“And try not to punch so many walls. Some people might call that ‘overreacting,’” he said.
I felt my cheeks get warm in embarrassment. “Next time you’re angry, just come to me, and we
can talk it out.”
“Okay,” I mumbled. He ruffled my hair.
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“Well, we can’t do anything with that hand of yours. Why don’t we play a game instead?”

I burst into the apartment, whooping and hollering. Annie trailed right behind me, rolling
her eyes. But her grin gave her away.
“What do you have there?” Mister Henry asked. He pushed himself out of his chair,
drawing his white caterpillar-eyebrows together as he groaned.
“Oh, this?” I asked, waving the letter in the air. His eyes turned into saucers.
“CalArts?” he asked, breathless.
“Yep!” I said. I danced around the room, feeling very much like I was eleven years
younger. Annie leaned over to Mister Henry.
“That’s all thanks to you,” she said. “Well, except for the crazy part.”
“Hey!” I said, turning and pouting. But Mister Henry wasn’t laughing like he normally
would. I had seen him happy and I had seen him angry, but I had never seen him cry before. He
was soon wrapped in a hug by two eighteen-year-old girls.
“This wouldn’t have happened without you,” I said softly, and he began to tremble.
“You worked very hard,” he said.
“But you taught me,” I said, pulling back and wiping at my own eyes. Even Annie was
crying, and she had seen the end of Toy Story 3 without shedding a single tear.
“I’ll be back!” she said. Knowing her, she was off to the bathroom find a tissue. Mister
Henry sighed.
“Is she going to California with you?” he asked. I puffed out my chest.
“Yep, Berkley!” He smiled up at me.
“I’m so proud of both of you,” he said, which instantly struck me in the heart. I suddenly
felt so small.
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“Mister Henry, you shouldn’t be,” I said. He raised his eyebrows.
“Why not?”
“You deserve this, more than anyone!”
“I think I’m a little too old for CalArts,” he said, chuckling.
“You know that’s not what I mean.”
He sighed.
“Ale, there are plenty of people out there just like me, who never had the chance to get out
there like you. It just wasn’t the right time for us,” he said.
“But you’ll never get any recognition. That’s not fair!”
“It’s not, but it doesn’t mean that you don’t deserve that same chance.”
I opened my mouth to refute his claim, but he went on.
“The world’s starting to change, Ale. You can have the chance that I never did. Knowing
that you’re happy and thriving is enough for me.”
What did I ever do to have someone so incredible in my life? I moved to tuck the crumpled
acceptance letter into the pocket of my hoodie, but was met with some resistance. It couldn’t
possibly be--how did that even get there? I slowly pulled it out, feeling my cheeks warm in
sheepish embarrassment.
Mister Henry broke into booming laughter. He wiped his eyes, which were still leaking a
bit.
“You didn’t even use it?” he said, sides shaking.
“You knew?”
“I knew the whole time,” he said. “It’s fine, I had more. And I was happy that you were
interested in the tools of the trade.”
“And you didn’t care? At all?”
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“I cared more about my new friend.” I simply stared at him for a moment. I then burst into
tears again, and gave him an even bigger hug. Annie returned to the room, eyes dry, and stopped.
“So we’re still doing this?” she asked, but couldn’t help a smile. She joined in.

Mister Henry’s room still seems like a portal to another world. The furniture is unmoved
and gathering dust, and paintings still adorn the walls. They’ve changed since I first stepped foot in
my classroom and second home. There are now some new paintings, one of a fifteen year-old
Latina girl and her redheaded best friend. There’s also a skyline of the city, a collaborative work
between teacher and student. Next to an old painting of a gecko is a newer one reflecting it. But
one is realist and one is impressionist. I could never truly capture his style, but he never wanted me
to.
The air conditioning’s broken, so I had to open a window to keep myself from boiling in the
sauna that his apartment becomes in the summer. Annie’s helping me get everything into boxes, but
she’s out right now. Something about getting me dinner because I “don’t take enough care of
myself.” I think she just wanted me to have some time to myself. After all, I’ve had to be in charge
of all of the organization. It’s a lot of work, and I absolutely hate it, but apparently no one else
would do it. I might be fresh out of college, but by no means does that mean that I’m actually
responsible enough to do all of this on my own. I’m lucky, though. My parents are willing to help
as much as possible, and so is Annie. But I’m the one the will was written for, and I’m the one who
has to say the eulogy.
I sigh and take a seat at Mister Henry’s desk. I guess I should clean out the drawers. I start
packing up different types of pencils, kneadable erasers, and Copic markers. I even decide to keep
the little transparent slices of paper he kept to prevent my hand from blurring my drawings as I
worked. I’m digging through a collection of paintbrushes, when I find something strange. It’s a
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cookie tin buried in the bottom drawer, and I almost laugh at the Royal Dansk logo. I pick it up,
and something rolls around inside. After carefully pulling it open, I stare at its contents for a full
minute, maybe more. And then I begin to laugh. Perfectly unused, paper-wrapped pencils lie inside,
all of varying colors. There’s even a standard black one. There’s no note, but there’s no need for
one. A breeze ruffles my hair.
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Esperanza
by Aliyaa Pathan

The summers of my youth were made of chalk. Back then, Mamá spent hours bent over the
sidewalk in front of our house. Sometimes, she even let me help.
“Draw a pelican—no, a macaw!” I’d squeal, waving my little hands in the air.
Mamá would laugh deeply, with her entire soul, with every yearning memory and careful
hope in her lungs. She would laugh, and I would know that I only had to say the word and Mamá
would oblige.
“Will you color it in for me, then?” she’d ask solemnly.
I’d purse my lips, pretending to think, and nod as I always did.
By lunchtime, I’d become a macaw myself, shimmering with the colors of the rainbow.
Unfortunately, the bird on the would be incomplete. “I can’t do it,” I’d whine, and make some
excuse about the sun on my back or the nonexistent ache in my fingers.
Mamá would take my shoulders, tuck a loose strand of hair behind my ear, and hold my
gaze. “Now, we don’t give up, do we, mija?”
No one could resist the spark burning in her eyes.
Together, we’d paint the unfinished wing of the bird in vivid stripes of red, white, and blue.
The stars cascading down its front would gleam of a thousand dreams. Mamá never looked happier
than she did when I was helping her.
When we finished, the entire neighborhood would drift to our front lawn to gush over the
vibrant story we’d created. Mamá would watch from the porch, her chalk-stained hand in mine,
and smile wistfully. The previous day’s art would be replaced by something new the next morning,
and Mamá never looked back.
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Then, one summer, the art stopped coming. The sidewalk in front of our house grew lonely.
It was as if an old friend had moved away. Mamá would drag herself out of bed late, eyes watery,
and prepare the day’s food. Afterward, she’d fall asleep in the chair beside my bed, and I’d throw a
blanket over her. During the first few weeks, the neighbors still wound up at our house at the end
of the day to see if my mother’s chalk-art was back. Then, they started bringing trays of stuffed
peppers and stacks of warm tortillas with them, offering their prayers and well-wishes. I’d accept
the gifts with a smile, knowing that I’d probably have to finish the food myself.
When I turned sixteen, I took up a summer job at the local diner. That year, Mamá had quit
her job as an art teacher at my highschool. Her body could no longer keep up with the growing
intensity of her treatment, and she needed to preserve her strength. The year before, I started to find
large patches of her mocha hair on her pillow or my comb. Now, she wore a knit cap to protect the
soft skin of her bald head. I found myself avoiding her eyes whenever she took the cap off. It was a
relief to run off to the diner every day.
One morning, I caught Mr. García and Mr. Davis, the owner of the diner, speaking furiously
to one another in the backroom.
“She was good in the interview!” said Mr. García. His nametag said “manager”, but
everyone knew he was treated like an assistant and paid as such. “Plus...”
“I don’t care!”
“… she’s just a child!”
A few moments later, Mr. García appeared, massaging his temples. His eyebrows shot up
when he saw me. “Good morning, Mariana.”
“Good morning.” I busied myself with the stack of polished dishes on the counter.
He sighed. “A new coworker is joining us, today.” Then, he leaned forward and added in a
low voice, “Mr. Davis doesn’t approve.”
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“Why?” I asked, raising an eyebrow.
He shrugged. “People can be cruel, eh?”
A lump formed in my throat.
•••
At 2:00, one of the workers prepared for the end of her shift. A minute after she left, I heard
the bell jingle again and felt a blast of hot air waft into the diner. I raised my head, peering over the
top of the table, and stood up.
A girl about my age—maybe a year older—stood at the threshold, one hand fiddling with
the end of her frayed hijab. She was dressed in the diner’s standard uniform—a sky blue blouse
and khakis. I quickly washed the scent of cleaner off my hands and went to greet her.
“Hey! I’m Mariana,” I said, extending my hand.
She grinned and shook my hand gently. “Najma. Kinda nervous.”
“Don’t be.”
I led her to Mr. García, who rambled on about “the integrity of this old diner” for about
twenty minutes. I took the liberty to slip away to my duties and returned later to show her the cash
register.
“You’ll work here,” I explained, a little embarrassed by the awful condition of the ancient
register’s keyboard. “I’m mostly in charge of cleaning up and taking orders, but we can switch if
you ever get—well, I don’t know—bored?”
She laughed. “Or just because?”
The two of us giggled like old friends.
Mr. Davis interrupted us with a scoff. “First day and you’re already slacking off.” Najma’s
smile wilted. He continued on with fervor. “Of course. What else can you expect from a—”
“It was my fault,” I blurted, cutting him off. My heart was pounding. “I was giving her a
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tour and got distracted.”
Mr. Davis narrowed his eyes and muttered something under his breath. The lines between
his brows reminded me of a clock’s hand counting down the seconds before it exploded. The man
could blow up at any moment, and I wasn’t prepared. I’d avoided Mr. Davis for weeks, hoping to
make it to the end of summer without experiencing one of his infamous eruptions. When I’d
applied for the job, Mr. García had told Mamá about the man’s quick temper and tried to convince
her to talk me out of working there.
“You don’t understand,” he’d insisted. “Mr. Davis won’t tolerate even a moment’s
hesitation.” A suffocating silence had passed before he added, “Especially not from people like us.”
He didn’t need to go on.
“I know my daughter. She’s responsible,” my mother had reassured. “I promise you that she
won’t cause any trouble.”
I hadn’t until now.
“Well, what’re you staring at me for? Let’s go!” The veins in Mr. Davis’s forehead popped.
I snapped out of my trance, swallowing hard, and turned my attention to the tables. They
were clean, but it never hurt to give them an extra shine. I grabbed a rag and some cleaner to wipe
the tables again. Najma found the broom and swept the space behind the register. I didn’t notice
how badly my arm was shaking until Mr. Davis left us.
I caught Najma’s eye as she walked past me. “You see, now?” she whispered. Her hijab
fluttered uneasily behind her, a spot of color in our drab world.
•••
Najma and I spent the next few days exchanging small smiles and snickering behind the
register. It didn’t matter that we’d been assigned to different tasks. One of us could point at the
broom in the corner, and the other would burst out laughing from across the room. The art of inside
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jokes was one we’d mastered.
Besides, hanging out with Najma distracted me from everything that was spinning out of
my control at home.
On Friday, at the end of our shift, Mr. García introduced a new weekly discount. “It’s
called ‘Free Friday’. Everything on the menu is ten percent off. Except for drinks.”
“So, it’s not free?” Najma asked.
Mr. García knitted his brows. “Um… no.”
I narrowed my eyes and screwed my lips to the side. “Then, why is it ‘Free Friday’?”
He sighed. “Because it is.”
“That’s not an acceptable answer,” Najma said.
Mr. García looked up at the ceiling and shook his head. Najma and I burst out laughing.
Before we knew it, Mr. García had joined in. From then on, Najma and I broke into fits of laughter
whenever someone mentioned Free Friday. I imagined that, if anyone saw us, they would think we
were insane. At least, they would think that I was insane. I always laughed more than Najma.
Sometimes too much.
Najma saw something in that habit that I didn’t. “Are you okay?” she asked once. The diner
had been empty all morning, and we didn’t have much to do.
I nodded. “Why wouldn’t I be?”
She shrugged. “You laugh a lot. Sometimes it feels forced.”
My eyes stung. “My mom’s not well.”
“Oh.”
A moment passed in which a thousand other thoughts flitted through my head. No matter
how badly I wanted to tell her, the words lingered on the tip of my tongue and never made it past
my lips.
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“I’m sorry,” she added in a whisper and squeezed my shoulder. “You’re brave, Mariana. If
your mom is anything like you, then she’ll get through it.”
She’s far braver, I thought and couldn’t help but smile.
•••
At home, I managed to stick to a monotonous routine that spared me from thinking too
much about my mother’s state of health. I rose early to prepare breakfast and lunch for later, then
woke up Mamá. She smiled and spoke the most in the morning when the sunlight sang with the
promise of a better day. Sometimes I told her funny stories about Mr. García and Najma at the
diner, hoping to hear her soulful laughter. Most of the time, a small chuckle sufficed. When I left
for work, I never looked back. I was afraid to see a broken smile in the place of the one I imagined
lighting up her face.
I dreaded the moment the sun would begin its slow descent behind the trees. Before, violet
skies signaled an endless flow of praise from the neighbors as they traced their hands over the
intricate patterns on the sidewalk. Now, it was a cue for me to return to my stifling house. Najma
always offered to drive me home since she had her license, but I liked the walk. It took longer.
As I made my way home, I noticed a familiar woman in polka dotted scrubs standing at our
door. When I got closer, I saw that the polka dots were really musical instruments, too many kinds
to count. Mrs. Rodriguez, I thought, my stomach filling with dread. Her son went to my school and
was always preoccupied with one thing or another for the band. His mother, Mrs. Rodriguez, was
his biggest fan. She yelped when I bounded up the brick stairs to the porch.
“Oh, Mariana,” she said, tittering. “Just you.”
I gave her a half-hearted flop of my hand and hoped it passed for a wave. “Just me.”
“Well, I brought your Mamá something to cheer her up.” Mrs. Rodriguez looked pointedly
at the foil tray in her hands.
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I smiled tightly. “Gracias. Let me take that.”
“Oh, I’ll carry it inside myself.” She started to take off her shoes, and I knew at that point
that I had no choice but to let her in.
I fished the house key out of my bag and opened the door for her, stomach growling
impatiently. The two of us stumbled into the dimly lit foyer, and I guided Mrs. Rodriguez into the
living room. There, a single lamp cast a soft glow onto a sleeping figure on the couch. I hesitantly
moved toward Mamá, cringing at the sight of her vulnerable head, and gently shook her. Without a
blanket to conceal the rapid weight loss, she was birdlike. I was afraid that if I wasn’t careful, her
bones would crack and splinter beneath my fingers. I was afraid that if I looked at her too long, she
might disappear. I was afraid that if I stayed any longer, I would learn more than I wanted to know.
I was afraid.
Mamá stirred, eyes moving beneath her paper-thin eyelids. She lifted her head. There were
red marks sprawling over the side of her face that had rested on the arm of the couch. Then, like a
feather carried on a current of air, she rose to her feet.
“No, no! Sit!” Mrs. Rodriguez shouted. I winced at the shrill sound. She was only making
things worse.
Mamá smiled and sat back down on the couch, folding her hands in her lap. I grabbed two
chairs from our rickety dining table and set them opposite the couch. Mrs. Rodriguez murmured
her thanks as she sat, holding the tray in her lap. I rested my arms on the back of my own chair; I
was too restless to sit.
“How’ve you been?” Mrs. Rodriguez asked, lowering her voice.
“Better.” This was a lie.
She pursed her lips uneasily. “The results have come in. I’m sure you know.”
Mamá hesitated. “I’m going to the hospital next Tuesday to talk about it.”
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Mrs. Rodriguez nodded, eyes glued to her lap. “It’s not the end, yet. There are other
treatments to try.”
Mamá glanced at me, starlight twinkling in her eyes. “We don’t give up, do we, mija?” She
winked.
I grinned, blinking back sudden tears. I hoped she couldn’t see my face in the dim light.
“Of course.”
Mrs. Rodriguez smiled. “The two of you will be fine.”
That night, after Mrs. Rodriguez had left, I caught Mamá wiping a tear out of the corner of
her eye.
•••
“This is impossible!” Najma said, tossing her dirty rag on the table. “Where did the stain
even come from?”
I squinted at the vague brown outline on the table. “It looks like a dragon if you tilt your
head.”
Najma rolled her eyes, but she was smiling. “That’s helpful.”
“Wait here.” I remembered the special cleaner that Mr. García kept for emergencies at the
back of the closet. It would do the job.
I went to the closet, humming a song that had been stuck in my head all day, and rummaged
through boxes of cleaning materials. Muffled voices pulsed through the wall separating the closet
and Mr. Davis’s office. One voice was noticeably sharper than the other. I hummed a little louder to
drown them out and kept searching. There—a shiny spray-bottle peeked out from behind a box of
plastic forks. I stuck my head between the shelves and reached for the bottle. Suddenly, the voices
swelled. I squealed and bumped my head on the shelf, biting my tongue in the process. I pulled
myself out from between the shelves, cleaner in hand, and pressed my ear against the wall.
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“…you don’t belong here!”
“Please, Mr. Davis, don’t say that.”
“Do you even know what I’m saying?! Can you even understand me?!” I imagined spittle
flying from his mouth.
“When have I ever done wrong to you?” Mr. García said. The soft edges of his voice
reminded me of a child’s.
“You all did. You stole our jobs. Our living,” he paused, “and I’m not tolerating you in my
restaurant.” I heard footsteps moving towards the door.
He couldn’t catch me eavesdropping.
I clamped a hand over my mouth and scrambled out of the closet, hurrying back to Najma
with the cleaner.
She must’ve read my expression because she knew exactly what to do. Najma immediately
grabbed the cleaner and got to work again. I skipped back to the register as a flock of kids from my
school fluttered inside, laughing and texting. Numbly, I took their order—large chili cheese fries
and a round of triple chocolate caramel milkshakes—and relayed it to the kitchen. I spotted Mr.
García, his face a mishmash of emotions, and looked away when he noticed me staring.
When the afternoon rush subsided, I beckoned for Najma to join me behind the register. “I
overheard Mr. García and Mr. Davis talking,” I explained. “It wasn’t good.”
Najma fiddled with the end of her hijab. “I’ve been meaning to tell you… I love working
with you, Mariana, but I think I might quit.”
My heart dropped. “What? Najma, I don’t—why?”
She took my arm. “You know why.”
I did know, but I couldn’t bring myself to accept it. “Please. The reason I love working at
the diner is because you and I have fun here.” This is my safe haven. In a week, Mamá would go to
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the hospital. The truth, however bitter, would come. I needed something to return to, and that thing
was the time I spent with Najma at the diner.
“My parents don’t want me around Mr. Davis,” she whispered. “They knew people who
were victims of a hate crime. Besides, I don’t feel safe all the time here, either.”
“B-but Mr. García!” I stammered. As soon as I said it, I realized that he wouldn’t be around,
either.
Najma shook her head. “I’m sorry, Mariana. I really am.”
I was sorry, too. More than I knew how to express. I could only find the strength to nod.
•••
The following day, 2:00 PM came and went without Najma’s familiar voice. Mr. García,
too, didn’t return. He handed me an envelope on his last day and mumbled something that sounded
like “keep it” or “read it.” Maybe both. I folded it twice and stuffed it in my drawer when I got
home.
The diner was a carcass. I swore I could smell it deteriorating. The ghost of our laughter—
mine and Najma’s—loomed over me while I scrubbed the tabletops and scribbled orders in a
tattered notebook. I wanted to cleave those memories from my traitorous mind. They didn’t help
when I dragged myself home on Saturday night.
“Mamá,” I called, locking the door closed. All the lights were off downstairs. There was no
sign of her. “I’m home!”
No answer.
Then, I heard a thud upstairs.
“Mamá!” I switched the lights on, squinting, and moved towards the staircase. “Are you
okay?”
When she still didn’t answer, I hurried up the stairs. My heart hammered wildly in my
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chest. The silence in the house crushed me. I couldn’t live without the sound of my mother’s soft
voice and her slow shuffles across the carpet. They were as much a part of her as her smile.
As I turned the corner by my room and burst into hers, I was sure that my worst fear had
come true. When I flicked the lights on, I nearly cried in relief. Mamá was tucked in bed, chest
rising and falling, her hand thrown across the bedside table. A glass of water was on the floor. She
must’ve knocked it over in her sleep, which would explain the thud I’d heard.
I crept over to her. She seemed so peaceful. My hand hovered over her shoulder, frozen. If
things had turned out differently when the lights came on, I would’ve shaken her until I passed out.
That thought alone prompted me to wake her up.
“Mamá,” I whispered, nudging her.
Her eyelids fluttered open. “Oh, mija, what time is it?”
“It’s 6:30. Dinner time.”
“Already?” She sat up in alarm and took my hand suddenly. It was unexpectedly warm.
I pressed the back of my hand against her forehead. She shuddered. “You have a fever.”
Something sour pooled in my stomach as I spoke. I hoped she wasn’t having another bout.
“Get me my medicine,” she said, pointing at the tray of prescription pills on her dresser. I
picked out the fever reducers and filled a glass of water for her. She took it with shaky hands.
“Gracias.”
“You need to see the doctor,” I said, voice soft.
Mamá stared at her lap. “Don’t worry about that. Get the food ready. I’m coming.”
I did as I was told.
•••
The fever persisted through Sunday. Every few hours, I laid a cold washcloth over her
forehead in the hopes that it would chase the temperature away for good. I was relieved to find that
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my methods were working. She looked far better by the end of the day.
When I left for work on Monday morning, I wasn’t worried at all. She’d be fine. We’d both
be.
At 2:00 PM, I came upon a small miracle. For the first time in a long time, my phone
vibrated. No one called me anymore, not even Mamá. The only person I expected a phone call
from was Najma. My heart leaped with anticipation. I glanced at Mr. Davis, who was preoccupied
with another worker. If I was quiet, he wouldn’t notice. I set down a stack of clean trays and pulled
my phone out of my back pocket.
I couldn’t begin to explain my surprise when I saw a random number on the screen. I
answered anyway. “Hello?”
“Mariana!” Mrs. Rodriguez’s voice filtered through. “I’ve taken your mother to the
hospital. Her fever spiked to one hundred and three degrees. She’s in a lot of pain, too.”
My stomach dropped. “What do you mean? She was fine this morning!”
“I just came by to see her about something—” she stopped abruptly. I could hear frantic
voices squawking in the background.
“Hello? Hello! Mrs. Rodriguez!” I hissed into the phone. Mr. Davis was surveying the
diner, now.
“They’re taking her to the emergency room—you need to come, now!” Mrs. Rodriguez cut
the line.
The phone slipped from my hand and fell to the ground with a deafening clatter. I winced.
“Dang it, Mariana,” I whispered between clenched teeth, bending down to pick it up. Sure enough,
Mr. Davis was standing over me when I straightened.
“What’s going on?”
I swallowed hard. “I have to go.”
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A muscle ticked in his jaw. “Excuse me?”
“My mom’s in the emergency room,” I said, choosing each word with care. “I have to make
sure she’s okay.”
A strangled laugh escaped him. “Yeah, right.”
“It’s true!” The argument was slipping through my fingers. “Just this once. For my mom.”
“If you leave right now, you’re done,” Mr. Davis spat.
The image of my mother hooked up to drip tubes flashed through my mind. What if Mrs.
Rodriguez left her? She’d be alone. I imagined the soft skin of her head under the fluorescent
lights. We don’t give up, do we, mija?
“I’m sorry, but I need to see her.” I slipped my phone into my back pocket.
Mr. Davis sneered. “You’re lucky you even have a job. You, García, that girl with the
turban—”
“It’s not a turban.”
“I don’t care what it’s called!” he snapped, fist colliding with the countertop. “If you
decide to go, you’re fired!”
I flinched. My cheeks felt hot. I thought of Mamá again and realized that this argument
wasn’t worth my time. “I guess I quit, then.” As I turned to leave, Mr. Davis continued to shout. All
I heard was the door shut behind me and the bell jingling in farewell.
I didn’t look back.
I called Najma and hesitantly asked if she could pick me up from my house. “Of course!”
she’d said, and I was set. I ran home and quickly changed out of the diner’s uniform. I heard
something crumple when I stuffed my phone in the back pocket of my jeans, but I didn’t have time
to care about it. As soon as I stepped out of the bathroom, I heard someone honking outside my
bedroom window. Najma was waiting for me in her car. I wrestled on a pair of old shoes and
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hurried out.
“Thank you!” I said, sliding into the passenger seat.
Najma gave me a star-bright smile. “I owe you this. After all, you never let me take you
home after work.”
Somehow, I found the courage to smile.
When we arrived at the hospital, I immediately searched for Mrs. Rodriguez. I found her
outside my mother’s room, pacing nervously.
“What’s going to happen?” I asked her.
Mrs. Rodriguez only shook her head.
Later, the doctor called me into her office to talk. Before I sat down, I pulled my phone of
out of my back pocket. Curiously, Mr. García’s envelope came out with it. It must’ve gotten mixed
up with my jeans when I put it in my drawer. I sat down and looked at the doctor.
She told me that Mamá was in surgery to remove a tumor.
“It wasn’t a neutropenic fever,” she explained. “Sometimes, when a tumor is causing
blockage, it can lead to a high temperature. I think this might solve a lot of her problems, actually.”
I nodded and glanced at the files on her desk. I felt sick to my stomach.
“About 18 months of treatment after this surgery, I think she could be cured.”
Cured. It was the word I’d wanted to hear ever since that first appointment.
“Of course,” she went on, “there is the matter of paying for this surgery.” She droned on
about our health care plan and the amount of coverage we had. All I could think about was how
I’d quit earlier and that Mamá didn’t work anymore. A wave of nausea hit me. How would we
manage on our own?
“I’ll leave you, now. We can discuss this in detail, later.” She left, heels clicking on the tile,
door closing behind her.
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I looked at the folded envelope in my lap. The handwriting was loopy, done in a hurry. I
tore one end of it and pulled out a lined piece of paper.
It read:
Dear Mrs. Sanchez and Mariana,
I express my deepest apologies for leaving the diner. If it had been my choice, I would never
have chosen to abandon you, Mariana.
Once again, I recommend that you take up another job. I do not want a child to endure the
sort of treatment that I’ve had to endure the last few days.
Mrs. Sanchez, I hope you are healing well. You may not want Mariana to quit, but I think it
would be the safest decision. In here, I’ve included a check for the amount that Mariana would
have earned at the diner by working all summer. Consider it a gift.
Sincerely,
The García Family
I gasped and peered into the envelope again. As Mr. García had promised, a crisp check
was waiting for me. My heart soared with the hopes of my childhood.
For the first time in years, I let myself imagine that our sidewalk was full of vivid colors
again. I let myself believe such a wish could come true.
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Ceibo
by Nikolas Ramano
The Mexican heat beat down on our fatigue-stricken backs. Every bone in our bodies
ached. The hours ticked by slowly like molasses, their sticky essence prolonged by the long,
homogenized days of our journey.
“What time do you think it is, abuela?” I asked.
“Two hours before sunset,” my grandmother said. I let out a long-withheld sigh. I knew we
walked every day until the night came.
The Chihuahuan Desert was dry and barren, aside from scraggly, half-dead shrubs and
cactuses that dotted the landscape. I dusted the sand off my shorts, and stuck my hand in my
pocket. I felt the familiar black box, and felt my heart warm a little. Better times will come.
***
“Florencia!”
I looked up from my book.
The voice echoed up the stairwell again. “Florencia!”
I dogeared the page I was on, slid off my bed, and stretched. I saw my reflection in the
mirror across the room. A small, skinny nine-year old girl stared back. I fidgeted with my pigtails
for a moment, opened my door, and ran down the mahogany staircase into the living room.
I was instantly greeted by my grandmother’s beaming smiles. I walked to where she was
seated on her couch, a horticulture textbook propped up in her lap, surrounded by plump pillows,
tea, and biscuits. The room was furnished tastefully—a blend of traditional Honduran art, clay
pots, and straw mats adorned the surfaces of her tables, walls, and floors. However, as were all of
my grandmother’s rooms, the living room was completely covered in plants. My grandmother, a
retired botanist, had amassed a huge collection of plants over years of her intercontinental study of
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hundreds of different species. Cacti lined the window sills, grandiose mojarilla palms stood like
sentinels on each side of the entryways, and viridescent epiphytes from the Amazon hung from the
ceiling. Most stately of all, my grandmother’s prized ceibo tree stood magnificently next to the
couch.
“Hello, mijita,” she purred.
“Hi, abuela,” I said.
“Your father is busy at work and wants us to make dinner,” she said. “But I have a better
idea.” She leaned in close to me, and whispered, “How about we go tour the hospital? I have an old
university friend who can show you around.”
My eyes widened. Honduras’ new hospital at the center of Tegucigalpa, in all its enigma,
had evaded my prying curiosity for the entirety of my vacation. Ever since my first doctor’s
appointment, I had been fascinated by medicine. While most children shriek in terror at the sight of
needles, I watch, transfixed. “Of course, grandma!” I said, not bothering to hide my excitement.
“When can we go?”
“How about right now?” my grandmother said. I laughed and then hugged her. Her gentle
eyes twinkled, and she smiled.
***
I heard a baby’s muffled cries from somewhere in the group behind me. Its sobs pierced the
withering silence of the barren landscape. The sun creeped towards the horizon, and the sky melted
into waxy colors of orange and pink. Indigo clouds, dying breaths of the receding daylight, dotted
the sky just above the horizon. More hours passed, and the fiery twilight was doused by the night,
leaving us in infernal darkness.
I glanced around at the other members of our caravan. Everyone’s faces bore scars—not
physical ones, but scars of harrowing memories that follow their bearers like shadows. I wondered
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who else had endured what my family had, or worse.
The whistle signaling the end of the day’s walking sounded, and relief spread across the
caravan. Those who had tents retreated inside to get what sleep they could. My family, tent-less,
but nevertheless exhausted, slumped onto the ground, using our backpacks as pillows. My
grandmother remained standing for a while, staring at the stars—tiny glowing embers in an
otherwise desolate abyssal expanse of nothingness.
I remained awake. Sleep has become all the more elusive since we departed on our somber
journey. Sleeping under the stars, a rustic, outdoorsy dream for the camping-obsessed, is a living
nightmare to me. The stars felt like eyes, ceaselessly staring at my futile attempts to fall asleep.
“Mijita.” Seeing that I was still awake, my grandmother beckoned for me to come. Despite
the darkness, I could make out her figure kneeling on the ground.
“Do you see this?” she asked, pointing to something in front of her. I sat next to her to see
what she did. I squinted and saw a small shrub.
“This is a Reina de las Flores. It only blooms in the night.” I squinted again. I detected
large, luminous flowers. I began to stretch my hand out to touch it, but my grandmother quickly
said, “Don’t touch. It’s a cactus.” She extended a careful hand, which she traversed around the
needle-covered stems, pricked off one of the flowers, and held it to my nose. “Smell,” she said.
“Like vanilla,” I said. She nodded.
A baby cried out again. I wondered if it was the same one.
My grandmother stuck the flower in a strand of my hair, and placed a hand on my cheek.
“Why don’t you try to get some sleep, mijita,” my grandmother said. “The night isn’t
getting any darker.”
***
“Dinner’s ready!” my mother called.
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“Wait a minute, mama!” I shouted back. I brought my attention back to the plant in front of
me. “Like this, abuela?” I asked my grandmother, as I sliced the thick leaf open.
“Precisely,” she said. “Aloe veras have a tough skin that you have to cut away.”
I looked at the long, spinous leaf before me. Its gel-like inside was beginning to spill all
over the table. I moved my father’s recent articles and notes aside, as to not get his prized work
wet. Carefully, I made another incision along the left side of the leaf.
“Quick! Its bleeding out!” my grandmother said, smiling.
I peeled back the thick skin, revealing a thick, gooey interior. I scooped the guts into a
bowl, and looked up at my grandmother.
“Good job, mijita!” my grandmother exclaimed. “Twelve years old, and already a
professional plant surgeon!” I giggled. I set down the knife, and took off my imaginary gloves and
scrub cap.
I heard footsteps, and my mother entered the room.
“Are you torturing her with more university stories and gardening chores?” my mother
asked my grandmother.
“No!” my grandmother feigned offense. “Florencia just did surgery on my aloe vera,” she
said, vaguely waving to my mess of plant guts on the table.
“Well, the food isn’t going to stay warm forever,” my mother said. She turned and left the
room.
“My daughter never understood my love for horticulture,” my grandmother said. “And,”
she added, with a touch of indignation, “she never listened to my stories from college with half the
enthusiasm you do.” I laughed again.
“Do we have to go to dinner now?” I asked.
“Yes,” she said. “But, afterwards, we can sit in the greenhouse and eat the rest of the orange
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flan, and I’ll tell you stories all night until the motmot birds start singing in the morning.” I
grinned. Her stories yielded enough knowledge and experience to fill a library.
***
I was jostled awake by my mother. “Good morning, mija,” she said, handing me a water
bottle and package of cashews. “We start walking in five minutes. We have to catch a bus at
Camargo at noon.”,” she said. I yawned, and stretched my arms, before letting them fall to my
sides. My hands felt my coarse, sandy bed, then made their way up to my hair, where the cactus
flower, a lustrous crown of dust for my aching head, sat. My heart twinged in nostalgia; I missed
sleeping in a real bed. The last time I slept with proper bedding and sheets was a motel in Oaxaca.
The vast emptiness of the desert stretched all the way to horizon and spilled over the side,
bleaching the cloud-scattered sky with its pale, arenaceous hues of grit and granule. The bleak
desert voraciously ate away at anything and everything in its grasp—the sky was a duller blue, the
ammophilous plants were less green, and my mind, less vibrant. I wondered if I would still
remember how to use a scalpel once we got to the United States—if we ever got there.
Still not wholly awake, I stood up and dragged my body to where my grandmother was
standing. I wondered if she had slept at all.
“Will Texas be as dry as this?” I asked her.
She nodded. “Even if it is,” she said, “I’ll be happy to give my poor old legs a rest.”
Our caravan started moving again, and I sunk my hand into my pocket once again, to
ensure the black box of seeds was still there. I took it out of my pocket, and poured the contents
into my hand. A collection of dark, reddish-brown seeds spilled into my palm. A memory of my
grandmother’s house flashed in my mind. The whistle signifying our departure sounded, and my
attention was dragged back to the wasteland before me. Our caravan began to move, and we left
the Reina de las Flores behind, its buds now closed, safe from the scorching hellfire of the desert
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sun.
***
I was sprawled out on a straw mat in my grandmother’s greenhouse. Lush tropical plants
dominated the room, creating a leafy canopy below which my grandmother and I sat. It was gently
raining outside, and the droplets drummed quiet hymns on the glass ceiling. When she wasn’t
tending to her plants, my grandmother sat on a wooden stool next to me, occasionally pointing to
the pictures in the album before me.
“…and that was when my friend, Matías, and I flew to Brazil for our dissertations,” she
said, gesturing to an old, faded photograph, while she pruned her Abrus precatorius. “Lovely trip.
The rainforest was so beautiful. Not unlike ours here in Honduras,” she said, waving to the forest
outside. “Smelled a little better, though,” she said.
We were interrupted by my father, who stuck his head through the doorway.
“Hi, papa,” I said. “You’re home!”
“I am, mija.” He seemed more lively than normal.
“What’s up?” I asked.
“I think I’m close,” he said, with overflowing excitement, “to unearthing something.
Something big.” In his entire career of being a journalist, my father had never been this fired up
about a story. “I’ll talk to you more at dinner,” he said. He blew a kiss, a left.
My grandmother continued pruning. “I can’t wait to go to college,” I said wishfully.
“I thought the same thing when I was your age,” my grandmother said. “My attention
always faced the future.” She aggressively snipped at one of the plant’s branches. “But, my parents
wanted to find me a wealthy husband— someone worthy of an heiress,” she said. She adjusted her
hair. “‘A husband?’ I thought. ‘My life is just beginning!’” She set down her clippers, and began
inspecting her Belladonna lillies. “‘I don’t want to be tied down for the rest of my life, unable to
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pursue my own interests.’ So I enrolled in college-” she said. “-much to the displeasure of my
parents.”
“They were angry?” I asked, astounded. “Why?”
She shrugged. “They were deeply rooted in their beliefs.” She paused, and gazed out the
window pane wistfully. “You’re not a little girl anymore, Florencia. There will be a day, mijita,
when you’ll face something similar—there’ll be someone or something that tries to stop you from
reaching your fullest potential. You just can’t let them, mijita.” My grandmother sighed. For an
instant, she looked much older. “Never.”
***
We reached Camargo around midday. The caravan congregated around a cluster of cafes
with faded store fronts, dull reminders of a more colorful past. We bought what we could afford,
and camped out in the shade of the first tree I had seen in a week. Someone strummed loosely puttogether chords on a guitar.
The afternoon came and went. As evening approached, I decided to explore the town.
Camargo’s denizens milled around cheerfully. The occasional car would pass, kicking up a
billowing cloud of dust. Even still, the town was nearly as deathly quiet as the surrounding desert. I
approached a parking lot with the buses I assumed the caravan would be riding to the border.
Through the ambient noise, I heard lowered voices coming from the parking lot. I ventured closer
and saw the caravan leader and one of the bus drivers conversing. Concealing myself behind a
bush, I listened in.
“…ninety-seven are accounted for,” said the caravan leader.
“Good,” said the bus driver. “Where are you crossing the border?”
“A couple of miles west of Big Bend,” said the leader.
“Good luck, man,” said the bus driver. “I’ve heard they’ve increased border patrol since
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the last caravan arrived.” He shook his head. “They’ve been detaining everyone they can get their
sights on. Same goes for families. There’s no guarantee that they’re going to stay together.”
“I’ve got a contact there,” said the leader. “There should be no one there on the morning of
the 15th.”
The bus driver cocked an eyebrow. “And you’re sure that your dude will get you in, no
problem?”
“Look,” the leader said. “You’re just driving us to Coyame. Don’t worry about us. We’ll be
fine.”
The two interlocutors slowly walked away, and I didn’t feel like following. That night, the
stars hid behind dark clouds.
***
I sat on the living room couch, under the sprawling branches of my grandmother’s ceibo
tree, reading an anatomy textbook from high school. Tracing my fingers along the picture of the
human skeleton, I silently mouthed the name of each bone. As I identified the navicular tarsal
bone, the muffled voices of my parents from the kitchen trickled into the living room. Although I
couldn’t make out the words, the intensity of the voices indicated that they were arguing about
something.
Intrigued, and mildly concerned, I crept out of the living room and into the foyer. My catlike footsteps were silent on the straw mats. I leaned against the wall beside the doorway into the
kitchen, and listened to what my parents were saying.
“… not true, Roberto! Why would someone send you something like that if they weren’t
serious?” said my mother angrily.
“The police assured me that-” my father started, calmer than my mother.
“Our family is in danger, Roberto. Police are helpless to their tactics, which is all the more
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concerning, seeing as they might be looking for retribution!”
“You don’t know that for sure,” he said. “I published the article under an anonymous
name.”
“They’re not idiots.” my mother said. “They know who and when someone is trying to
unearth their dealings.”
I heard footsteps coming towards the doorway. I skidded back into the living room just as
my parents walked out of the kitchen.
“Now enough of this. God save us if Florencia hears,” my mother said curtly. My heart
gave a little jolt. My parents went upstairs, and I was left to ruminate.
I thought for a moment about what I had heard. Who was ‘they’? Why did they want
retribution? Are we really in danger? Disturbed, I attempted to push it to the back of my mind, but
no indistinct or secluded corner of my brain could hide away what I had just heard.
***
The bus slowed. Its breaks screamed as if the weight of our tired bodies were knives to its
rusty, mechanized heart. We piled out of the buses and awaited instructions outside. Although the
clouds from the night before were gone, a new novelty afforded us protection from the sun:
wonderful, grandiose trees—a relief from the unending desert sprawl. The caravan leader yelled
plans for the day: we were finally crossing the border into the U.S.. We had to be quick, because
guards were expected to arrive anywhere from 1:00 in the afternoon to the next morning. I was
surprised that I wasn’t more nervous. My mother anxiously shuffled her feet, and fidgeted with her
hair.
We began walking once more—this time through small stands of trees that weren’t quite
forests. Our feet stepped on a thin rug of recently fallen leaves and twigs beneath the verdant shield
of the trees’ canopy. A gentle burbling joined our hike, most likely coming from the currently
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unseen Rio Grande. I glanced back at my grandmother. She had a wide smile on her face, staring
up the trees in tranquility.
***
It was getting late, and my mother paced the foyer anxiously. She pulled at her disheveled
hair.

“Is papa still not back?” I asked my mother.
She didn’t speak, but her endless pacing answered my question.
“I told him—I told him he shouldn’t have,” she said apprehensively. She pulled at her hair
again. Long strands of her dark brown hair tied nooses and knots around her fingers.
“Mama?” I asked. Her head jittered in my direction. “What’s going on?” My heart twinged
with anxiety, but mostly confusion. I remembered the conversation I had overheard a few months
ago.
“Your father-” she began. “Your father-” she tried again. She feebly tried again to speak,
but no words came out of her mouth.
I turned to my grandma.
“What’s going on?” I asked, my eyes widening. My grandmother stood there, silent. “Is
papa okay?” I asked.
More silence.
“Someone say something!” I said angrily.
My grandmother finally spoke up, her voice low and raspy. “Your father wrote an article,”
she said.
“What kind of article?” I asked, concerned and still confused.
“One covering embezzlement of the Perez Energy Corporation’s finances-” my
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grandmother started.
“That’s enough, mama,” my mother said. Her eyes were bloodshot, and her hair was even
more frazzled than before.
“Florencia needs to know,” my grandmother said.
“No she doesn’t,” my mother argued.
“The moment is here,” my grandmother said, “We weren’t going to tell her unless it came
to this.” My mother whimpered, either too nervous or too beaten-down to retort.
“Your father thought administrators were connected to gangs, and were stealing money for
them,” my grandmother continued. “He found evidence against the company’s CEO, and brought it
to the authorities. The CEO was arrested soon after, all thanks to your father,” said my
grandmother. “Six months ago, your father received a letter from someone claiming to be part of
the gang he reported on. The letter made horrible, horrible threats against our family, so your father
brought the letter to the police to look at it. They assured him that the letter was faked, so he wasn’t
terrible concerned.”
I couldn’t believe what I heard.
“Time passed, and it seemed that the letter’s threats weren’t real.” my grandmother said.
“But now he’s missing!” my mother wailed. “He hasn’t returned my calls, and his office
said that he left six hours ago!”
My mind was in shock. This couldn’t be real.
I wanted to cry, but my eyes were as parched as a desert.
I wanted to scream. At something. At anything.
But my mouth stayed shut. Silent as a desert.
I suddenly felt arms around my torso. It was my grandmother’s arms, coddling me in a
wordless embrace that somehow spoke all the words I needed to hear.
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***
One by one, we crossed the river in colorful rafts. For the first time in a while, the sun I felt
on my face didn’t burn. The terrain was rocky on the other side of the river. A strange droning
noise accompanied the babble of the river, but I didn’t pay much attention to it. With each step, I
felt more excited. Finally, we were leaving our old grief-stricken lives behind for a new future of
opportunities. I would finally be able to go to college and become a surgeon—an old vine of a
lifelong dream that finally showed promise of bearing fruit. I would finally get to live with my
grandmother. We would have a whole new greenhouse with new plants my grandmother finds. We
would have a small but charming kitchen with herbs growing in the windowsill. We would have a
porch where we listen to the birds in the morning and a couch for reading. I would have shelves in
my room where I store my textbooks, surgical kits, and anatomy models. We would plant the ceibo
seeds, and watch them grow into flowering trees. We would be happy.
As the drone got louder, the caravan climbed the hill slowly, savoring every detail of our
surroundings. The drone began to sound more and more like motor engines, and its source peeked
over the hill: several truckloads of border guards. Chaos immediately broke out. No one knew what
to do. Run back the other way? Hide? Every option seemed to yield catastrophe. The caravan
leader tried calling our attention, but his words couldn’t pierce the frenetic commotion. Parents
rushed to scoop up their children. A border patrol guard’s voice came on over a megaphone, as the
trucks, seeing us, sped towards the group. Some older women were on their knees, praying
desperately. Sweat or tears ran down their faces, I don’t know which.
***
A week had passed, and my father still had not come home. I sat on couch of my
grandmother’s living room. We were supposed to go home yesterday, but the obvious exigent
circumstances dictated we stay at my grandmother’s house.
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I still hadn’t cried. Shock dried up any tears my eyes had to give. Tear ducts. Lacrimal
bones. I let out a feeble laugh of acidic irony. What good was becoming a surgeon if you couldn’t
save your own family?
Minutes went by, maybe hours. It could have been days. An entire lifetime of numbness
could have passed.
I barely noticed my grandmother sit next to me.
“Have I ever told you the myth about Anahi and the ceibo tree?” she said, glancing up at
the tree that loomed above our heads.
“No,” I said.
My grandmother took a deep breath, as she always does before telling her stories. “Anahi
was a princess of the Guarani kingdom, who lived in Argentina. Anahi had the most beautiful voice
in all of the Americas. Every night, she would walk in the forests of her people’s land and sing to
the trees and the animals of the forest. All would listen to her songs, and even the strongest of
winds and currents became still so that they could better hear her.” My grandmother shifted her
body closer to mine, and took my hand to hold it.
“But one day, European conquistadors came to Argentina pursuing gold, silver, and control
of the land where Anahi lived. The conquistadors defeated the Guarani people in battle and
imprisoned Anahi. However, in the middle of the night, Anahi escaped her cell by killing the guard
by stabbing him with a knife. She ran into the forest, and the conquistadors, alerted of her escape,
pursued her. The conquistadors caught Anahi and believed that she was a witch, because they
thought that a woman as small and unassuming as Anahi couldn’t possibly be capable of killing a
guard without supernatural powers.
They tied Anahi to a small, dying bush, and set it ablaze. As Anahi was consumed by the
flames, she sang beautiful songs to her forest one last time. In the morning, the conquistadors
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checked the tree, and to their astonishment, the bush that Anahi had been tied to was gone. Instead,
the ceibo, a beautiful tree with red resplendent flowers stood in the place where the bush was the
night before.”
Finished with the story, my grandmother delicately placed a hand on my shoulder, and
asked, “I have something for you mijita.” She reached into her pocket, withdrew a shiny black box
about the shape of a glasses case, and poured its contents into my hands. “These are seeds from my
ceibo tree,” she said.
I looked down and saw a collection of bean-sized, reddish-brown seeds in my palm.

“Why?” I asked.
My grandmother smiled. “That, mijita, you will have to figure out by yourself. You always
do.”
I sat for a moment on the couch fingering the seeds. “We need to leave, abuela. We need to
leave Honduras.”
***
The hillside was swallowed by chaos. The border patrol guards were slowly approaching
our caravan, shouting commands lost in the cacophony. My family stuck close together, lest we
become separated. A voice, speaking with metallic rancor through a megaphone, was the only thing
I could vaguely make out. I couldn’t process all of the voices, but they forced their way into my
head, reverberating until their echoes became so loud that I couldn’t think or see or hear or move.
Then, the box of seeds slipped out of my pocket.
My world narrowed down to the falling box, and everything else blurred into an indistinct
murmur. After hitting the ground, it opened, and all of the ceibo seeds flew out onto the ground in
every direction. I bent down and frantically grabbed at the seeds and the shiny, black box.
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Suddenly, a new kind of manner quickly spread through the border guards. It was fear.
The megaphone voice resounded clearer than before.
“She has a gun!”
I looked up, but before I could see what was happening, a series of gunshots, louder than I
had ever heard before, exploded in the air. For a second it was silent. Then, my grandmother
screamed—more horrible than anything I had ever heard in my entire life. I turned to face her. Her
face was contorted into an anguished look of terrible despair, so dark that sunlight would never
touch it again.
Then I looked down.
My shirt was soaked in blood. Two bullet wounds in my stomach seeped thick, red blood
that ran down my legs into a stygian pool at my feet. I fell backward into a casket of sand, the
black box mistaken for a gun next to my head. My mother and grandmother ran to my side, their
words unintelligible with grief. Sweltering heat radiated off the sand. Thoughts of unfulfilled
dreams became all I could think about, like unfinished paintings of unrequited promise.
I felt something on my palm. It was my grandmother’s hand, locking mine in a tight
embrace. I looked up. My grandmother stared into my eyes. They were the same color brown as
her ceibo tree.
“Mijita, look at me.” Her eyes were watery, but still twinkled with benevolence. They
glinted with the hardships she had endured from her family’s objection to her independence. I
could see a lifetime of pain in her eyes, but also a lifetime of success and love. They shone joyfully
of her home and her plants, that she so mournfully left behind They also shone of her career that
she pursued, not letting anyone or anything stop her. But I also saw my reflection, under the
chestnut-colored curtain that bore the length of my grandmother’s vibrant life.
Behind her, the medics worked quickly and spoke to each other—occasionally uttering a
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word I recognized from my anatomy textbooks.
“Just look at me, mijita,” she said.
I stared into her eyes. Behind her, the medics worked.
“Just look at me.”
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Marshland
by Cullen Allen
There's a peculiar feeling when you almost drown yourself. The body suspended and
outstretched in the water, like it's without weight, lying on a bed of glass. A refraction of the
sun's light sifts through flowing hair. The lips are inches from the surface, inches from the air,
but they remain. The fingers are relaxed, dropping below the nape of the back; grazing the sand
of the tidal floor. Eventually, a hunger in the chest grows too strong to refrain from breathing.
The lungs need air. The body begins to break the seamless sheet of the water's surface. The
nostrils flare. The lungs expand. The eyes open. And the sun kisses the bare face.
Carter Hayes practices this exercise of mind and body in routine. Passerby boaters see
this 17-year-old boy raising above and sinking below the surface of the Taylor Creek marsh as
they move through the Intracoastal Waterway.
He presses the tips of his fingers to the surface without breaking it. From underwater, he
hears his name being called. He stands in the shallows to see his mom beckoning him from the
back deck of the house. His parents live in a classic Cape Cod-esque cedar shake beach houses,
complete with marsh facing decks and turrets.
Wading back to shore, he avoids the clusters of oysters exposed in the low tide. The
sensation of sand on the inner lining of his seersucker pattern bathing suit irks him, he drops to
his knees to rinse the fabric. His sunglasses fall into the water and sees the reflection of his green
eyes as he reaches to retrieve them from the sandy bottom. He feels the familiar twinge of his
back burning as he continues westward. His skin has already turned caramel from a few days in
Beaufort. In the past week, he's noticed the rays of the sun have garnered more strength as spring
has begun to turn to summer. This transition is slow; May has always been afraid of June.
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Carter stands naked in his bathroom. Rose light fills the room as the setting sun reflects
against the Waterway. He turns the faucet of the shower. He bathes. Rifling through his black
duffle bag, his hand emerges holding a blue striped polo shirt. He puts the shirt over his head and
allows it to drape over his shoulders. He shutters from the contact with his well-earned sunburn.
He attempts to brush his knotted dirty-blond hair, but the humidity renders his brushes useless.
Carter descends the sweeping stairs of his parent's house and exits the front door.
"There's my Carolina boy," his mother exclaims as she gently kisses his cheek.
She stood in a white cotton dress with large navy puffs on the arms and her best pearls at
the passenger seat door of their refurbished military style Jeep wrangler: truly a classic summer
home automobile. Carter drives with his parents to a Memorial Day party at a friend's house.
Late in the evening, after all the boring dinner parties have ended with family friends, the
teens get together. Last minute plans are arranged and they make their way to Thomas Jay's
house on Bay Ridge Court.
Carter went back to his house to retrieve his contraband: a Nike drawstring containing a
mason jar with an eighth a gram of weed. The jar stops the smell of marijuana from tainting his
bedroom. He sets the drawstring in the backseat of the jeep. He hops into the car and starts the
ignition. Carter puts the car into reverse and moves to the edge of the driveway. All of the
sudden, he is interrupted by a large bang on the back window of the car. He looks back but there
is zero visibility out of the car's windows. More sounds patter on the passenger side of the car.
Carter hears a hand grip the passenger handle, and he gulps out of fear. His hands quiver on the
steering wheel nervously as his anxiety heightens. The door swings open and a familiar face
appears in the void of the night.
"What's up Hayes?", Nate Rice queries. Nate is a 19-year-old lacrosse player at UVA
and his parents own the house next to Carter's parents.
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The two boys have spent every summer growing up nextdoor to each other. Nate puts his
arms on the passenger seat, leans forward into the light of the car, and smiles slyly while his
shaggy brown hair drapes over his blue eyes.
"Nate, it's good to see you, man! How have things been?"
"Pretty good bruh, pretty good"
"How's Bella doing Nate? Are y'all still dating?"
"No man, we've been broken up for a couple months now, are you going to Thomas's
house right now?"
"Yeah, you want a ride?"
"I'd love one man, thanks." Nate climbs into the passenger seat and shuts the door. They
ride to Thomas's house. They don't talk anymore. Boys don't like to talk.
The sound of "Nevermind" by Nirvana echoes through the salty air of Thomas Jay's
house on Bay Ridge Court. Thomas's living room is filled with sweaty teenagers. The house
reeks of pubescent body odor with an undertone of spilled Bud Light. Carter sits by the door to
the back deck most of the night.
The teens gather into a mosh pit in front of Thomas Jay as he sets the "Gonna Make You
Sweat" vinyl onto his record player. Charlotte Iles, a pretty girl with auburn hair and a freckled
face, who Carter has had off and on romances with since he was 14, lays her hands over Carter's
shoulders. She flutters her eyes and leans her head to rest it on his collarbone as the two of them
sway awkwardly and unrhythmically. He turns toward the back door of the house and grabs her
hand.
They go to sit in the sand dunes that separate the house and the beach. He leans in and
kisses her. She put her hands on his cheeks as their kiss progresses into a full scale make-out. He
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can smell her coconut shampoo as he presses his nose to the nape of her neck. His lips meet her
cheek as she exclaims:
"God, I love you, Carter".
He pulls away from her and smiles cautiously. "Uh, what the fuck Charlotte"
"Come on you know we are perfect together," she says with a longing gleam in her smile.
"Char I don't think I feel like that," he says apologetically.
"Just go inside, back to the party, I'll come in and talk to you in a little bit, I just need
some time to be alone."
"Whatever asshole, be a fucking man!" She storms back inside.
Carter sits with his arms crossed over his knees. He smells the salty air being whipped by
the winds of the Atlantic. He pushes his hair of his forehead. The wet ocean air has rendered his
locks into a matted jumble of blond wisps layered over his tan skin. Nate stumbles down the
back steps with a joint in his hand. He walks to stand in the dune valley ten feet ahead of Carter.
He raises a lighter to the joint between his lips. He presses the spark wheel. No flame emerges
from the yellow plastic gas cartridge.
"Damnit"
"Need a light?", Carter says smiling.
Nate turns slightly frightened to look at Carter. He returns the smile.
"Hey there C."
Nate stumbles to sit next to Carter. He smells like boy and beer. Nate takes the lighter
from Carter's hand. He lights the joint and inhales. He releases his weed soaked breath and
motions with his eyes, offering Carter a hit. Carter gives a slight nod and Nate sets the joint
between his lips. Carter inhales. Nate slumps over onto the sand and rests his head by Carter's
hip.
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"Hey drunky don't pass out on me" Carter laughs. Nate laughs and tries to tell an
unintelligible joke about Bill Clinton.
"Carter, I've got something to tell you."
"Yeah?"
"I've got a secret" Nate picks his head up and presses his lips to Carter's upper cheek.
"Shhhhhhh, you can't tell anyone."
"I won't Nate what's up."
He readjusts his head and leans in to kiss Carter's lips, then he slumps over and falls
asleep. The high sets in and Carter leans back onto the curve of the dune. He closes his eyes.
At sunrise, Carter wakes up alone and completely covered in sand. A seagull looks down
on him from the crest of the dune as he sits up and his eyes meet the sea. A melange of bright
oranges and pinks paint the horizon. Fragmented by strands of beach grass, they create an image
similar to stained glass. He stumbles along the side of the house and gets into the jeep. He drives
back to his parent's house. He smells pretty bad, so he showers. He spends the entire day
studying for his upcoming week of finals. Carter tries to not think a lot about what happened on
the beach the night before. Drunk boys kiss their friends, it happens.
In late-July, Carter sits on the beach reading The Catcher In The Rye. The once crisp
pages now creased and wrinkled from the humid sea air. An impact stirs the sand by his feet. A
lacrosse ball has created a small indention. Carter looks up to see Nate running up with his
lacrosse stick in hand.
"Hey, sorry about that," he says laughing.
"No problem, man."
"I was just about to go home, I just met with some guys from my team to practice a little.
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Do you mind if I sit" The two sit in silence for a few moments, basking in the cascading waves
of the Atlantic.
"I... uh... want to talk about that night."
"Haha what! I'm surprised you even remember that night," Carter joked.
"You know what I'm talking about," Nate declared. The sentiment of laughter has left his
eyes.
"Dude, look it's not a big dea-"
"It's not that C, I meant it. I… I wanted to do it," Nate interjected.
"Oh."
The sun had dropped below the sea's horizon now, creating a gentle twilight against the
landscape.
"I'm really sorry if I made you upset," Nate apologized.
"You didn't. I think that maybe… uh… I liked it too."
Nate dug his hand into the sand behind Carter; his wrist setting against the small of his
back. Carter turns his head to lean towards Nate but he dodges his intent.
"C- I'm leaving in a week to pack for school."
"Oh… well… I think that's okay."
"Really? Okay then." Nate grins and leans into Carter.
The few brown strands in Carter's hair have begun to fade to blond from the week of
lying on the beach with Nate. Nate is standing in his backyard and makes eye contact with
Carter; he is sitting on the back deck alone. Carter motions for Nate to come over.
"Come up here," Carter says once Nate had made his way into the Hayes's yard.
Nate enters the backdoor and goes up the stairs. He reaches the deck and lays on the couch next
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to Carter. The setting sun paints Carter's tan skin a brilliant flush. Nate scans the interior of the
house through the pane-glass french doors of the back deck. No one is there. He kisses Carter
abruptly. The two of them smile.
"Hey, you," Nate says.
Carter replied by simpering and letting out a small laugh.
"I never thought you'd be queer. It's just that I never heard anyone say anything about
you," Carter inserts lightheartedly.
"I never thought I could be either. I don't even know if I am still though, you know what I
mean? Like… no has ever said anything about you either, like ever."
"Yeah, I guess you're right."
The two lay next to each other for about an hour.
"Hey...uh...I don't want this to end," Nate reveals.
They rest their foreheads on each other's.
All the lights in the house were off, except one sea-facing bedroom: Carter's parents'
bedroom. His mom stood with a slight smile on her face, having seen the two boys on the deck
from her vanity window. The morning comes and Nate leaves to pack for school.
Most boys like Carter rarely feel pain. They don't ever have reason to hurt. He lies in
bed. His stare locked with the ceiling. Tears sit in the wells of his reddened eyes, but he isn't
crying. He runs his hands through his hair and the tears in his eyes begin to pour. His face
grimaces as the tears begin to rush; he is ugly crying. He misses Nate, he misses having a person
who he wants. He never thought he'd have a boy in his life, simply because he never thought he
would want one. He has never felt like this before; he's never hurt before.
"Why me? Why am I fucking gay?", Carter breathed softly through his tears.
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Light danced through the closed blinds against his face. He glanced at the sun's narrow
rays in the dark room. The beams refract through the tears sitting on his cheeks, creating glare on
the sun bleached patches of his otherwise tan skin.
The interior door knob begins to turn. The door presses open. Carter's mom peers at the
edge of the door frame. She comes and sits at the edge of his bed. He rolls over so that his back
is facing her. She sets her hand on his shoulder.
"Carter, I know," she says tenderly.
"What?"
"I saw you two on the deck last night."
"You mean you know I'm… g-," He can't finish the word.
"A mom knows her kid. You were always such a free spirit when you were little, but the
past couple years it seems like… you've been held down, like... you were holding your breath.
You don't have to anymore sweetie. If you want to, you can breathe again. You can finally
breathe again."
"Mom, is there something wrong with me?", Carter whispers with his lips quivering.
"No sweetheart, there's nothing wrong with you. There's nothing wrong with you, it's just that
some people can't understand. The people we know, I really… I don't know if they could
understand."
"Did you tell Dad?", he asked timidly.
"No, I didn't, I… think you should do that when you're ready." She grabbed his hand and
gripped it, trying to comfort him. She pulls him closer and kisses his head.
"You deserve to be happy, sweetheart. And Carter I will always be proud to be your
mom." She held onto him as he cried and a tear fell out of her eye.
On Labor Day, Carter sits alone on the upper back deck. The air is beginning to cool;
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summer is almost over. The gentle breeze brushes his sunburnt cheeks. He silently observes
rustling oak trees of Shackleford Banks across the waterway. The afternoon wind has brought
whitecaps in the gleaming water. His focus on the trees is broken by sounds of laughter. A
collection of teens gather around and in the Rice's pool. In the midst of the crowd stands Nate
smiling. Carter watches him call out an inaudible name. Nate turns towards the shoreline and
puts his left hand above his eyes to block the sun. A girl with auburn hair stands at the edge of
the sand and makes her way to the group of teens. Carter recognizes her; it is Nate's ex-girlfriend
Bella. She reaches Nate and sets her hand on his upper arm. He turns and gleams a wide smile at
her. He looks away to answer someone on the dock when his gaze is interrupted: his focus has
intercepted Carter's. He breaks through the crowd, sprinting to the Hayes's yard. In a matter of
moments, he is standing on the back deck. He doesn't say anything. He just stands there slightly
panting as sweat drips down his athletic frame.
"Hey, Carter."
"Hi," Carter says shyly.
Nate steps onto the deck and sits down across from Carter.
"C I'm really sorry. I jus-"
"You're back with Bella," Carter interrupted.
"Yeah, she was at school when I got back there and we started talking. Look, Carter, I'm
really sorry. I never should have started anything with you. I really shouldn't have. I can't… I
can't." He starts to shake and his eyes glisten with tears.
"I can't be a fag. I just can't do it, man. My parents would kill me. I'm sorry I got back
with Bella. I do care about her. I'm sorry I left I just... I think I cared about you.” The tears drip
down his cheek now and clear a streak from the sunscreen on his chest.
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"I've got to go Carter. Goodbye. I'm so sorry dude."
He stood there and looked out over the water for a few moments before turning back
down the stairs. Carter calls to him when he steps down from the splintered wooden boards and
onto the sandy grass.
"Hey Nate, it's okay."
Carter sits on the deck until long after the party has ended. The sun is dipping in the sky.
He walks outside and down the dock. He jumps in the water and locks eyes with his reflection.
The surface of the water is like a pink mirror from the setting sun.
"Hey Carter, you're gay." He smiles.
You know what, who gives a shit?
"I'M GAY!", Carter yells out across the empty marshland. His grin widens and he laughs
joyfully.
He goes onto his knees and looks up at the pastel sky. He sinks below the waterline. His
body suspended outstretched in the water, like its without weight, lying on a bed of glass. A
refraction of the sun's blush light sifts through flowing hair. His lips are inches from the surface,
inches from the air, but they remain. His fingers are relaxed, dropping below the nape of his
back; grazing the sand of the tidal floor. Eventually, a hunger in his chest grows too strong to
avoid breathing. He needs air. His body begins to break the seamless sheet of the marsh’s
surface. His nostrils flare. His lungs expand. His eyes open. The pink sun kisses Carter's bare
face. And he releases his breath.
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The Boy Who Kept
Running
by Disha Gupta
The dismissal bell rang and the whole school turned into a fish market, as it does every
single day at 2:18pm. Students flurry out of the building as if it’s on fire. Me ? Well, I’m more
on the calmer side. It’s not like the busses are going to leave me if I don't run like a cheetah.
Today in particular, I am taking my sweet time because I don't have to meet my friend Maya, a
cheetah, who is always waiting so we can walk to the buses together. She is in SoCal right now.
Why she went during the school week I will never understand. I get to the bus and park myself
onto one of the empty seats. I’m about to put my earphones in when I see him. He is one of the
cheetahs, but his run always has this sense of urgency to it. It is very different than the others
who just want to get home to sleep. It’s like he actually has somewhere important to be and his
life depends on it. Or he’s running from someone. The thought does enter my mind. I don’t
dismiss it because he is definitely the type to be some bully’s next quest. He’s one of the quiet,
reserved ones who will never initiate a conversation, but the silence that always accompanies
him is not uncomfortable to be around. He always seems deep in thought, so people rarely try to
strike a conversation with him. His brown eyes are always bleak and never give anything away
but still have a touch of fear in them. Fear of whom or what I could never figure out. I’d never
seen him get bullied but that didn't mean it wasn't a possibility. He sets foot on the bus and the
volume hums down and all eyes go to him. I have heard some people call him a weirdo or a freak
and they always look at him like a circus animal on display. If I didn’t know any better, I would
say that they are afraid of him. This boy can be called a lot of things, but intimidating is not one
of them. As much as he doesn't talk, he will never ignore anyone if they talk to him. He’ll reply
curtly but won’t try to continue the conversation. He is polite in a rather unconventional way.
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I’ve never heard him say a bad word about anyone. That could be because the number of times I
have heard him speak could be counted on one hand. That cloak of uneasiness and urgency never
seems to leave him. It seems to have a vise-like grip around him and he seems to be oblivious to
it. Despite the sudden drop in volume on the bus, he walks forward, face as hard and emotionless
as ever, and sits down next to me. This is the first time I’m actually in his close proximity . The
things I said before are mere observations and things I had concluded from over-exaggerated
rumors. I try not to stare at his profile as he sits next to me, anything but motionless. The
moment his behind touches the seat, his knees start bouncing. He keeps glancing around but
never makes eye contact with anyone. In my peripheral, I see him glance at his watch every ten
seconds.
“Late for something?” I ask, trying to start a conversation. He looks at me for a second
and gives me a curt “No.” When he doesn't offer anything else I take the hint and turn to gaze
outside the window. The ride back home is quiet. Even though the whole bus is in an uproar, the
bench we’re sitting on seems to be soundproofed. The noise of boys laughing and girls gossiping
and the traffic outside feel miles away. He is restless the whole time and for some reason that
makes me feel awkward. I feel fidgety and uncomfortable. He always looks like he has the world
relying on his next action. His actions are always so calculated and brief. That unintentionally
makes me hyper-aware of what I’m doing. I feel conscious as if someone is watching my every
movement. The closer we come to the bus stop the more restless he gets. I even catch him
throwing glares at the bus driver as if urging him to go faster. I’m finally getting to see this
whole sense of urgency thing that surrounds him and it’s stifling. The moment the bus arrives at
our bus stop he dashes out like a madman and sprints towards his house at a speed that’ll make
Usain Bolt shy. I’ve never really noticed this until today because usually I have Maya to keep me
busy. But today I watch him run to his house. It’s on the end of the street and the outside is
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unkempt and shaggy. The paint is chipped in a lot of places and the house number is barely
hanging by a nail. It makes me wonder if the inside is the same. I wouldn't be too excited to
come home to this. So why does he always want to rush inside? I’m deep in thought as I walk
home, but all perturbing thoughts vanish as soon as I see my dog. A smile breaks out on my face
and I head inside, thoughts of him tucked in the far back of my mind.
The next day isn't much different. Or the next. And the next after that is also exactly the
same. I’m sensing a routine I’ve never noticed before. Maya comes back seeming chirpier than
before. But her jovial ways do nothing to subdue the fact that I’m still thinking about him. More
about why he’s always in a hurry than him in particular. He isn't exactly a forthcoming person,
the last words spoken between us being the ones on the day he sat with me. Speaking of which,
he doesn't really seem to care where he sits or whom he sits with. He just looks like he needs a
place to seat himself before he breaks out into a sprint. While on the subject of running like the
wind, he has not yet failed to do said running once ever since I noticed him do it. Every. Single.
Day. And every single time I see him do his afternoon routine, my curiosity grows faster than his
run. A plethora of scenarios run through my mind, but none of them seem convincing enough. If
I don't get my answers soon, I might have to go all Nancy Drew on him. But fortunately for my
dignity and my current—clean—criminal record, he shows up at the cinema where I work and I
decide to talk to him for the sake of my burning curiosity.
It was a Friday and Fridays are usually an off for me, but I decided to come in today. I
was getting tickets for a customer when I saw him. He wasn’t alone. Next to him stood a girl not
older than 12 wearing a dress that was two sizes big. She looked exactly like him. Well, a girl
version of him. They had the same facial features. But there was one thing that made them
strikingly different. Their eyes. They were as different as day and night. His eyes were a deep
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brown color holding the heaviness of a million untold secrets, just simmering beneath the
surface, wanting an escape as well as solitude at the same time. With her eyes it wasn’t the
beautiful color of the ocean that was breathtaking; it was what was inside of them, or rather
wasn’t. Heavy eyelids, bloodshot eyes, and a puffiness under her eyes that evidently came from
crying stabilized the overwhelmingly alluring blue eyes that she had. Her eyes were more glassy
than glass itself, holding no emotion whatsoever. They were empty, hollow, and vacant, except
they held a touch, just a sliver of emotion so strong, they literally took my breath away. The
hottest fires always burn the bluest. Her fire was a flame of melancholy. Deep, uninhibited
sadness. I was still marveling over that emotion when their turn came. He asked for two tickets
for a movie that came out earlier this week, but from his tone I could tell he barely cared about
the movie and would probably not even notice if I gave him the wrong tickets. I don't test that
theory out though and quickly rack my brain for something to start a conversation with him.
“Is this your sister?”
“Yes,” he says, sparing me a glance. That is when I notice that he hasn't once taken his
attention off from her. He keeps one arm wrapped around her as if protecting her and mothering
her.
“Hello,” I say to his sister with a smile. Judging by how her eyes widen, you would think
I asked her a college level question. Her azure eyes hold a sense of alarm as she opens her
mouth.
“Hi,” she says in a little voice. I decide it’s best not to ask her any other questions so I
quietly give them their tickets and watch him usher her inside the cinema.
There goes my plan of talking to him.
On Monday, Maya has practice after school so I’m left alone with my ever-growing
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thoughts and curiosity yet again. This also means that I’m going to be sitting alone on the bus. As
I hoped, he sits next to me again, his stance and posture not much different than the last time I
sat next to him. You really need to talk to him for the sake of your sanity. My subconsciousness
screams at me.
“Did you enjoy the movie?” I ask him. Stupid brain. This is what you start with? He
looks momentarily startled as if not understanding my question. I watch as it clicks into his brain
that I’m asking about Friday.
“It was fine,” he says, offering nothing more.
“Did your sister like it?” I try again.
“Yeah,” he says blankly.
“How old is she?” This is ridiculous. I feel stupid
“12.” His tone more annoyed than bleak now.
“She’s very beautiful. Did she take after your mother?” I grimaced at that question
internally as soon as the words leave my mouth. He visibly winces at that question
“I’d rather not talk about my family, if you don't mind.” Shut up. This was a bad idea. I
quickly mutter an apology and turn towards the window. That went amazing. Good job. That’s
what you get for prying. I glare internally at my subconsciousness. When his stop comes, he does
not disappoint. He runs yet again.
That evening, on my nightly run, I don’t listen to music on my phone. Music today is
provided to me by my mind. My thoughts have gotten louder and louder and it has become
impossible to mute them out. So many thoughts, tucked away at the back of my mind, are
looking for an escape like hungry prisoners. I usually do a circuit around the lake in my
neighbourhood because at night it’s very serene. The water shining like a molten mirror,
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reflecting the moonlight almost perfectly. I seldom get lost in the mirage of the lake’s
unparalleled beauty. The lake is the canvas, the sky its paint. So imperfectly flawless, with the
hazy, painting-like look of the starry night sky splashed on the surface, just waiting for one little
intruder in the farthest corner to mess up the canvas in a ripple. But then, for some, that ripple is
what makes it extraordinary. That ripple is what made it different for no two ripples could ever
be the same. That ripple could be a transition into a whole other dimension. It could be a
reminder that life throws rocks at us sometimes, but revealing the diamond underneath the mud
is entirely up to us. Or sometimes that rock turns out to be just that, a rock. One that destroys the
tranquility of life and makes it more undisguised and unembellished. Because how can water be
still forever.
I am standing in the middle of the path, staring off into the water when I hear it. It wasn't
just crying. It was devastated sobs from a boy who sounded like he was in indelible agony. He
sounded drained of all desire. The torment coming off of him was palpable and caused a piercing
sting in my heart. There was an ache inside of him that was as transparent as the water he was
sitting by. I start to make my way over to him, but stopped midway wondering if he wants to be
alone because I wouldn't want anyone to see me cry. But then I think my reasons for crying
cannot even be close to his reasons. His sorrow is coming from deep within. It is oozing out of
him like soda out of a shaken can. His cries are raw and feel like a fresh wound that simmered
beneath his skin for way too long. I walk over and simply sit next to him matching his stance. I
don’t try to fill the silence because it doesn't seem right. Besides it’s anything but silent, his
overwhelming emotions screaming in the quietude, making it hard to think about anything, his
sobs sounding blatant. Somehow I conclude that this is about his sister, she certainly looked like
she had the world’s weight on her shoulders. Just like her brother.
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“Is she okay?” I ask, taking a risk. He looks over at me with his red eyes wondering how
I knew, which confirms my conclusion. The question doesn't stay in his eyes for long as the
melancholy seizes those mud-browns again.
“You don’t have to tell me.” I reassure but he doesn't seem to hear me which is why I get
surprised when he starts talking. He doesn't sound like he’s talking to me in particular, just
putting words to his thoughts.
“She’s getting worse. Every time I think it’s getting better, she looks into the mirror and
is reminded of what she has lost. Her eyes,” he says bittersweetly. Her eyes are gorgeous.
What’s wrong with them?
“It reminds her of Ma. Ever since Ma passed away, she hasn't been able to look at herself
the same. Then on top of that our father and stepmother keep goading us because we remind
them of a mistake that…” He stops as another wave of emotion hits him and a few more tears
leak out of his deep brown pools of despair. He looks over at me with a sad smile that doesn't
reach his eyes.
“There’s no love at my house Ruby,” he says with a frown. I’m surprised he even knows
my name. “No warmth,” he continues. “The only love my sister has seen is what my mother
could show her when she got little fragments of alone time with her and what I managed to
muster up between my misery. And now,” he says, “now I think it’s too late. I could've done a
better job showering her with affection because I might survive through this rough patch but I
have a feeling that she might not. I could’ve done more for her. I could’ve taken away her razor
sooner.” My heart skips a beat as I stare at him trying to make sense of what he just said. My
eyes brimming with tears, threatening to fall over. Does that mean…
“She’s still here,” he says, putting a stop to my horrific thoughts. “I found her with a
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razor right around when school started and ever since she’s been trying to find new ways to…”
A sob catches in his throat as he tries to maintain his emotions.
“Is that why you run home everyday, so you can avert her from doing that?” And
suddenly it all clicks into place. Like a last piece of a puzzle. This boy has been running back
home everyday to stop his sister from committing suicide. He doesn't know which night might be
his last with her. He doesn't know which smile might be her last. He doesn't know which breath
might be her last. He doesn't know which anything might be her last. And that right there pushes
me over the edge. Ugly tears fall down my face and the sobs rack my body. My heart hurts for a
little girl who is going through things that no one her age or any age should be going through.
Her life should be rainbows, sparkles and laughters but instead her life is bleached, dull and sad.
He quietly gets up and leaves. When my tears are in control I do the same. As I trace my
path back home I realize that I’m not the same person I was when I came out for my nightly run.
I realize that a part of my heart chipped away and fell into the silver lake, deep into an abyss
where it will reside forever.
I don't see him the next day. Or the day after that. In fact I don't see him for a whole
week. But when I do, I see something that knocks me down, climbs on me and shatters my heart
into a million tiny pieces that scatter around me, and I struggle to pick them up and try to fit
them back together, try to make sense of what I’m seeing. This ache in my chest is unexpected
and I wasn't prepared for this. But then I don't think I would ever be prepared for what I see. The
nausea swirls in my stomach. The realization swirls in my brain. And pure undiluted anguish
swirls in my heart as I see him do something completely foreign, abysmally so.
He stopped running...
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No Diamonds, No
Butter
by Lydia Close
October 5, 1943
I gazed through the rain-splattered window of the train, at the city going by in blurry
streaks of lights and brick. It reminded me too much of Chicago, so I jerked my head back
forward to the worn seats, the dim light, and the stuffy, cramped train car.
I was tired. No, I was exhausted. Worn thin, nerves frayed, I had decided that now was
the time to finally get up, gather myself, move on, find my place again…do everything that
anyone would suggest to a widow. But it wasn’t proving to be any easier to do so than when I
was packing, saying goodbye to my sister Viv, or boarding the train. I was still hollow, still dull
and gray inside, lacking luster and shine. I still felt dead.
My eyes drifted around the small compartment and eventually landed on my hand that lay
limp against my side. There, the ring glittered from the passing lights. I couldn’t help but stare
again at the beauty of the thin, spotless gold set against my cream hand. I never wished for a
diamond like all the other girls; I was overjoyed with the simplicity and purity of the plain gold
band. The first day I wore it as a married woman, only nine months ago, I had looked at it first
with admiration and later with giddiness. Now my heart lurched and my stomach dropped, and
that feeling I had become very good acquaintances with over the past few months arose once
more with the fluttering of my lashes.
I laid my head back against the seat, not caring that it would mess my curls or that I was
wearing my best blouse and trousers, and soon fell asleep.
***
“Rock Spring -- ”
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The fuzzy voice in my ear didn’t stop. It grew louder, then stronger. “Rock Spring, next
stop!”
I squinted my eyes open. Pain shot up my neck, and I groaned, rubbing the sore spot.
Then I knew. Rock Spring. Not Portland. I sat up straight, heart pounding, looking about me. It
was fully night, now. I thrust my watch in my face, trying to make out the minuscule hands.
Eight-forty-two.
That couldn’t be right.
The train jerked to a stop. I looked outside. Pitch black. I frantically grabbed my purse,
coat, and hat, pricking my finger on my hat pin. I could only grimace and ignore it for more
pressing matters.
“Sir! Sir --” I called out to the conductor, and the stout man turned with a concerned
furrow in his dark mustache. “Did we already pass Portland? I was supposed to get off at
Portland.”
“Sorry, ma’am. Portland was two stops ago. But you’ll want to get off now and take
another train back.”
I nodded with understanding, unable to speak, then sucked on my fingertip as I pulled
down my battered suitcase from the bag rack. Stumbling down the aisle, I gave a brief smile of
thanks, then stepped off the train and onto the platform.
“Good luck getting back there,” the conductor yelled from behind me before turning to
another departing passenger.
I stopped and looked around me, trying to gather myself. A cold wind chilled me to the
bone. It all felt like a dream. I followed a man to the lobby of the station, where only a handful of
people milled about sluggishly, as though in slow motion.
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I looked up to see bronze letters above the wide glass doors. Rock Spring Union Station. I
had never heard of this town. It seemed so vague and small, even from inside the high-ceilinged
brick station. Out of shock and ultimate cluelessness, tears pressed against my eyes, threatening
to spill, but I swallowed them down and tried to find a clerk to question about other trains.
“He -- Helen? Helen Mitchell?” a voice called from behind. I turned, surprised to hear
my maiden name, or my name at all.
A woman stood there, of a round figure and soft appearance. Her corduroy coat looked
decades old, and her dark plum hat was scrunched down low onto her thick, graying brown curls.
“I -- I noticed the red hair, and then your eyes…” she trailed off, then her face wrinkled
with a realization. “You don’t remember me, do you?” she chuckled sadly. “I’m Mona Clarence,
a friend of John and Ruth Mitchell, your parents. I used to teach you Sunday school in Chicago.”
“Wh -- why, I’m sorry I don’t remember,” I apologized softly. “It’s good to see you.” I
shifted my things over to my left arm and held out my hand. She shook it gently, and her eyes
held an unexpected understanding.
“What are you doing here, may I ask?” she continued on. “I would have never expected
you to be in Rock Spring.”
“Oh -- well, I slept right through the last stop after Portland, and ended up here,” I
explained, trying to make it sound like a humorous event. But I wasn’t very successful; my weak
smile fell, and I glanced up long enough to see the all-knowing look of scrutiny in Mona
Clarence’s eyes. I was glad, after a while, that she didn’t ask more questions, like why I was
heading there in the first place.
“Well, there’s no train going back there tonight,” she sighed. “Would you feel
comfortable staying with me? I’m a five-minute walk away, and this town, though it may be
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small, holds a lot more than Portland does, in my opinion. We have good folks and good
times….”
Before I knew it, Mona, as she insisted I called her, was chatting away as we walked
briskly down the straight main street toward her home. I didn’t see I had any choice, but once we
reached a slender and modest cottage painted an ocean-gray, illuminated by golden lights from
inside and graced with a welcome sign by the door that was painted to be a chicken, I felt
relaxed, even grateful to be staying with a woman I could trust and connect to my childhood. She
did look familiar after a while, but it was her voice that brought back a memory or two of Sunday
school, a lively event in someone’s home with little cakes for the children. I remembered one
with pink icing and eating it while the same sure, confident falsetto voice read aloud the story of
Joseph. Then there was the community picnic, where she played hopscotch with me and gathered
the other children in for more games.
Mona opened the door, which had been unlocked, and let me walk in ahead of her. I
stepped inside the small corridor, looking to my left at a living room with a buzzing radio and to
my right at a narrow staircase.
“Down the hall’s the kitchen, next to it my bedroom, and upstairs the guest rooms,”
Mona huffed, closing the door and hanging up her handbag, coat, and hat. “Louise Clarke and
Velma Bronner live upstairs; they’re both my good friends, and won’t bother you. They go to
bed early and rise late.
“The bathroom upstairs you’ll have to share with them since it’s the only one with a bath.
But the one down here is for anyone at any time as well,” she explained, taking my coat and
hanging it next to hers.
I followed her up the creaky steps, lugging my suitcase, which was beginning to feel
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heavy. We took two sharp lefts after the bathroom came into view, and entered a tiny room that
held a narrow twin bed and a short, stubby dresser with a mirror mounted above it to act as a
vanity. After a long train ride, it looked heavenly.
I set my suitcase on a wooden chair in the corner, unsuccessfully suppressing a yawn.
Mona was watching me with a warm smile.
“You look so much like your mother,” she whispered. “I knew her for only five years
until she died, but she was one of the greatest women I have ever met. Just bursting with
gentleness and love.” She stopped, held up her hands, and shook her head. “Oh, I hope I’m not
bothering you. You just let me know if you want me to stop talking. Velma is always telling me I
talk too much.”
I hesitated, then tucked a loose curl behind my ear and wrapped my arms around my
torso. “It’s good to hear about Mother,” I insisted. “Really. No one I know from back then ever
talks about her. And...I haven’t been able to coax Father to reminisce with me, either.”
Mona nodded, then sighed. “Well...I’d best be getting myself off to bed, too. Breakfast is
always ready at eight, and I’m sorry to say I have company over tomorrow. Every Wednesday.
It’s just women from church, and all we do is cook a little so we have an excuse to talk.” She
chuckled, and I returned a smile.
“Thank you, Mona.”
“Oh, anything for a Mitchell,” she answered. Before I could correct her, she waved me
away and closed the door behind her. I couldn’t help but wonder if I could keep it a secret since I
would be leaving for Portland the next day, and as soon as possible. It wouldn’t hurt to keep in
her memory the image of me as a Mitchell. Not a James. She wouldn’t have seen the wedding
ring, I figured, as I pulled off my gloves. Only the morning would tell what would happen next.
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***
I fumbled around in the bathroom, gathering my comb and toiletries, then trying
helplessly to tame the frizzy hairs that refused to curl like the rest. I checked myself again in the
mirror, smoothed the few wrinkles in my plain green dress, opened the door, and almost crashed
into someone in the hallway.
“Oh, my!”
I stumbled, dropped my face cream, and then looked up. A willowy, blond, older woman
quickly scooped up the cream and apologized.
“I didn’t see you there, dear -- oh, so you’re Helen Mitchell!” she rambled shyly, placing
the cream back into my arms and giving my hand a pat. “It’s nice to meet you. I’m Louise
Clarke. I was just heading into the bathroom. And I’ll see you at breakfast.”
“Nice to meet you,” I answered, as she shut the bathroom door. A bit confused, I put
everything away in my room, pulled on a knit cardigan, and carefully tread down the stairs and
hallway, first hearing the clatter and voices before the strong scents of postum coffee and oats
made my stomach churn. I followed the hallway, then tentatively stood in the doorway of the
good-sized, bright kitchen, seeing five faces turn to see mine.
“I forgot it was breakfast day,” Mona called from the stove. “The girls are here to prepare
a tart, but we’ll soon be out of your way.” She used her spoon to point at each woman sitting at
the small round table in the left corner. A clump of oats flew onto the floor.
“This is Lily Carter -- ” Mona started, ignoring the drip, which was quickly lapped up by
a slender cat that dashed out from nowhere.
“Hi,” a young woman with coppery blonde hair waved.
“Harriet McVay -- ”
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“Good morning,” an elderly, white-haired woman greeted, as she peeled an apple.
“Nancy Jenkins -- ”
A straight-backed, middle-aged woman nodded with a wide smile, as she contributed to
the pile of apple peelings, too.
“ -- and Velma Bronner.”
“Nice to meet you,” she said, then brought a teacup to her lips. She had a kind, slender
face, but I noticed her shoulders were slumped and her eyes were blank before I looked away.
Soon, Louise entered, and I was forgotten for a moment as they sorted out what seemed
to be a recipe, as each woman interjected with suggestions for measurements, only sometimes
mentioning for which ingredient. Then Lily motioned me to the counter, where she stood in front
of a sheet pan.
“I’m glad -- we’re all glad -- that you’re here, Helen,” she said with a smile. “There’s
always a job to do around here on a Wednesday. You can help me press down the oats, which
we’ll spread evenly over the whole pan.”
Mona passed her the bowl she had been working on, which held a chunky mixture of
rolled oats, sticky, sweet honey, and shaved almonds. Lily began scooping it out with her bare
hands, expertly pounding it onto the pan.
“We place the apples on top, then some honey, and bake it,” Lily explained. “Velma’s
original idea, and the group’s recipe. It’s good for dessert, too, but we all have a sweet tooth any
time of day.”
I nodded, watched her sticky hands that bore no rings, waited a moment, then tried to pull
off my wedding ring inconspicuously. It didn’t work. It flung off right onto the pan of oats.
I quickly grabbed it and clenched it tight in my fist. But it was too late.
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“Oh, your ring is beautiful,” Lily gasped. “I hope it isn’t ruined by all that honey.”
I could only nod. Then I shook my head. “It’s fine,” I protested.
“Are you married?” Lily asked innocently. I began to stutter, then saw Mona turn her
head.
“Yes, and no,” I said softly, answering both her question and Mona’s polite, but
confused, stare. Before I knew it, every woman was looking but trying not to seem like she was
prying. My lips pulled into a melancholy smile.
“I was actually Mrs. Wesley James,” I continued solemnly with a catch in my throat.
“Now I’m widowed, and...and a sorry excuse for a guest. I’m sorry -- ”
I broke away, starting to run out of the kitchen when Mona reached for my hand. She
pulled me back, searching for my gaze. I fought back tears and dared to look into her face.
“Oh, Helen, I’m so sorry,” she whispered. And a peace and gentleness I had never felt
before from another person exuded from her like spring sunshine as she brought me into a firm
hug and offered me her soothing, kind words.
I couldn’t explain how strange and comforting it was to receive such care from a
long-lost friend. But then Louise came up in a hurry, and Lily was by my shoulder. Soon each
woman was standing and fretting over me like a flock of mother hens.
“Alright, alright, I’m fine,” I sniffed. “I just- haven’t told anyone about it for a while, and
Mona -- I didn’t think I would have to explain myself, not if I would be leaving today.” I blew
my nose, and Harriet, who had grabbed my hand, laughed aloud.
“Mona!” she exclaimed. “You told us she would be staying here for at least two more
days!”
“Well, I figured by the time she met you all and tasted our cooking she would,” Mona
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reasoned.
“Oh!” Harriet sputtered. Nancy and Louise exchanged a look of amusement, and Mona’s
eyebrows furrowed together with regret.
“My apologies, Helen,” she chuckled. “I was just so eager to have you, I went on and on
this morning without so much as thinking that you might have grown into a woman with her own
trials.”
“It’s alright, Mona. You do deserve an explanation -- ”
“Oh, no,” she argued. “Let’s just get you some tea and sit you down in the parlor before
the apple tart is finished. We’ll all explain ourselves another time.”
I could only let her lead me to a cushioned armchair graced with doilies and surrounded
by other cozy furnishings, then accepted a teacup from Nancy. I saw Louise hang back, shyly
moving closer.
“I -- I just have to ask, did your Wesley...was he killed in combat?” she asked.
“Yes,” I answered quietly, sliding my thumb over the teacup’s rim. “Seven months ago.
We had been married only five weeks.”
Louise gave a little gasp, her round face fallen slack with astonishment.
“And- and you’re this well? I mean, calm? You’ve come so far and so fast, at least
compared to what I’ve...seen.”
“Oh -- ” I swallowed. “Well, I didn’t have much of a choice. I was told to dry my tears by
the end of the week of his funeral, and….” She gasped again, this time with Lily, too, who had
crept in. I hesitated. “So, since then...I’ve been trying to find a fresh start and a new...purpose.
Not that I put my identity in Wesley, but life without him, and so suddenly, was painful.”
Lily sat on the floor, Louise on the other armchair, and then Harriet and Nancy were
tentatively settling down on the sofa. Velma and Mona stood in the hall. I would have stopped
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talking, then, if it had been a few months or even weeks before. But something pushed me to go
on. Each woman had something like a veil or a melancholy depth about her.
“And...for days, it was like my heart was bruised,” I confessed, catching my breath and
feeling beautifully vulnerable for once instead of ashamed about my grief. These women were
really listening, really wanting to hear how I felt. I took a deep breath and went on. “I
remembered losing my mother when I was three. I was clueless then, bearing the grief later on,
but this time, I was given a deep wound, and I was fully awake to feel it. I wasn’t sure of myself
anymore, it was like I was in a muddled nightmare, and it felt like...like….”
“It felt like you were lost,” Velma whispered from across the room. I met her watery blue
gaze, which locked onto mine for seconds before fluttering away.
“Yes,” I answered.
“And there was an emptiness in your home,” Harriet added.
“And a hollowness in your soul,” Louise whispered.
“It was hard to keep going on with the same routines each day. Even going shopping
would feel like you were drowning,” Nancy finished with a sniffle.
I blinked hard, bringing my heels tight together as I felt every woman’s gaze upon me.
“You- you all understand?” I asked.
“My husband Ray was killed at Pearl Harbor,” Velma said plainly.
“And my Herb in France,” Mona whispered, trying to give me a half-hearted smile when
I caught her eye.
Then Lily spoke up. “My brother, Danny, is in the hospital now, only a few miles away,
both legs amputated and a great big cloud of depression hanging over him.”
“And my only son, Robert, was killed in action in Germany itself,” Louise said with a
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quiver in her voice. She was the first to bring a handkerchief to her eye.
“Wesley was killed flying over France,” I finished, clasping my hands in my lap. I
noticed then that I was still clutching my ring. I slowly unfolded my palm, seeing the mark it had
left behind from how tight I had been holding it.
Then it all came rushing back to me, like uncontrollable, mountainous waves. I had been
clutching onto my grief over Wesley for these past months just as hard as I clutched this ring. It
was a constant companion, a leech of despair, a reminder of my widowhood and of the life that
was now gone.
It was then that the tears finally spilled like sweet rain after a drought, a cleansing spring
of catharsis. I didn’t brush them away, but shut my eyes and let them cling to my cheeks and
chin, drip onto my dress and into my teacup. A strong hand gripped my shoulder. Another, softer
and gentler, rested on my knee.
“I felt like extra baggage,” I finally whispered through my quivering throat. “A burden to
my family and friends who fared much better than I. There was first utter despair, then anger and
frustration at anyone and anything, then a confusing mixture of embitterment and wavering
sadness.” My voice climbed with emotion and strife, then it lowered once more.
“Now,” I scoffed, “I am in the fourth stage of this grief, and it seems to be an identity
crisis.”
That brought about a sad laugh in Mona, and Nancy nodded in understanding.
“I’m able to stand on my own two feet,” I urged, “Have lunch in a real restaurant again,
even travel to visit my in-laws. But thinking of Chicago where we made our first home in a
crummy apartment, or passing by any courthouse, remembering the one we were married in….”
Louise spoke up with a sniffle. “The important thing now is that you know that you
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weren’t -- and you’re not -- alone.”
I nodded, finally accepting a handkerchief and wiping away the dampness. “Yes,” I
agreed. “But how do I get out of this rut, this -- pit?” I stuttered, soaking up another tear.
“None of us have made it out of our own, yet,” Nancy said after a long silence.
“All you can do is find a new way to get through the day and the week,” Mona answered
honestly. “And hope and pray that someday you’ll be able to climb out. I realized that my Herb
would have begged me to do that, would have cracked jokes and bent himself backward to cheer
me up. The chicken sign out front still gives me a painful reminder, but it’s turned into a good
kind of pain. I remember him as the joking artist who painted signs and never seemed to learn
how to properly hang a coat.”
The women chuckled. I almost smiled.
“My son Robert, he used to make me flower chains when he would go out to play with
the neighbors,” Louise said with a grin. “I don’t know what I was thinking at the time, but I
saved a few of them, and now they are pressed in a picture frame that I have sitting by my bed,
and I remember the wonderful, good days he had as a boy.”
“And Ray,” Velma spoke up. “Though he was a quiet man, he knew exactly what to say
and when. I have an album of notes he would leave me around the house, and his favorite book
sits on a shelf in my room.” She smiled softly. “I never thought that I would ever keep these
things with gladness or joy. It must have come from being together with Mona and Louise, then
finding a way to cook with what we’re given, that has brought me closer to clawing my way out
of my pit.”
“That’s beautiful,” Lily whispered to herself. After a long pause, her youthful face turned
solemn. “Danny was never really close with me when we were children. He’s seven years older
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and was dating a girl he met in college before he was drafted. After he was deployed, she broke
up with him, and only a few weeks later he was trapped under a truck from a bomb exploding.”
She sighed, then squared her shoulders and lifted her chin, speaking next with determination.
“He’s becoming nicer to me, now. You would think the war would do the opposite, but
he’s realizing who really matters in his life, who cares for him. I am the one who has been bitter,
while he is just sad.”
I glanced at the other women. Many had their heads bowed, but all had a compassionate
look in their eyes. After sharing so much, it was hard for any of us to find any more words.
“I think we all have a right to be bitter,” I spoke up. Lily looked up as I continued and set
my teacup aside. “We shouldn’t be expected to be anything less than what we are. This war is
none of our faults; it is out of our control. I think that as much as we do need to move on one day
and feel happy again, we are women who deserve a time of unjudged grief. Look at us, trying to
express and justify what we feel. This is a way to be connected to each other, not to separate
ourselves from those women who still have husbands, sons, and brothers.”
“And look at who we are,” Mona said with a heavy sigh. “Beautiful women, strong and
talented. Good friends. Brought together by grief.”
There was a needed silence, then, which was only broken by the ring of a timer coming
from the kitchen. I looked around at the women sitting with me in this small living room in a
cottage in Rock Spring, Oregon, and was in awe of each one of them and myself for sharing what
had been plaguing our hearts for too long. I put my wedding ring back on my left ring finger, but
this time it did not feel like a symbol of sorrow. It felt lighter on my hand as it represented the
short time I did have with Wesley, and the better times I would have still in this life.
***
The phone rang five times before the receiver was picked up, and by then I was nervous.
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“Hello?” a voice called from the other side. I recognized it as that of Wesley’s father.
“David -- ” I started, “This is Helen. I’m so sorry I didn’t call sooner, but I’m in Rock
Spring; I missed the Portland stop last night, and I -- ”
“Oh, thank God you’re fine,” David interrupted. “Rachel has been worried sick. I told her
you were alright. Where are you staying?”
“With an old friend who happened to recognize me at the station, Mona Clarence,” I
answered, looking to Mona with a smile. “And -- and I plan to stay for a few more days, at least.
I hope that’s alright with you and Rachel.”
“Yes, dear. You do whatever you like. We’ll be fine, however long you decide to stay.
Give us another ring when you’ve got an update.”
“Oh, thank you,” I sighed. “I’ll call soon.”
“Alright; we’ll manage over here. Say hello to Mona for us. Bye, Helen -- ”
“Bye, Helen! We miss you,” Rachel suddenly interrupted.
David gave a short laugh again. “She just came through the door. Enjoy your time there.”
“Alright. Thank you. See you soon.” I hung up, a peaceful sigh escaping my lips.
I followed Mona back into the kitchen, where the women were arguing and laughing over
the many recipe cards, crumb-filled plates, and drained coffee cups. I helped wash the dishes in
the sink while Mona dried them next to me, smiling to myself as I heard Lily defend her
measurement of sugar for a muffin recipe, Louise turn on the radio, and Velma declaring that she
was about to write in pen the last revision of that muffin recipe card.
I glanced over at Mona, who wiped her hands on her dish rag and looked at me with her
gentle gaze. “You know, Helen, maybe you weren’t supposed to go to Portland,” she said slowly.
“Instead, you found us.”
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The Fall
by Daisy Dolicker

She assumes it is inevitable. For her to die like this. For someone who had lived such a
vibrant life, she supposes it was fate that had led her to this moment. Had led to her being the
last.
Her life had begun on a warm day in spring, brought into a tight-knit community of
unique individuals each with their own flaws and imperfections. And she had loved them. She
had loved how everytime the wind had blown or the rain had fallen, row after row of them would
come out and sing, a different song for every soul that was never in the same key twice. She had
loved how it seemed like no one ever slept, how there could be tranquility and still the
undercurrent of life at every moment, like a tangible cord connecting them all.
Beyond this, every soul was one-of-a-kind, the kind of special that only appeared once and then
was lost forever. But there were too many for her to recall now, as the memories of the ones she
loved slipped away like water, like smoke, like sunlight through outstretched fingers grasping for
warmth.
It had been these omnipresent quirks and irrationalities that had made up the soul of her
little neighborhood, but no one had seen it. At first it had insulted her, that they were deemed
unworthy of time or effort. She had been angry at the ones who never bothered to look closer,
those who never stopped to smell a rose and admire it, those who never even took the time to
really see the souls that had thrived in this place. She had wanted to be seen.
She had not enjoyed the summer, with its heat that choked and suffocated. More people had come
by their little community, but they had been ignorant as ever. She had shouted
Hello. I am here. See me.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xWw0f2c2nf4wWv-DK6-EyYx_Big5nZgthWcC93q2eRY/edit
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No, she had not loved summer, but she had endured it for the nights. Summer nights had
been magical beneath the endless stretch of stars and black sky, the sound of crickets neardeafening in the empty park. And the rain. The taste of water after the heat of day had set her
dancing, casting sprays of water off her skin and onto the grass as she bounced and twirled with
her neighbors and friends joining in. It had always been that way for them. What one did, the rest
would follow. If there was ever just one thing she loved about her life, it was that she was never
alone.
If only she had known how it would all end.
No one had seen it coming. It had arrived on the first chill wind of autumn. All anyone
had thought to do was take in the crisp air, enjoy the sharp kind of energy that could be found
in this new season. Soon though, there had been changes.
It had begun with the family who lived only a stone's throw away from her, a small
cluster of souls that made up for their short stature by singing louder than the rest. The first
change had been in their song when, during a light shower of air-chilled rain, their melody had
been reduced to a rasp. A hoarse whisper among the harmonies that surrounded it. No
one had thought much of it. The same peculiar affliction had reached the next family over, the rasps
of the voices still covered by the rest of the music.

The sickness had spread from family to family, draining them like a parasite and leaving
the skin an unnatural yellow, each one shriveled and hunched as if in old age. There had been
no cure for it, The Plague. She could only stay and watch as her loved ones were consumed.
They had tried to reach out to others, a desperate call for aid but there was no corner of the
world that The Plague had not reached. Because she lived at the edge of the community, she
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xWw0f2c2nf4wWv-DK6-EyYx_Big5nZgthWcC93q2eRY/edit
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had been the last to succumb to it. By the time she fell ill, many had already been lost, becoming
one with the earth.
The hardest loss had been her closest companions. Her small group of friends, her
lifelong comrades that had never left her side growing weaker and weaker until they finally fell
and became one with the earth. It had been unbearable. She was now the last. The final soul,
alone and adrift in an indifferent universe. She held out hope that she would live, that she would
survive to see the next dawn. She held out hope, despite the ever-growing horrible truth that she
might not want to anymore. There was no one left to hear her heart shattering.
She tried to remember them as they had lived, not as they had died. Tried to remember the
laughter, the songs they had sung but all that remained was the sickly yellow of their faces, the
skin dry and wrinkled like paper, the voices that scratched like sand.
Now, having reached the end, having held on to the very last moment, she feels betrayed.
Not by her family for leaving her, not at any higher power for putting this on her,
but at those who had always remained indifferent. She saw them, men and women passing
through, wrapped in layer upon layer for protection. Some lit fires to burn the dead, the flames
licking them up until they were reduced to ash, to dust. For them she was grateful. Others simply
walked past, unseeing and unfeeling as they walked past this living graveyard. She wished she
could scream, say
I am here.
I am not lost. Find
me.
See me.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xWw0f2c2nf4wWv-DK6-EyYx_Big5nZgthWcC93q2eRY/edit
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See me.
But they did not.
She feels herself slipping, slipping deeper into the dark but she is not afraid. The dark is
where she laughed with her companions, where she danced under a summer storm, the lighting
crackling against her skin. The dark is where her family is, and so she is not afraid.
A n d
S h e
FALLS
She thinks of her family, her friends, all her neighbors. She thinks of love, and joy, and the taste of
life in the quiet and the loud places of the world. She thinks of laughter and dancing and that
beautiful harmony of song that she had been part of. She thinks that she had been the luckiest to
live such a life, and so she is not afraid to leave it.
She just wishes someone had seen it all.
Walking alone down one of the many walking trails in Lincoln Park, Ashley Hill hugs her
arms to her sides to fight off the slight breeze that whistles through the skeleton trees and brings a
fresh wave of near-winter chill. She shivers as she looks up to see if any life remains in those stiff
limbs. Living in the South ensures that summer lasts a bit longer and that leaves could stay on
trees well into fall, but this year’s cold snap has been harsh, and not a spot of vibrant yellow or
orange can be seen. This soon after her mother’s death, she thinks the barren trees quite resemble
herself, without vibrance or light or hope.
But there.
Just in the densest cluster of branches is a leaf. Just the one, the rest of the leaves had
presumably fallen earlier in the week. It is curled and brown, so fragile it looks as if that wind
should shatter it right there. But instead, as Ashley watches, the leaf falls. Slowly and without
purpose, it drifts down through the bone-fingers of the branches. Right before it hits the ground, it
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flips once, as if it could remember a time where it sang with the wind, and was vibrant. But with
that last pirouette, the lone leaf finally reaches the ground and is lost amongst the dirt and roots,
indistinguishable from the hundreds of identical leaves.
Ashley stands there a moment before continuing down the winding path, wondering what
she would do about dinner tonight, and if her father had been able to pick himself out of bed long
enough to go grocery shopping.
And the leaf is forgotten.
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Iluula
by Keltin Grimes
Five hundred kilometers north of Nuuk, the western capital of Greenland, lies the small
fishing village of Nenna. The town is nestled between the deep blue ocean, littered with chunks of
ice, and a small snowy hill, followed closely by jagged peaks of ice. Home to no more than fifty
residents and only accessible by boat, the citizens of Nenna lead quiet and simple lives. Twelve
quaint cottages line a snowy road down to a marina. The docks are empty, and have been since the
sun first peeked over the mountains, and light cascaded down the ridge into town. It is winter, and
so far north that the days last only a few hours, so the villagers make full use of what light they
have.
While the men are out in their boats, casting nets into the sea, the children are exploring the
southern coasts, clambering over boulders on the rocky shores, racing to be the first to catch a rare
glimpse of another living creature or to find an undiscovered natural feature to admire. The women
are at home, packaging yesterday’s fish. They wrap the fish in paper, pack them into wood crates,
and simply bury the crates in the snow to freeze. Once all the fish are taken care of, the women
prepare dinner, in advance of their husbands’ return. The cold is bearable in the embrace of the
mountains, but out on the water there is no protection from the bitter winds, and the promise of a
warm meal is the only thing keeping the men at sea.
A particularly exuberant child races ahead of the others, but suddenly pauses and cocks his
head. He cups a hand to his ears and strains towards the horizon. A few seconds later his suspicions
are confirmed as the drone of a diesel engine grows louder, and he runs back to the other children,
yelling “The boat! The boat!” He has heard the weekly delivery of supplies from the capital, and
the children excitedly wait for the ship to appear from behind the walls of white that cut them off
from the rest of the world. As the boat speeds into view, the children race it back to town.
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The ship is the lifeblood of the village. In return for the fishermen’s haul, the captain
delivers fuel, food, medicine, and more. Such exchanges are done all along Greenland’s coast,
Nenna being the northernmost and last stop on the ship’s journey. Without the shipments, the
community could not survive for more than a couple of weeks. Storms frequently delay the trip,
and the village waits in apprehension. Luckily, today the sky is clear beyond the occasional wisp of
white, and the boat is free to glide through the calm waves.
As the children scurry back to town, the fishermen accompany the ship into port, and the
women wander out of the houses to welcome their arrival. The ship docks at the end of the pier,
just far enough out to not scrape the sea bed. As the captain disembarks to unload supplies, a
foreign man steps out onto the pier. The villagers are taken aback. The number of people who have
visited Nenna could be counted on two hands, exclusively ship captains and ballot collectors. This
stranger is clearly neither. He is tanned with a weathered face, flowing black hair, and sharp, keen
blue eyes. The children flock to him, bombarding him with questions, but their parents pull them
back. “Give him some space” they say, “there will plenty of time to bug him later, go back and
play.” The children retreat a short distance, but the allure of the stranger keeps them close.
One of the fishermen, tall and well built, with a certain swagger in his movement, addresses
the man. “Welcome to Nenna, sir. My name is Ikila. Please stay in my home while you are here.” It
quickly becomes clear that the stranger barely speaks the local language, but he seems to
understand every word. He manages a “thank you,” delivered in a mysterious accent. Ikila beckons
for him to follow, and the two walk away while the rest of the village carefully distributes the fresh
supplies.
Ikila guides the man up the road. As they reach the stone path up to Ikila’s house, a flicker
of light catches the stranger’s eye, and he turns to see a brown bird perched on the roof of the next
house over. He taps Ikila on the shoulder and points to the bird. Ikila shrugs and says “we call them
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Gilanga,” and turns back to open his front door. Ikila leads the man to a small room upstairs,
furnished with a small bed, a desk, and a wooden chair, and gestures for him to enter and lay his
stuff down. “We eat in a few hours, I will come get you,” Ikila says to the man, doing his best to
convey his meaning with hand movements, and leaves him to settle in.
The golden sun disappears behind the horizon, and after a while Ikila comes back to take
the man to dinner. The villagers gather in a large hall filled with long tables and benches made of
salvaged driftwood. The stranger is seated in the center of the hall, and the men jostle to sit as close
to him as possible. Ikila inquires as to why the stranger is visiting this remote community. The
stranger opens the knapsack hanging across his body and pulls out a large camera. The men voice
their understanding, and the hall fills with excited chattering. The stranger puts the camera away,
and holds up his hands, aligning his thumbs together and extending the rest of the fingers outward,
creating a rough depiction of a bird, and says “Iluula.” The villagers know exactly what he is
referring to, but are astonished by their realization.
There is a legend, passed down from countless generations, of a bird found only in the
glaciers of northern Greenland, so rare that its existence has never been confirmed. This bird is said
to have been birthed from the glacier itself, its beauty brighter than the glint of ice in the sun. It
perches itself atop mountains, looking out over the ocean, only leaving to dive into the freezing
waters, rising to the surface with a fish twice its size in its beak. To see it in full would render the
world without beauty, for the bird is so gorgeous that nothing can ever compare. Some have
claimed to have glimpsed a fleeting sight of the creature, too fast to be sure, but the large collection
of stories has left the villagers with a full belief in its existence. They call it Iluula.
How exactly this foreign photographer came across the legend of Iluula, and what
possessed him to travel such a great distance to chase this elusive creature is a mystery to the
villagers, but before they can inquire further, the women bring out a feast unlike any the town had
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ever seen. Steaming platters of luscious fish, roasted vegetables- a rarity, pitchers of spirits, and
more fill the tables, a fitting welcome for their curious guest. As the drinks flow and the air warms,
the stranger bonds with the villagers, taking portraits of the children and dancing when a young
man begins to strum a tune on a guitar.
Eventually the party begins to subside, and the photographer walks with Ikila back to their
residence. They bid one another goodnight, and disappear into their rooms. Caught up in the
stranger’s presence, no one has asked for his name. He doesn’t mind; if anything, he prefers it. He
is a drifter, traveling from one corner of the globe to another, and anonymity makes goodbyes
easier. He keeps his gear packed, setting an alarm for early, and goes to bed.
«««
It is dark when he wakes, and most of the town is still slumbering, or just beginning to rise.
Perfect, he thinks, and gathers his belongings. Ikila has not risen, and the man is careful not to
arouse him as he leaves. The air is crisp when he steps outside and the starlight is more than
enough to light his path. He briskly walks around to the back of the house but pauses as he takes in
the glacier ahead of him, then starts again at a more modest pace, humbled by the sheer size of the
snow and ice.
The man is clearly a seasoned climber, and steadily marches across the hard ground, the
snow having crusted in the cold. His shoes are soiled, and his clothes are similarly worn, modestly
colored. On his back is a large, heavy backpack, carrying his camera, an aluminum tripod, a small
white tent, food, and other essentials. He hikes up to the top of the hill and looks across the white
valley, apparently void of life, and begins to descend, traversing northward, without even a glance
back at the village.
His path takes him through a valley cradled on the left by the hill, and on the right by
towering mountains, white except for spots of black rock too steep for anything to take hold.
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Around noon, as the sun is beginning its short descent, he veers left, back towards the ocean. At the
top of the hill he ends his trek for the day, and sets up his tent for the night. By now the sun is
setting, and he sits down in the snow to admire the sky as it melts into a vibrant orange. As the sun
sinks behind the horizon and the last orange hues give way to purple, he suddenly turns around to
look at his camera lying in the open tent. Damn, he sighs. Caught up in the beauty of the sunset, he
forgot to take a picture. This one was mine, I guess, he says to himself. Maybe next time. He turns
back to where the picturesque sunset had just been, and falls on his back, gazing up at the stars.
The sky transforms into a quilt of stars. The Milky Way takes the place of the sun, and the
northern lights replace the clouds. Incredible... He reconsiders. Not anymore beautiful, just
different. A rarity. For me at least. Ikila sees this daily. Would he not be equally taken by the New
York skyline or the alleyways of Lisbon as I am by this? Would Iluula be so idolized if it were as
common as finches? Beauty is subjective. Of course. He closes his eyes for a moment, feeling the
cold seep through his parka as he lies in the snow. But I can’t imagine anything better than this.
«««
The next day he walks along the crest of the hill, giving him a spanning view of the ocean,
and travels at a leisurely pace. Stopping for lunch, he sets down his pack and digs out a clear
plastic bag of jerky. Standing back up, he tears a piece off and eats contentedly. Something causes
him to pause mid-chew. He swallows and squints towards the water. Hurriedly, he reaches into his
pack and pulls out his camera. Putting it to his eye, he surveys the horizon. Panning across the sky,
he finds what caught his attention. Zooming in, he realizes it is just a small brown bird. Gilanga, he
recalls. Disappointed, the photographer takes his camera away from his face, and sits down. He
watches the bird glide around in slow circles over the water. Deciding to end his journey here for
the day, he again sets up his tent, but keeps his camera by his side as he sits down on the snow.
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For the man, this moment is surreal. He carries no phone, no radio; the nearest snippet of
civilization is miles away, and not a soul knows where he is. He is truly alone. He gazes down the
slope to the shore. Imagine if I slipped, couldn't get up. That would be that. Quite a thought. But he
has no worries. No boss to please, no guests to entertain, no obligations whatsoever. It is just him
and this unremarkable bird. Just me and you. Just us. To the bird, it is just another day.
For hours, the bird wheels and turns about, dips and rises, and the man watches. There is
something enchanting about the bird’s movements. It is at ease in the air. The powerful wind
allows it to glide around effortlessly, never needing to flap its wings. Even when battered by a gust
of wind, a small adjustment is all that is needed to right its course. Meanwhile the man is huddled
next to his tent, uncomfortable in the sharp wind.
For a moment, the relentless wind weakens. The bird begins to float downwards. The
change compels the man to grab his camera. As he puts it to his eye, the bird folds its wings and
plummets to the water. It dives into the icy waves with a spectacular splash, and the man snaps a
picture. For a few seconds everything is still. The great plume of water has fallen back to the sea,
the wind is calm, and the man holds his breath. Then the small brown bird, unexceptional in every
way, rises from the water like an icy phoenix, carrying in its beak a gleaming silver fish.
Iluula, the man breathes. He stares as it gracefully flies south, seemingly unburdened by the
large fish it carries. He remains still for a few moments after the bird disappears behind a bend in
the coast. He shakes his head as if waking from a trance, and presses a button on his camera. On
the screen appears a photo of the huge splash. The bird is too far in the water to be seen. He
admires the picture, and a smile creeps onto his face.
«««
A few days later the man returns to Nenna. The sun has just set as he first sees the pier
jutting out into the ocean. As it grows darker and he draws closer, he watches the villagers walk to
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the main hall. The party is roaring from inside, with a warm glow emanating from the windows,
light cast upon the snow outside. He slides through the door, unnoticed except for Ikila, who
beckons for the man to sit by him. “Did you get him?” Ikila asks. The stranger shakes his head,
side to side. Ikila pats him on the back. “He likes his privacy.”
Soon, the party fades once again, and Ikila and the man walk back home. He sees the small
brown bird, where he was the other day, perched on the roof, overlooking the town. Ikila goes
inside, but the man stays behind, admiring the bird. The bird flies off, and he goes inside.
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The Customer Is Always Right
by Olivia Gschwind
If you asked Arnold Pasquale to name one thing that scared him more than the smell of
Chanel N5, he’d scarcely be able to. Every week, he was plagued by the same customer. If he was
behind the register, she’d always request assistance, never making an effort of her own to find a
product. Perhaps he’d be in the back room, taking inventory on the paper towels, when the same
demanding voice coming from the front of the store would insist to see Arnold. The crossing of
their paths was inevitable and despite Arnold’s best efforts, he’d always somehow end up at the
beck and call of Ms. Gianna.
Nervously tapping his pen on the counter, Arnold eyed the analog clock hung at the back of
the store over the prescription counter, the ticks cutting through the sharp silence as though a bomb
were about to be detonated. In aisle four, a thirteen-year-old girl stood next to the nail care rack,
deeply pondering the shades of lacquer.
It was the drug store’s 32nd year of business. Nestled in the front of a well-circulated strip
mall, it was a perfect walking distance from the neighborhood nearby. Sprawling weeds decorated
the cracks in the sidewalk outside the store, developed by year after year of the occasional ice
storm. The ceiling tiles were laden with water stains from a pipe leak six years ago. The fluorescent
lights gave the store a dim glow; enough to create the artificial sensation that someone should be
awake at this ungodly hour.
Arnold yawned and stretched his neck. His bitten nails reached up and scratched his soul
patch. Any minute now, she’d walk in. Every Tuesday since last April, Ms. Gianna would make an
appearance at the store, always late at night. Arnold knew when she arrived by the hairs on the
back of his neck that could sense her wrath from several yards away. Then, like a brick wall, the
smell would hit him. The awful, sickly sweet stench felt as though it forced its way down into
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Arnold’s lungs, causing uncontrollable lung spasms and coughing.
The teenage girl finally was able to select a nail polish after at least 20 minutes of
examination after examination. She placed her finding on the counter in front of Arnold, clearing
her throat to interrupt him out of his day terror. He quickly jumped back to duty and scanned the
polish promptly, stuffing it in a small bag and handing it off to the girl.
“Have a nice night,” he said, bidding her farewell unenthusiastically.
↞↠
At 10:07 PM, She finally made her cameo, just as expected, except this time not only was
the belligerent woman saturated in Chanel perfume, she had also draped a piece of dead mammal
across her shoulders.
Ms. Gianna had become a regular not long after Arnold had started working at the
drugstore. Her presence always made itself known, as her hair was always styled a good four to
five inches above her natural root lift, and her lipstick was a vividly bright color, bringing out the
dark yellow stains on her rectangular teeth.
It was like a fever dream. She made her way up to the counter, wobbling in the leopard
stiletto heels that ornately decorated her feet.
Arnold could feel his internal core temperature rising. If he had a stress barometer attached
to his body, it would probably break open. He smelled her strong musk and desperately tried to
repress the gag hanging in the back of his throat.
“Well, we best get to it,” the woman said, her breath reeking of cheap wine.
Arnold followed her from around the back of the counter, cursing under his breath. Any
chance he had of closing up early was now decimated. She led him to aisle four, tossing a basket
into his arms along with two giant bags full of dinner mints. They were at least four pounds each,
but it was nothing compared to what was about to be added to the load.
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They moved from aisle to aisle, as Ms. Gianna examined and chucked various items into
the basket. Her assortment was always quite unusual; tonight it was Frozen peas, Mucinex, an
eyelash curler, three different paper fans, a loofa, and a tub of fro-yo. And that was just in the first
basket.
↞↠
As time went by, and what seemed like hours had passed, Arnold began to panic. Eyeing
the clock, he saw that it was now 11:22, eight minutes before the next shift. That’s when his panic
really began to set in.
He hurried along behind Ms. Gianna, carting the three baskets on his arms as she threw in
marshmallows, acetone, and a face mask. He could barely feel any sensation in his arms at this
point, for the pressure of the handles had cut off the circulation to his hands.
In five minutes, Alicia would be coming in to take over. He had to get Ms. Gianna out by
then, for fear of losing his tediously-built relationship just like that.
Arnold had gradually built up their relationship, working in a word or two here and there
when he could. Before, when he greeted her, he barely received a nod back. Now, she actually said
hello.
If there was one thing that Arnold was certain of, it was that he was not going to let this
woman ruin his new relationship. He and Alicia had something special--like a subconscious
connection that allowed them to talk even without uttering a word.
Arnold felt it, and he believed Alicia did too. So, in the name of love, he’d had enough.
“No more,” he said, and almost instantly wished to swallow his words back up.
“Excuse me?” Ms. Gianna turned her head slowly, and stared into Arnold with a glare so
intense, she could probably start a fire.
“It--It's time to check out your items,” Arnold muttered, saying a quick Hail Mary before
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his certain annihilation.
The woman chucked the can of hairspray in her hand down the aisle in a brief fit of rage,
the sticky product spraying in every direction.
“Please,” he was practically begging for his life now, “I’m sorry, but--,”
“BUT?” She exclaimed, “Arnold! I can’t believe this!”
She marched up to the register, attempting to stomp her stilettos. Arnold stood there, glued
to the off-white tile.
“Well, I’m checking out now. You told me I had to check out. Are you just going to stand
there?!”
Arnold slinked up to the front counter and began scanning the plethora of items. He
should’ve known not to push her too far.
“I just don’t understand it,” she huffed, reapplying lipstick to her already saturated lips as
Arnold rung up the marshmallows, “The discount is good. We might as well take advantage of it.”
“I’m sorry,” he said, “It's just that there’s someone else coming in soon and I don’t want
you to--”
“A GIRL?” She exclaimed, her eyes lighting up instantly. Her people-reading abilities were
unnerving.
“Yes, but it’s fragile. Just leave it alone, please.”
He should’ve known better. Every girl, there was always this intervening factor. This one
was probably doomed, too.
Ms. Gianna opened her mouth to say something but then closed it. She smiled sweetly
instead. There was something in that smile. Something that wasn’t so bad--something that made
the external worries go away for a short while, the sickening perfume scent one of them. Ms.
Gianna had always been the dark cloud looming on his Tuesday nights, but the smile never failed
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to remind him why he put up with her in the first place.

“I guess I’ll see you next week then,” she said, grabbing her bags.
“Mmm,” he muttered, not really wanting to be reminded. But what could he do? After all,
who was he to tell her to stop coming? Who would that make him?
“Bye, Arnold.”
“Bye, Mom.”
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Apricity
by Maggie Hall
He never came inside.
That was the first thing I noticed about him. He sat outside the Smiling Mug coffee shop
nearly every day from 4-5pm, but never came inside, just sat on the snow-covered bench, staring
off into the distance and letting people hurry past him, huddled in their coats. He was wrapped in
an oversized gray sweater and his head was always covered by a maroon beanie, fraying at the
edges.
I could see him from the cappuccino machine, and sometimes, when work was particularly
slow, I would watch him watch the snowflakes fall. He had come every day for a month now. I felt
an odd sort of connection. Only artists, mad men, and those in pain sat in the snow to watch the
gray sky shed its burden. Maybe he was all three.
I told my boss Manuel about him. He nodded sagely and almost seemed to know what I
was going to do before I did. “Ah, Danielle,” he said, “You are too good a person to allow a
hurting soul remain lonely.”
I told him that was silly.
He smiled mischievously. “Silly is but a synonym for simple wisdom.” Then he winked like
he always did when he said something cliche.
The next day, the boy arrived at 4pm as always. I waited for about fifteen minutes, then
made a hot chocolate in a medium cup. I figured it was a safe choice. Everyone liked hot
chocolate.
The wind was viciously cold, biting my nose and instantly making my eyes water. I tucked
my chin further into my scarf, but it barely helped. I hurried over to the bench, letting the hot
chocolate warm my hands.
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He didn’t notice me approach. I stopped a few steps away and regarded him. His eyes were slightly
red, although whether that was the result of tears or the freezing temperatures, I couldn’t tell.
I took a breath, wincing as the frigid winter air hit my lungs. “Hey.”
For a moment, he didn’t respond. Then he glanced up with a start. “Oh...are you talking to
me?”
His voice, smooth and gentle, was higher than I expected. I shifted, rotating the hot
chocolate cup in my quickly stiffening hands. “I just notice you sitting here every day and I was
wondering if you wanted some hot chocolate.” He looked confused. “I work at the Mug,” I tried to
clarify. The conversation wasn’t going quite so well as I had hoped. This is why you don’t talk to
strangers, Danielle.
“Oh,” he said quietly. “Sorry, I can leave if you want.”
“No,” I said quickly, stepping forward, “that’s not what I meant. You just looked cold.
So…” I trailed off and lifted the cup of hot chocolate.
He slowly reached out and let his fingers brush against the outside of the cardboard
container. He hesitated. “Are you sure?”
“Yes. Take it. It’s hurting my hands.”
He reached out and his hands curled carefully around the cup. I let him take it and
immediately shoved my own hands into my coat pockets.
He took a small sip and smiled faintly. “Thank you.”
“You’re welcome. What’s your name?”
He hesitated.
I shifted my balance between my feet. He didn’t seem uncomfortable. He seemed like he
was… deciding.
“Elijah,” he said at last. “My name is Elijah.” He looked at me nervously for a moment as if
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he expected me to contradict him.
I waited.
“Oh,” he said suddenly. “Sorry. What’s yours?”
“Danielle,” I replied, smiling in what I hoped was an encouraging way.
There was a moment of awkward silence between us. I didn’t want to make him any more
uncomfortable than he already was.
“Well,” I said finally, “I’ll get out of your way. See you around.” He offered a startled halfwave. I turned and walked back into the Smiling Mug.
~~~
Danielle had stunned me.
I stared at the cardboard cup in my hand. The hot chocolate wasn’t exactly hot anymore,
just warm, but my dry, frigid hands appreciated its presence nonetheless. That morning, when I had
walked out the door to sit on the bench as always, I had felt empty. It was a strange feeling to wake
up to, stomach too tense to eat, heart replaced with a gaping void that didn’t go away no matter
how tightly I bound my chest. Some days, I felt heavy, as if my muscles had to work twice as hard
and my blood was thicker than dirt stuck in a gutter.
But after Danielle left, I felt...still.
The breeze lightly brushed past me, and I subconsciously gripped the cup tighter. I took a
deep breath and looked down at my feet before standing up. Maybe I’ll head home a little earlier
than usual.
I began to walk, finding it a little easier than it had been that morning.
Maybe I’ll come back tomorrow.
~~~
“Danielle, you have already cleaned the espresso machine twice.”
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I sighed and dropped the cloth. “Sorry.”
“That was not a criticism,” Manuel replied, amused. “Simply an observation. An indicator,
if you will. Relax, mija. What is troubling you?”
“Nothing,” I insisted.
“Hm. And this ‘nothing’ is unrelated to the young boy who you visited on the bench
yesterday?”
I raised an eyebrow.
Manuel was not so easily fooled. “You know what I see when I look at him? I see a child
who walked into my coffee shop and asked for a job because she wanted a purpose, a reason to get
up in the morning. Does this child sound familiar?”
I sighed. “Yeah.” I smiled softly. Manuel turned to greet a customer who had just arrived.
Ignoring the machine, I turned to the window. It was colder than it had been, and there was
frost creeping in from the edges of the window. I let my gaze wander beyond the window to the
street and slush outside.
Elijah had returned to the bench.
~~~
“Hey.”
I looked up, a little startled. Then I saw who it was. “Oh, hey. Um, Danielle, right?”
She nodded and held out a cardboard cup.
I looked down, biting my lip. “Uh, I’m good. You don’t need to keep giving me drinks for
free. That can’t be good for business.”
She shrugged. “I already paid for it, so someone has to drink it. I don’t want it, I work in
the shop. I drink this stuff all day. Take it.”
Resigning myself to her logic, I reached out and took the cup. I sipped tentatively. Hot
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chocolate again. “Thanks.”
“No problem.” She bounced on my heels slightly, looking a little nervous. “Um, can I sit
with you? You seem like you could use a listening ear right now.”
I looked down, conflicted. My initial reaction roared in disapproval, viciously insisting I
was better off alone. What right did I had to burden her with my troubles? She would listen and
then freak out. She would leave. And I would be alone again.
But a deeper voice within me begged her to stay. And she was right in front of me, offering.
I found myself speaking the words, “I… actually, yeah, that would be nice.”
She smiled and brushed some snow off the bench beside me and sat down. I stared,
determined, at my drink.
My face had numbed to the chill by that point. It hadn’t snowed in a few days, so the world
was no longer quite the winter wonderland that delighted children. There were piles of dirty slush
pushed up next to the curb and patches of ice on the sidewalk ringed with blue salt.
The silence was only broken by the occasional peep of a songbird and the wind shifting
through the trees.
“Pretty, huh?”
I jolted and looked up from my lap. “Huh?”
“The ice,” she said, gesturing to the icicles hanging from the tree across the sidewalk. “It’s
kind of pretty.”
“Oh.” I shrugged. “I guess.” I looked down again. She was starting the conversation. She
didn’t hate me yet.
We sat in silence for a moment. Then she asked, “So, what’s, uh, pretty to you?”
I shrugged again, not quite sure what else to do. I panicked and said the first thing that
came to mind. “Trees, I guess. Flowers, nature. It’s a little weird.” That’s very weird, Elijah.
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“I think it would be weird to not find nature beautiful.”
“Oh. Okay, yeah.” My mind flashed to my garden at my old house, and my heart suddenly
ached. I sighed. “Not a lot of green stuff out right now, though.” There never is this far north.
She nodded slowly. “Yeah. I don’t know, ever since I was a little girl, I’ve thought ice was
really pretty, so I like winter.”
“Ice?”
“Yeah. It’s like glass, but...cooler.”
I finally looked at her. Did she just…?
“Was that...a pun?” I asked, incredulous.
She smiled slightly, almost mischievous. “Maybe.”
I shook my head. “Wow.”
“I’m usually not a pun-connoisseur, but the opportunity was just too good.”
“Still.” I was finding it easier and easier to relax. Danielle just had that sort of presence.
“So, um, how long have you been working at the Mug?”
She hummed. “I’ve been working there maybe five years? I started way younger than what
was legal, that’s for sure. Manuel took pity on me.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. I try not to spend time at home. My parents work a lot, and I don’t love being
alone.”
“That’s sad.”
“Yeah.” She shrugged. “Everyone has their sob story.”
I didn’t respond, but took another sip of my hot chocolate. My leg began to subconsciously
bounce.
I felt the awkward pause sit in the air.
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She braced herself against her thighs and stood. “Thanks for letting me bother you.”
“You don’t bother me,” I replied immediately.
She looked back at me, a small smile on her face. Then she walked back inside.
I took a deep breath, suddenly realizing it was easier to breathe than it had been in weeks.
~~~
Business was always slow in the middle of the week. Manuel was in the back room
cleaning up the financial records, and I was sitting on a stool behind the counter reading. It had
stopped snowing outside, and the icicles were beginning to melt, the water running off the rooftop
and washing the windows like rain.
The bell at the door dinged.
I marked my page and stood up, putting the book on the stool. I wondered about Elijah. I
was constantly stuck in the middle of wanting to know what was wrong and knowing that he had a
right to his privacy.
After the customer left, I sat back down on the stool, but couldn’t open my book again. I
was worried. I knew what it was like to be somewhere so dark it felt like you would never feel
happy again. It’s a dangerous place to live. You start shutting people out, refusing to ask for help,
lost and afraid that you’ll harm people if they get to close—or afraid they’ll abandon you the
moment they discover the darkness within. You begin to collapse in on yourself.
But the reason I wasn’t in that dark place anymore was because someone cared enough to
tell me I deserved to get better. That I mattered enough to heal. And that person had once been a
perfect stranger.
“Danielle?”
I turned to Manuel as he emerged from the back room. “Hey.”
“Your friend has returned to the bench,” he said.
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I looked out at Elijah. He was sitting oddly, his back straighter than most teenagers’. I bit
my lip. “Maybe I should leave him alone today.”
Manuel shrugged, leaning against the counter. “You could do that. It is up to you.”
Outside, Elijah looked down at the sidewalk and pushed some slush around with his foot.
“But,” Manuel continued, “if he wanted to be alone, don’t you think he would have gone to
a different bench?”
“I guess that’s true,” I mumbled.
“Sometimes, what people say and what they do contradict,” he explained. “In this case,
always trust their actions. Words are our defense, what we hide behind when we are afraid of what
will happen when others discover our true selves. Actions are not as easily concealed.”
I understood the meaning behind his words. “Asking for help is seen as weak.”
“Unfortunately, yes.”
I nodded slowly. “So you think I should keep talking to him? And he won’t mind?”
Manuel tilted his head. “I am only saying that I think he is asking for help. And I think you
can show him that asking for help is the greatest decision someone can make.”
~~~
She had come back.
She didn’t even say anything, simply passed over another cup of hot chocolate and allowed
the two of us to sit in silence. I took a sip, the taste instantly warming me in a way I knew had
nothing to do with the temperature of the beverage.
The wind had picked up since that morning, blowing right through my jacket. The cold
metal of the bench was still seeping through my jeans. I shivered.
I sipped the hot chocolate again.
Danielle pulled her coat tighter around her, and I realized with sudden guilt that she had
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been inside with a heating system, and had left that sanctuary for me.
“Why are you doing this?” I said suddenly.
She frowned, confused. “What?”
“Why are you doing this? You know...” I said lamely, lifting the cup and gesturing around us
vaguely.
“Oh.” She looked away, her gaze settling on some point in the distance. “Um, I’m not really
sure. You looked like you needed a friend.”
The words hit me so hard, I stopped breathing.
When was the last time I had sat with a friend? Before we moved north, that was for sure.
When was the last time I had talked to someone? Really, truly talked to someone about what was
going on? I had never really been a social person. But sometimes, taking all my problems and
shoving them deep down inside me and praying they would go away felt suffocating.
I took a deep breath and was reminded, once again, of the very problems that were
suffocating me.
“I guess I did,” I whispered.
She nodded slowly. “Is there anything you want to talk about?”
I hesitated. Yes, I wanted to say, yes, please. But when you keep a secret locked up inside
you for such a long time, you almost forget how to open the door.
“No pressure,” she added. “But it’s not like I could tell anyone. I don’t know anything
about you, so your secrets are safe with me.”
“That’s true,” I said softly. I looked up at the sky. The wind was pushing the dark clouds
across the sky, so smoothly it was almost mesmerizing. I could feel my heart pounding all the way
down to my toes. I took a deep breath.
“My name is Elijah, but my parents call me Elizabeth.”
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Danielle was silent. I held my breath. For a moment, everything seemed so still, I could
have believed Time had commanded Space to stop.
Then she nodded slowly. “Let’s go inside.”
~~~
I led Elijah to a table next to the window, then waited for him to speak.
He fiddled with his cup. “It’s not their fault,” he whispered. “I haven’t told them I’m
transgender. But I don’t know how they’d react. It’s not like they’re super traditional or whatever,
but I’ve just never heard of a trans person coming out smoothly.”
I nodded slowly. “That does sound tough.”
“It’s not fun. It’s like, if everyone just started calling you Matthew or something. You know
your name isn’t Matthew, and it feels so wrong when they say it, but you can’t do anything about
it.” He sighed.
I bit my lip. “There’s a word for that, right?”
“Dysphoria,” he explained. “Well, specifically gender dysphoria.”
“Sounds like it sucks.”
“It does,” he agreed. “And I don’t even know how to explain just how much it sucks!”
“Why can’t you tell your parents?”
He stilled. “Um...there’s a lot going on right now? I guess? It just feels like a bad time. I
mean,” he continued, his foot bouncing, “my parents are divorced, and I just moved up here with
my dad a few months ago? And it sucks up here because I really hate the cold.” He laughed
bitterly. “Nothing grows in the cold.” He glanced outside at the decrepit tree bending under the
weight of the icicles it bore.
“What about pine trees?” I said quietly. I wasn’t entirely sure what else I could say.
“I guess,” he replied sullenly. He looked out the window. “I don’t know. I really love
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gardening. I know it’s stupid.”
“It’s not stupid,” I replied automatically. “You’re entering the warzone of the line between
life and death and fighting on life’s side.” I regretted the words the moment they left my mouth.
Manuel’s cheesy nature had rubbed off on me.
Elijah looked back, surprised. “That’s… pretty intense. For gardening.”
“Gardening is epic.”
“When you put it like that.”
I looked down at the table. “Guess it is pretty hard to garden up here. I love this town, but
the winters are pretty unforgiving to plants. I think. I don’t know too much about plants.”
Elijah sighed. “Yeah, it’s hard to get anything other than perennials. But I’m also not used
to the soil. And I’ll have to wait for spring to get started. That sounds like a dumb problem, but
there’s something about being outside with the dirt, working with the raw earth, caring for
something… it gives me a purpose. It’s my anchor.”
I was silent for a moment and watched as the tree outside swayed slightly with the wind.
“I guess you could say,” I finally said, “it grounds you?”
He turned his head, looking at me with a blank expression. “Are you serious?”
I smiled half-apologetically, stifling a snort.
He looked away, visibly fighting a smile. “You’re ridiculous.”
“Thank you.”
~~~
I sat at the dinner table across from my dad in silence. The clinking of his fork against the
plate seemed to echo in the small kitchen.
I couldn’t stop thinking about how easily Danielle had accepted my identity. She hadn’t
said much during the conversation, but I got the feeling it was because she simply wasn’t sure what
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to say.
But I hadn’t expected her to understand. The fact that she had listened, she had accepted me
without question or hesitation...that meant more than she could ever understand.
“So, how was your day, Elizabeth?”
My stomach tightened slightly as it always did when he called me by my birth name, especially
recently. Having Danielle be so open had planted a seed of hope in my mind. A sapling, really, that
whispered, what if it wasn’t so bad? What if I told him and everything was okay?
And that fragment of a possibility scared me more.
~~~
“I’m just worried about him, is all,” I explained to Manuel the next morning.
“You are not ultimately responsible for his happiness,” he reminded me, tossing me an
apron.
I caught it from the air and sighed. “I know that, but he’s just going through a lot right now.
His parents divorced and he moved and he has to hide his identity and his one escape isn’t feasible
in this climate!”
Manuel took a moment to absorb this. “That is quite a large burden on such a young man’s
shoulders.”
I slipped the apron over my head and began to tie it, my movements tense with frustration.
“I just wish there was something more I could do to help.”
Manuel laid a comforting hand on my shoulder. “You are helping, Danielle. If Elijah had no
one to confide in, the burden would be much more overwhelming to bear.”
“I guess.” I sighed again. “I’m just trying to give advice, but I have no idea what advice to
give!”
“Everyone has something to teach each other,” Manuel said simply. “You have something
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to learn from him, just as he has something to learn from you. Give it time.”
I looked down, and whispered a soft ‘thank you’.
Manuel smiled. “But, I will talk to him today if you’d like.”
I looked back up gratefully. “You’re the best.”
He patted my back and returned to the back room. We had already prepped for the day, and
no customers had come in yet, so I returned to my stool.
I was scrolling through an article about the cultural war on gender identity, trying to see if I
could understand what Elijah was going through a little better, when a customer walked in. I closed
my phone and stood up, only to notice the hunch in his shoulders, the weariness in his eyes.
He half smiled in greeting. “I need something with caffeine today, please.”
I nodded slowly. “Um, any preferences?”
He shook his head. I made a quick decision and started preparing an Americano.
While I worked, I glanced up at him. He was alternating between rubbing the bridge of his
nose and sighing, his hands flat against the counter.
“You alright?” I asked cautiously.
He nodded instinctively, then paused. “You’re a teenage girl.”
I raised an eyebrow. “Yes?”
“Could you give me some advice? My teenage daughter, Elizabeth, has been so distant
lately and I’m just not sure what to do. We just moved up here, and I can tell she’s miserable. I feel
so guilty. What could I do to make it better?” He looked up at me, desperation visible in his eyes.
I was touched by this man’s concern for his daughter. Seeing parents so willing to do
anything for their children always warmed my heart, even if it hurt sometimes to see what I was
missing. But I had Manuel. And right now, it wasn’t about me.
“Ask her,” I said honestly. “If you have an open and honest conversation, you can solve a
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lot of problems way easier than you think. Trying to figure out what’s going on in her head without
her telling you will cause way more problems at the end of the day.”
He nodded slowly. “That’s probably a good idea. I guess I’m just scared.” He laughed
bitterly. “Kids seem to think adults aren’t afraid of anything. That couldn’t be further from the
truth. We’re just as scared as everyone else, but we’re just not allowed to talk about it anymore.”
I handed him his Americano. “Sounds rough. But, in my limited experience, I just try to
take things one day at a time.” I paused. “There’s something Manuel says whenever he sees
stressed customers—‘they need a laugh and a good night’s sleep’. Solves more than you’d think.
Makes things easier to bear.” I shrugged. “And I can give you coffee.”
The man laughed, a deep, warm sound that made me smile. “Thank you,” he said. “You’re
a remarkably insightful young lady.”
“I have a good role model.”
He nodded. “Well, I suppose I should go try and be a good role model myself. I’ll talk to
Elizabeth tonight. Thank you.”
I waved goodbye as he walked, something bothering me as he walked away. His teenage
daughter Elizabeth...they just moved here…
It only hit me an hour later when Elijah walked in the door.
~~~
The bell above the door of the Smiling Mug chimed cheerfully as I pushed open the door. A
few customers were milling about, browsing the books displayed on the wall. A blonde boy was
playing softly on the piano in the corner. I instantly relaxed, and not just from central heating.
Danielle waved at me from behind the counter as I approached her.
“Hot chocolate? Or something else?” she asked.
I coughed. “Uh, actually, I have, like, a real order today. And money.” I lifted my ten dollar
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bill.
She gave me a look. “Elijah, you don’t have to pay.”
“But I want to,” I insisted. “It’ll make me feel less guilty.”
She glared at me.
“Please?” I offered.
“Fine,” she conceded at last. “What do you want?”
I ordered a mocha, and the two of us sat down in the corner. Then her boss Manuel joined
us. I was nervous for a moment, but he asked to hear my story. Then I was inexplicably telling it
for the second time that week.
Manuel was different from most adults I had met. He was kind and gentle, but more than
that, he truly listened, as if every word I said was the most important speech in the world. I
explained to him what I had told to Danielle.
The more I talked without interruption, the faster the words came. Whereas talking to
Danielle had felt like slowly chipping away at a rock surface to show her the pain underneath,
talking to Manuel was like a dam breaking. Everything was flooding out, too fast to stop, too fast
to process.
“I’m stressed all the time,” I found myself saying. “Stressed that they’ll find out or that I
don’t have any friends or that everyone is going to abandon me. I hate waking up in the morning
and looking at my reflection and seeing a girl because that’s not me, that’s not who I am. But what
if, what if everyone hates who I am? Or what if I just think I’m a boy but I’m not and I’ll just be
causing everyone trouble, what if I’m wrong, what if the sick feeling I get some days is just me
being dramatic, how do I know? And everything is swirling around me so fast, getting tighter and
tighter, and I can’t breathe sometimes because everything is so chaotic and harsh and...and I’m
scared.” I paused, my hands trembling. I pressed them flat against the table and whispered, “I’m
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scared.”
There was a pause. The piano played soothingly in the background. The soft murmur of the
other customers, which had previously sounded so far away, might as well have been deafening.
I felt a warm hand cover my own and I looked up to see Manuel’s kind face etched with
worry. “My dear boy,” he whispered, “breathe.”
I took a shaky breath in, and it rattled its way back out of my lungs with the sound of a
broken drying machine. My throat was impossibly tight, and I swallowed. I blinked my eyes,
fighting back tears.
“I’m sorry,” I mumbled, “I…”
I realized in that moment I was about to insist I was okay. But that wasn’t true at all. I was
falling apart, and that might have made me weak, but I didn’t care. In that moment, I was too
exhausted to say anything other than the absolute truth.
“I’m not okay,” I said quietly.
Manuel rubbed my hand comfortingly. I took another shaky breath.
Then Danielle stood up suddenly, her chair squeaking on the wooden floors. “Come on,”
she insisted. “We’re going outside.”
I looked up at her, confused. “Why?”
“No questions. Just come.”
Then she grabbed my hand and dragged me out the door.
~~~
It was bitterly cold outside. The wind wasn’t blowing, which was good, but the shadowed
area right outside the shop had a creeping sort of chill that went straight to your bones.
I turned to Elijah. “This is where you are right now.”
He rubbed his eye with the sleeve of his coat and shivered. “What?”
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“Metaphorically. You’re in winter.” I gestured to the ice and slush and gloom. “And it’s
cold. And it sucks. And it seems like there’s no escape.” I looked at him directly in the eyes. “But
winter doesn’t last forever. Never has, never will. And there’s more.”
I grabbed his hand again, though both our fingers were growing numb, and led him to a
little patch of sunlight that had slipped through the seemingly impenetrable layer of cloud.
“What are you doing?” he asked.
“Close your eyes. Look up.”
~~~
It’s a curious sensation, the sunlight in winter. The air around you is frigid and trembling
but a sunbeam from above envelops you in its light. It’s not warmth, not exactly, but it’s comfort.
Your heart eases in its frantic beating, your limbs release their defenses against the bitterness. And
it’s just cold enough to make your hair raise on end, but warm enough that you can spread your
arms and relish the feeling of freedom. It’s the thrum in your veins that reminds you how
beautifully alive you are. The delicate smile after the tears, laughing so hard your sides hurt, bad
singing to good music.
It’s the battle between light and dark and choosing to fight for the sunrise.
I allowed my muscles to relax and cracked open one eye just enough to look at Danielle.
She held her arms open as if she were embracing the sky.
“This is silly,” I whispered.
“Shut up, it’s poetic.”
I snorted and opened my eyes all the way. Danielle did the same.
She smiled at me softly. “It’s going to be okay. I know it may not seem like it right now,
and I know it’s easier to say than believe, but I promise you. You’ll figure it out.”
I nodded. “Yeah.” My chest seemed almost three times lighter than it had that morning. I let
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out a slow breath, a wisp of air shimmering in the chill. “Danielle...thank you.”
“Of course.”
~~~
Two weeks later, Elijah’s dad entered the coffee shop.
“Nice to see you again,” he greeted. “I’ll have a medium latte and a small hazelnut mocha,
please.”
I began typing his order in slowly. “Oh, uh, who’s the mocha for?”
“My….” He paused. I saw him take a breath. Then he smiled at me.
“It’s for my son. Elijah.”
~~~
“Keep your face always towards the sunshine and the shadows will fall behind you.”
~Walt Whitman
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Homeland
by Molly James
Winter was resolving in the year 1951 and the still waters had finally begun to thaw when Adele
told me for the first time that she and Rodney were in love. She watched the ice melt instead of
looking me in the eyes.
We both knew what Pa would say.
“Adele, you’re a Faison.”
He would often say that as if we should know what he meant by it. This time, I reckoned I
would understand. Adele was one of the Faisons, who were good stock, and Rodney was just a
boy whose father had a glass eye. That’s all folks knew him by. His name would mean nothing
but his daddy’s glass eye and the fact that they couldn’t even afford a crystal one.
I recalled the night they met. A dance group came to town for the first time ever, so the high
school gym opened up for them. That was the most excited I think I’d ever seen the ladies in
the house. Ma put rutabaga in the stew that night, so that our cheeks would be rosy.
The gym floors were polished for the first time that century, and they had borrowed pretty little
bulbs from a bigger high school in the city. The lights looked like they were floating around the
perimeter of the ceiling, and the big city ambience combined with the crowd got me so excited
that I lost all reason for a few hours. I left Adele behind, talking loudly with my friends and
being a bit too friendly with strangers. Later that night, I came to my senses and apologized for
abandoning Adele at a dance where she hardly knew anybody. To my surprise, Adele simply
laughed and dismissed my apologies; she’d never been that lenient before. She told me she spent
the whole night conversing with a very agreeable young man. I’d heard of Rodney Baker before;
he’d lost all his older brothers to the Second World War, and folks in town thought
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it absolutely tragic that his family had to sell their farm without all those hands to help tend to
the sweet potatoes. Sure he wasn’t well off, but I wasn’t worried about him and Adele. She was
always so pragmatic, and anyways, his chin had a funny way of sticking out that I was sure she
couldn’t find attractive.
Now, walking home after Adele spent many long minutes detailing Rodney’s chivalry, I felt
fairly foolish.
My memory reached even further back to when we were children walking the same route home
from the tobacco fields as we were in that moment. A year’s age difference meant a lot back
then, and my legs were considerably longer than hers. She had to shuffle her feet so fast to keep
up that she was almost running, and she would shout at me in a voice high like a mouse.
Virginia wait up! I can’t keep up!
Now she was able to match my pace, and in a broader sense, her life seemed to be going much
faster than my own.
I reached my 19th year at the end of last November. My folks were getting noticeably more
anxious with me being around, and the intensity of their inquiries about my friendship with a
man named Louie was increasing. Someday soon I was either supposed to make good on my
promise and go to community college, or I would marry Louie and give up on my education. I
was hesitant to decide either way.
See, Ma used to write poetry. One wouldn’t call her a poet, she certainly wouldn’t call herself
that, but I do think it meant a great deal to her. I wouldn’t even know about it, but one day I
found her tiny paper journal filled with poems along a particular anti-marital vein.
It’s too late to get off of the merry-go-round.
I’ve given the man my quarter.
Now I want candy and apples on sticks,
I never even knew they existed before.
But I’m up on the horse, frozen in time,
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And I’m too afraid to get down.
Pretty soon now we’ll start going around,
And I’ll be eternally bound-Afraid to jump off,
Afraid to yell stop,
Afraid to want candy and apples.

She wrote that in September of 1925, a month before her wedding. She used to be a real old
fashioned kind of Southern Belle, and being that she was an Adams, my grandparents had the
money to fund her socialite lifestyle. Now, living in a more humble house, she missed the
extravagant parties and the company of a crowd. While she’ll never admit it, I know Ma regrets
getting married so young, at the height of the Roaring Twenties, and to some extent she regrets
marrying a man who would lose all his wealth to bets in just a few short years.
Their financial strain was definitely a contributing factor to their sense of urgency in my
departure. I worked in the town dress shop every afternoon to pass the time and to compensate
for the food I ate at the table I should’ve left a year ago.
“Virginia, I have something to talk to you about.”
Louie Yde was in every way a reasonably respectable man. He had a calm demeanor, and
everyone at the company said he was diligent and reliable. He was also a reserve in the military,
and that was an awfully brave thing to be so soon after the Second World War. To be fair, he was
a Yankee, but you couldn’t hold it against the man when you considered his choosing to move
South and all. He wore a lot of warmly toned clothes, I thought, and that seemed like an indicator
of a good soul. He’d made his mind up about me a long time before, and now he visited me in
the shop every day. Our conversations were brief and never too eventful, but still he came.
“Yes, Louie?” I responded.
“I’m shipping out to Korea,” he said, and I stopped fidgeting with the threads like I’d taken to
doing when he came in. This was already fixing to be our most emotional conversation yet. “I
still have a few months left. It’s enough time to plan a wedding.”
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Hurriedly, I told him that I had to get back to work, but we could talk later.
“Let me know soon, Virginia,” Louie said. His words were imperative, but his voice was kind.
He wasn’t a bad man; I always knew that.
Apologies weren’t my strong suit, but I tried my best to put on a sorry-looking face.
I wasn’t a fool; I knew what his calling on me meant. Still, I thought I had more time to
convince myself to get more excited about the prospect of marriage, and I still had a lot of
questions for him. Where was I supposed to be when my husband was deployed?
And when would I see Adele if I went to Korea with Louie, like some other military wives
were doing? Even if we only moved a town over instead of an ocean, I wasn’t sure if I could
spend that much time away from my sister.
As it turned out, I really had no control over the situation. I suppose I should’ve known that
this was the reality I’d have to face, the unfortunate truth of my circumstance as woman. It
wasn’t up to me.
When I got home one evening, about a month after I told Louie I needed time to think about
his proposal, I found Adele in our room stuffing clothes into a large brown bag I’d never even
seen before. She jumped when I opened the door and looked just about as startled as I’d ever
seen her. Once she saw it was only me, her face relaxed, but I noticed that her shoulders
remained tense as she turned to continue stuffing clothes in the bag without so much as looking
at them.
“I’m telling you this because you’re my favorite sister and my closest friend in the world,”
Adele said, and her tone gave me cause for anxiety. “But if you tell anyone else I may never
forgive you. Rodney and I are getting married.”
I exhaled. She was in love and had come up with a romantic, impossible situation in her head,
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but I didn’t need to worry anymore. Adele had always been so much more practical than me;
she’d see reason in tomorrow’s light of day.
“The law don’t let you get hitched at seventeen if your family hasn’t permitted it.”
“That’s why we’re going South. You can get married at seventeen in Charleston.”
Suddenly my stomach lurched out from under my ribs, and I felt my fingers shake subtly.
“Are you coming back home afterwards?” I asked, trying my best to sound calm.
“Eventually.”
“When?”
“I don’t know, Virginia,” Adele sighed.
“What about me?” I asked her with tears brimming in my eyes. I could feel the lump rising in
my throat, but I didn’t want to cry. “What am I supposed to do without you? I waited here for
you.”
“I didn’t ask you to do that!”
“You didn’t have to!”
“It ain’t fair for you to ask me to do things I don’t wanna do!”
“I shouldn’t have to ask! We’re sisters! We’ve been looking out for each other all our
lives!”
“All our lives’ are behind us now,” Adele said, insisting on forcefully packing her bag and
keeping her eyes firmly downcast. “We aren’t children anymore. How long is it gonna take you
to realize that? You can’t live your life in memories; you’ll run out of them soon enough.”
I sighed and ignored her accusation mainly because it rang true.
“You are a child.”
“Only legally.”
“But why don’t you wanna stay here with me?” I’d finally gotten to the root of my hurt. The
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person I would’ve chosen over anyone else, wasn’t choosing me. “And why do you wanna
marry him anyways?”
“He’s the best man I ever met,” she stated. “He may be the only man in the county who don’t
hunt or even own a gun. He don’t drink. He don’t gamble. He’s principled.”
This was enough for me, and I understand instantly. I didn’t say as much; I only nodded and
left her to pack.
If it were me, and I had the chance to correct my mother’s mistakes, I would probably take it.
Tragedy and bitterness seemed to latch onto our family forever, stinging us just as sharply as they
had generations before. None of us are allowed to ride in cars because Pa’s parents died in an
accident in the early days of the Model T and left him alone in the world. He doesn’t like when
we say the word “died” because that sounds so permanent, but semantics are a fickle thing. It’s
been years, anyway. Ma suffered a similar fall from grace. She’s descended from Presidents, and
although she was supposed to be great like them, although it was in her blood, she ended up in a
small North Carolina town struggling to raise hungry children.
I’d spent so much time trying not to become my parents; I never thought that maybe they didn’t
want me to become them either.
The next morning, I walked with Adele in silence to meet Rodney at his truck. I supposed that
was one positive to his profession: mobility.
It was the dusty season before April, when all the clay in the soil dried up and flaked away into
the air. Most of the time it felt like soot sticking to the budding strawberries and to our stockings,
but at this time of day, when the sun was beginning its descent and the light caught on the little
specks, I thought the world looked awfully beautiful. North Carolina can be fairly gray in the
wintertime, and I looked forward to the oncoming spring.
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Even the direct sunlight couldn’t turn Adele’s black hair brown. She was always a pretty girl;
once one of our Ma’s fancy friends from the city called her a “pre-Raphaelite beauty.” I
remembered this and hoped that her children would get her coloring instead of Rodney’s dull
blond. For the first time, I realized that Adele’s and my resemblance meant that her kids may
look a bit like me, too. That was a nice thought.
We looked even more similar when we were younger. We only met Ma’s father once when we
drove out to the Western part of the state to visit him before he died, and he spent a good
portion of the time trying to distinguish between his seven different grandchildren. He had a
big, white house on a hill overlooking the French Broad River, and none of us had ever seen a
play-thing so amazing as the long porch that wrapped around its facade. We scuttled around on
the wood, weaving through the cracks between the balusters and peeling away the centuries old
paint. The old man yelled at us to watch our steps lest we fall, roll down the hill, and get
swallowed up by the river. At times he even took to grabbing us by the ducktails of our shirts.
Adele pressed a hesitant foot down on the rusted silver-painted doorway into Rodney’s truck and
suddenly looked like a child again, peering around a railing or a tree or wherever a kid could be
playing. She turned her head slightly to look back at me, and I could see in the naivety of her
eyes that she wanted me to come with her. I gave her the most genuine smile I could muster, and
as they finally drove away together, I turned. I had to be in town soon; I’d resigned and told
Louie I’d meet him for dinner.
Subconsciously, I touched the piece of paper I’d stored in my breast pocket earlier that morning.
Feeling particularly sentimental as I got dressed to see Adele off, I tore my favorite of Ma’s poems
out of its binding. It would stay with me for a couple years, close to my heart, until I lost it
someplace in the chaos of Korea.
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I have heard the grass grow,
Silently whispering tales of green,
Remembering quietly the seasons it’s seen.
I have heard it climbing to the sky,
Screaming toward the sun,
Laughing at the young.
Slender, verne blade-Graceful, dignified,
Even as an ant bridges your fragile body,
Bending it.
Grass, that tickled my feet as a child,
Caught my broken cartwheels as a girl,
But now, is separated from me,
For I must wear shoes,
And you must be mowed downAnd it’s only the beginning of the summer.
Perhaps, one day, we will meet again-Barefoot and wild.
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Topanga
by Jenni Mangala
There's something about blasting music in your ears that feels just right. The
indescribable sensation of fast tempo beats hitting the inside of your eardrum. But it's not just the
song, it's every moment leading up to the play button that's just as exciting. Digging through a
bottomless pitted pocket, searching frantically for a white cord. And when you finally feel it, oh
my God- it's the biggest sense of relief. Pulling it out and plugging in the cord, but not too harsh
to avoid snapping the end. The eager search for your music app. The dedication and intelligence
it takes to pick out the right song for that particular moment. The sleek feeling of slipping the
white plastic into your ears. And most important of all, the anticipation of pressing the play
button.
I close my eyes as my head falls back into the leather seat. Placing both hands in my lap,
I slowed my breathing down to the pace of the song. Faintly, to the right of me I hear a car horn.
I decide to turn the volume all the way up, as I let my body relax, and my mind travels to
Topanga.
The only time I ever feel at peace is when I think about Topanga. It's as if everything in
the universe has disappeared, and it's just you and the artist. I can imagine the two of us, locking
arms side by side, galloping in a field of cannabis plants and daisies. There's no disease, no war,
no politics, just music. The only religion is melody, and the stars in the sky are Grammys. The
controlling winds are harmonies, and the rhythmic beats of the song take over your heartbeat.
The law of the land is copyright, and prison is simply a fourteen-hour plane flight without any
downloaded albums.
No matter what happens in life, Topanga is where I can escape.
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All of a sudden, my body jolts forward and my eyes bust open. I lift myself to an upright
sitting position and rip one earbud out.
"We're here," my dad beamed.
Already?
That's the shitty thing about Topanga; you can lose track of time and forget what the
meaning of your life is all in 3 minutes and 45 seconds.
"Open the door!" Eli said with excitement from the backseat.
I pull out the other earbud and carefully placed them both in the pocket of my sweatpants,
as lyrics still run rampant through my mind.
"Open the door!" Eli pleaded once more.
The ringing is still loud in my ear. I begin to rub my eyes to shake myself from the
disoriented feeling of being woken up so quickly. I pull out my phone to check my music app.
Only 47 seconds into the song? That's insane.
"Open the door!" Eli shouted for the third time.
I look over to my dad and he's half smiling. I replicate his expression and shake my head.
“Always three times," he said with a smirk, as he pulls the keys out of the ignition and
opens his door.
I push my door open slowly, trying carefully to not hit the car next to us. Dad's never
been good at parking, no matter how much he lies to himself. After shutting the door, I peer
through the window to see Eli still sitting in the back seat. For some reason, he's grinning. His
body is slowing rocking back and forth, probably to cope with the intensity of whatever his
sudden happiness is.
I hope he didn't see one.
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Next, I try to slowly open the door to Eli's side, avoiding hitting the car nearby. Eli is still
rocking back and forth in his seat, and I patiently wait for him to get out. I decided to glance
down at my phone for the time. After what I swear has been seven seconds, I hear the car door
open and quickly slam shut. Eli bolts out of the car, running straight into the imaginary lanes of
the parking lot. I sprint over to him as soon as I realize what's happening. As I'm running, I can
feel my earbuds slipping out, but I safely put them back in my pocket.
When I finally make it over to Eli, he's running his fingers across the license plate of a
red Toyota Camry.
God damn it, not another one.
He's kneeled over, fingers racing back and forth across the plated numbers and letters. I
can hear his genuine laugh and joy over how unique this license plate must be.
"Eli, please get up, it's time to go," I said calmly.
He whips around and looks up at me, grinning even larger than before.
"Please, hurry up. I don't wanna deal with this today," I pleaded.
My heart suddenly starts to beat faster, and my palms are getting sweaty. I reach out my
hand in hopes that he'll grab it. I didn't want to use force, because who knows what could
happen. Eli doesn't respond well to strong approaches.
Please take a hint, please.
Eli's never been good at understanding others’ emotions, which was usually fine. When
we were younger, it used to confuse me. I thought all five-year-olds shook violently and covered
their ears when they felt overwhelmed in a situation. But fast forward ten years later, and Eli's
exactly the same. Every time we're in public, it's necessary to take caution in what could trigger
certain responses. But occasionally, I need him to try like never before and take a hint. There are
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certain things you don't do, especially not at certain times. You don't wear a hoodie at night. You
don't put your hands down when pulled over. You don't draw attention to yourself in public.
But Eli's restrictions are different; they're more tailored to whatever obsessive interest he
maintains in that period of time. Every period was different, and this time it's Toyotas. As
obscure as it may seem, it's a lot better than when he obsessed over blue shoes and would go up
to touch anyone who wore a pair without that person's permission. But now it was Toyotas, and
he can't go touching the license plates of Toyotas. Of all the social therapy sessions he's ever had,
I really need them to kick in at this moment.
"Eli, stand up," I demanded.
All of a sudden, his 5'10" frame jumped up in the air and his feet slammed to the ground
as he dropped back down. As he came down, his curly afro bounced back in reaction. The grin
on his face still wide as ever, he started to flail his arms in excitement. He looked like the most
flamboyant autistic kid you could ever imagine.
I quickly grab his wrist and drag him over to my dad, who had been looking around
making sure no one saw his unconventional actions. My dad looked fearful and grabbed Eli's
other wrist, hoping this would encourage him to calm down.
"What the hell was that?" dad scolded, "I told you to watch him carefully as he left the
car!"
"Dad, I'm sorry, I-"
"Normal people don't just touch and obsess over license plates," he said.
A man walking towards his car carrying a drink tray with four milkshakes turns and gives
me a suspicious look. He raises his eyebrows as he watches my younger brother continuously
squeal and flail his arms in the exhilaration of finding a Toyota parked so close to us. The man
pauses in motion and begins to gawk at the presence of my little family. His eyes slowly look me
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up and down, examining my worn sweatpants, my brother's torn shoes, and my father's knitted
State hat.
At this point in life, I'm used to the staring. Some last longer than others, but all are based
on the same principle. They start off by slowing down whatever they're doing, whether it's
walking or writing. Next, they analyze our outward appearances, judging our cheap clothing and
frenzied look while my father and I try to calm Eli down. The epitome of the situation is when
they focus on Eli. Their eyes drag and follow his body as it moves back and forth vigorously.
Their eyes open in amazement to see such a large teenage boy practically flying in the air. It
takes a minute or two for them to realize that something about him is different. Sometimes they
don't realize it at all, and all we get are looks of disapproval and faces of confusion.
"I need you to start being more careful with him in public. You know what could've
happened if the wrong person had been behind that wheel?" dad practically yelled at me.
"My bad," I muttered as I looked down at my beat up Nikes.
I look up at the red and white banner three steps ahead of us and it gives me a little
feeling of joy. I look over at Eli, and his grin is still plastered on his face. I pull open the first
door and usher my dad and Eli in. As I pull on the second door, I grab Eli's wrist even more
tightly to prevent him from jumping in overexcitement. As we enter the fast food restaurant, my
nose is overcome with the aroma of waffle fries.
♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫

Friday night family outings aren't uncommon, but they are for my family. Eli, helplessly,
is a perfectionist. Every food that enters his mouth is first scrutinized until it's exactly how he
wants it, everything from collard greens to cake pops to french fries.
Even if it feels like life is continuously falling apart, every now and then the seemingly
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magical powers of Topanga can change your mindset; it can make you more open to new things.
There was something special about today, whether it was the calm gray sky or the comforting
warm weather, that made it seem like a good day to try something new. Everyone deserves the
chance to try something new.
"You wanna pass me some fries, dad, or are you just gonna hog ‘em," I joked.
He looked up at me in amusement with his face half stuffed with a burger. Somewhat
smiling, he tossed a handful of fries at me.
"Ow?" Eli said.
"Yeah, that's right, ow," I responded as I threw them back at my dad.
He laughed at my annoyance and held Eli's hand as a confirmation of his question.
"I love ya, kiddo," dad chuckled at me.
I sarcastically roll my eyes and grab my soda.
"I'm serious," dad said, as he set his food down and looked me in the eyes, "I love you,
both of you."
I pause my slurping for a second to recognize his seriousness.
"You two are the best things to ever happen to me, don't ever forget that," he said as he
gazed at me, and then over to Eli, who was shaking one hand back and forth.
"I love ya too dad."
At first, I wasn't so sure about this trying something new thing, but so far I like it. No, in
fact, I feel elated. My father, the protective moon of my world, and my brother, the bright sun of
my universe, both sitting across from me. We were out as a family, doing something new,
enjoying ourselves, and there's nothing more I could ask for.
I pull out my phone once more. This has been a night of surprises, but mostly good
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energy. Dad is happy about discovering bacon in his burger. Eli is almost close to being done
with eating his fries. My last song pops up immediately, still at 47 seconds.
Maybe I'll visit Topanga later tonight.
I put my phone down on the seat and decide to take huge bite of my deluxe sandwich,
finally feeling relaxed. As I wipe the tomato off my face, I look up again and see Eli grinning
once more. He's having a good night, and I'm glad. It's so rare that the three of us can have good
nights.
Without warning, Eli stands up and throws his fries down.
"Sit down buddy," dad said casually.
He makes direct eye contact with my dad but continues to stand.
Something's wrong.
Suddenly, Eli jumps up as high as possible. His grin creeps upon his face as his arms
begin to make the same old flapping motion. At the peak of his jump, his 5'10" frame seems as if
it's extended to 6'4".
My dad lets the food drop from his mouth as he looks over at me, and all I see is a worry
on his face. I can feel the pressure of all eyes turn to stare at our booth, as Eli comes crashing
down with both feet landing on the floor, and he screams in his jubilee.
A random lady gets up out of her seat and furiously walks over to our booth.
"Umm, excuse me?" she said as she approaches us, "I think your child is being a little
disruptive," she paused, waiting for my dad's response.
Dad gets that look on his face that I hate. One in which he's defensive, but not too
defensive that he seems dangerous. One in which he's calm, but not too calm that he seems
apathetic. One in which he's aggravated, but not too aggravated that he seems angry.
"Did you even hear me, sir? I said your child is being disruptive," she stated with an
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attitude. “You should get him to chill out."
I knew my father, and I knew that he'd eventually reach his breaking point.
"I kinda agree with ‘er," a man in a trucker's hat exclaimed. "Y'all should try and settle
him down ‘er somethin."
Who the hell invited this guy to say something?
"This is my son, and I'll tell him when he needs to settle down," my dad asserted.
A third person walks up to our booth and says, "Maybe you could just take the kid home,
he seems like he needs a break."
One by one, people from every corner of the restaurant began to chime in and express
their discontent with my brother's presence. Before I can even close my mouth from shock, at
least seven people have gathered around us. Maybe new things weren't meant for us.
"Get him some water," an old lady said.
"Tell him to shut it," some elderly man yelled.
"Is he retarded?" a middle schooler questioned.
There are moments in life where I want to fade into the background and go off into
Topanga. All I want to do is replace the judgemental eyes of ignorant bystanders with the vibes
of tunes that remind me of happiness.
My father instantly grabs his wallet and keys and tries to get Eli's attention. My mind is
in a frenzy. I look to my left, and there's Eli jumping with all his might in an act of pure
innocence. I look to my right, and five more families have lined up with expressions of shock
and confusion. One of the workers looks at me and shakes her head.
I look ahead, and there's the door that can lead us to freedom from persecution.
My dad yanks Eli by his hand and rushes him to the door, keeping his head down the
entire time. I feel around the table for my phone, grab it, and run toward the door.
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I feel like an atom floating lost and bewildered in space. Every angle I turn, there's just
more stares of judgment, more gasps of confusion, more nods of disapproval. My heart rate
begins to skyrocket as I realize how more and more my poor family is cornered. My moon has
fallen out of orbit and is no longer in control. My sun, usually bright as ever, has stopped shining
and is now cowering in shame. My mind is racing, and I don't know how to feel. All I wanna do
is go home.
I look over at my dad, with my former smile now completely diminished. He looks over
at me, pursing his lips and clenching his fists.
He's reached his breaking point.
He slams his fist into the wall and adjusts his posture.
"Absolutely none of you has the right to say these things to me, not in front of my
children and especially not in front of my God," he begins shouting. "I'm not gonna sit here and
tolerate this nonsense!"
I can feel my nose getting stuffy, and my eyes getting blurry.
"I love my son, despite what all of you assholes think."
A tear silently rolls down my cheek as I witness my dad profess his pain to the world.
"I love my son," he mumbled to himself, as he grabs Eli and turns to open the door.
♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫

The car is going at the speed of my heartbeat, and I can't even complain. This is what I
didn't want to happen again. For one night, all I wanted was to maybe experience bliss in the real
world and know what it's like to feel when I'm truly happy. I turn my head left to my dad and
watch as his eyes begin to cloud and get red. He was never a man who cried, but I think he
needed Topanga as much as I did.
Peering into the rearview mirror, I can see Eli in the back seat, grin wide as can be, and
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arms still flailing. He is galloping in his own field of daisies.
The day doesn't seem so special anymore. The gray sky now seems morose and gloomy.
The warm weather now feels like it's suffocating me. It no longer seems like a good day to try
something new.
Out of anxiety, out of sadness, or out of nonchalance, I'm not sure, but I dig for the
magical white cord in my pocket. With the plastic pieces in my ears and the play button having
already been pressed, I close my eyes and lean my head back against the leather seat, as I try to
feel at peace.
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Yellow Daisies and Hummingbirds

By Shubhangi Patel
Here it was. The day my usual bubbly smile was replaced with the incessant sulking and
moping that Karim would have loved to avoid. He still managed to slam his freckled nose and
sweaty palms against the sitting room window early in the morning, motioning for me to sneak
through our rickety wooden door and come outside. Karim knew that he would be in even more
trouble if he didn’t show up at all, and decided to wake up earlier than usual to catch me before
he had to leave. In the summertime, we would have went down the street behind ours to the
small playground to have our daily competition of who could swing the highest. Not today,
though. Today, Karim left, and I stayed. Although he likes to insist I am being dramatic and
attempted to crack jokes at his own expense, even he couldn’t wash away the jealousy that
burned through me inside and out seeing him and the neighborhood boys strapping on their
backpacks and water bottles for the first day of school.
“For heaven’s sake, Raihana, I’m coming back. Just count down the hours until one in the
afternoon and I’ll be here. It’s not like I’m moving to Turkey, though I know you would enjoy
that,” his stark green eyes found mine, while vigorously shaking my shoulders.
“You don’t understand, Karim. You get to go learn something new everyday. You have
books and pencils and a teacher. You can actually open a book and not shy away from it because
you understand the words. What do I get? A mop, a washcloth, and the same old chores day after
day. If I’m lucky, maybe a new coloring book and pencils. The entire neighborhood says, you
know, that I’ve never learned to stay in my lane. Tell me why I shouldn’t be upset,” the words
spilled out, the essence of what I’ve wanted to say from the first year Karim got to go to school
without me.
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His hands dropped from my shoulders, as if to say he was sorry. Instantly, regret
tightened my gut into a knot. I silently scolded myself for taking it all out on him. If it wasn’t for
him, no one would have taken the risk to secretly teach me how to write letters in the shade of
the thick canopy of our miniature beech tree. He, least of all people, did not have to be blamed
for the rules of our small town, just short of ten kilometers from the towering glory of the
buildings of Riyadh, our capital city. He knew of my wish to learn and chose to tell no one, even
if it meant pretending he lost his pencils when they really were secretly handed to me. Only I
know the amount of times his mother shook her head at him, clearly irked, but took him to get
more pencils anyway.
“I’m sorry. I didn’t mean it. Have a good day at school. Stay out of trouble,” I murmured
and put on my best version of a smile. He silently waved goodbye and sprinted out the gate,
shouting back after his mother to tell her he was coming. I lingered just a bit longer, in awe of
the small group of boys gathering, ready to walk and jump and skip their way to school.
***
“P-U-R-P-L-E,” I repeated for about the tenth time, moving the broom side to side across the
patio outside our yellow front door. Our small dar, hand-built with bricks, was more than enough
for my family, just my father, mother, and I. It was probably almost time for the noon meal, but I
was just itching to finish this one chore. Then I can go and grab the pencil and notebook under
my bed sheet and practice, I convinced myself. Karim had taught me the colors a few days ago,
and during morning work, the colors ran through my head over and over like Papa’s dusty old
record player. I reached the end of the last step and walked around the back of the courtyard to
the shed. I hastily dropped the broom and ran over to open our back door, the warm smell of a
lavender alshumea surrounding me. That lavender whisper of a breeze also meant something
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else. As if on cue, Mama poked her head out from under the kitchen platform, with her eyes
sparkling as always.
“Done already, Rai?” she noted incredulously.
“Yes, Mama,” I mumbled while looking at the floor. Wait just a few more minutes,
Raihana.
“Ah, sulking again, I see,” her insincere tone turned into concern. She walked over, her
anklets ringing with each step. Mama placed her hand on my head and hugged me tightly against
her.
“One day, Rai. I know you’re upset now, but just watch. One day, your father will
understand, our small town will understand and if we’re lucky enough, the country will
understand. Then you’ll see, Rai, your day will come,” a tear slipped down my mother’s face and
onto my head covering.
“I wish things were different,” I managed to say and buried my face deeper into the hug.
“Me too, eaziz,” her hands start stroking my cheeks, and the deep dimples that we both
shared.
“What’s this I see here? My two favorite people having one of their moments. Without
me?” my father’s booming voice echoed as he stepped inside. My family always ate our noon
meal together. It was one of those things you couldn’t stop doing; my family around our dinner
table was as familiar to me as the rising and setting of the sun every day. I broke off from Mama
as my father came and set down his handbag. I turned to leave for the kitchen, assuring myself
that writing just had to wait. I set the plates and bowls, Mama right behind me gathering the
food, the traditional sabzi and pita bread. We all sat and recited our prayers before taking the first
bites. The usual talk sprung up, Mama asking Papa how his day went, if the designer he had
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recently hired had showed up, and Papa asking Mama if there was any new gossip in store from
our neighbors. At this, Mama laughed, retelling her version of the story that Dareen, the
next-door neighbor had told her of the stray dog chasing her little Ahmed into the bushes of her
rosemary garden. Papa smiled, winking at me, knowing Mama had probably exaggerated a few
of the details. As they both laughed, I couldn’t help but feeling that this was home, but the part of
her that had learned letters and recently, the colors, knew that she was not yet satisfied.
“Rai, darling, how would you like to go with Karim tomorrow? It’s a chance you can sit
and learn English with the others, if you so wish,” my father’s lilting voice entered my head,
spearing its way through the rest of my thoughts.
“YES! Of course, of course!” I blurted, jumping out of my seat. A look around the table
told me that the question I had since longed for was an illusion. Mama and Papa’s eyes were
wide, spoons halfway to their mouth.
“What’s this about, Rai?” Papa said, setting down his spoon.
“Oh nothing, nothing at all,” I sat down, cheeks turning red, and quickly gobbled down
the rest of my sabzi. Mama gave me a look to not bring up anything related to this topic, and
Papa shook it off as “typical Raihana behavior”. Before Papa could let on to what I had burst out
at, I dropped my plate into the sink and started clearing the table. My parents started speaking to
each other again, and I slowly made my way down the hallway into my room on the right.
“I better learn these colors before Karim comes back or Papa gets to know about this,” I
said to no one in particular. It was not that Papa was entirely against my learning- he just got too
paranoid with the idea of me going to school, especially with our new government breathing
down our backs. They had promised to make an example out of anyone, especially women, who
had dared to go against their laws, so very different from the freedom that my parents had once
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enjoyed. Mama’s job at the largest bank in Riyadh was taken away, and Papa had strictly decided
that she would stay at home to take care of me. I vaguely remembered going to school for a year,
learning the ways of the Qu’ran and the Arabic language. I learned the rest from Mama, and
would have learned further, if not for Papa. Papa had decided that what I had learned was enough
for me, and just like every other girl from then on, I too stayed at home with Mama.
I realized that Papa would be furious with me, would warn me repeatedly of the dangers
if I ever showed anyone that I had already learned too much. The government would not tolerate
such things, dismissing it as frivolous behavior. He would always be shaken by what they had
done with young Adela, who used to look up to Papa so dearly. She enrolled herself into an
underground classroom run by teachers of a rebel group, where she snuck out every day. Some
soldiers caught on of the entire scheme within a few weeks, and they took Adela from her home.
Her parents haven’t seen her since then. It even took Papa six months to get over it.
I knew the risks, but the persistent voice inside me moved my hands of their own free
will and I fished for Karim’s pencil from my chest drawer. Under my rickety wooden bed, I had
tucked away a small notebook with yellow daisies painted on it into the far corner of the bed
frame. I opened that now, and began where I had left off.
“O-R-A-N-G-E,” I wrote painfully slowly, going back to fix the curve of my R. Karim
better appreciate me memorizing these. He also better have learned something new himself to
teach me. But for now, I kept practicing, writing and pronouncing as many colors as I could
remember. Because, right now, that’s all that I had.
***
“There. See, I got them all right, Karim,” I showed him later that evening. All the kids
from the village were playing hopscotch out front on the main road but Karim and I had snuck
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back under our beech tree in my yard.
“I can see, Rai,” he said and drew a smiley face across the top corner of the page. “Hey,
what do you say we learn to write our names? I learned mine today. I’m sure yours won’t be too
hard.”
He took the pencil from my hands, and wrote his name in Arabic so I could read it and
underneath, carefully wrote it in English.
“Ka-reem,” I sounded out. I took back the pencil and wrote Raihana in Arabic beneath
his.
“R-A-I-H-A-N-A,” he spelled aloud and wrote the English letters.
I looked at the letters with awe, turning to copy my name several times under his
beautiful handwriting. Times like these, absorbing these words, were when I was calmest. An
uncertainty in my chest settled, and I felt so much more at ease. It made me feel as though all the
odds against me had no chance, that I really could one day be the person I saw everyday through
my bedroom window. Every night, I would catch glimpses of male journalists on the single
wide-screened TV attached to the twin poles in the town square. The only constant source of
electricity in our town, the sole TV was always switched to Riyadh’s main news channel, The
Arab Prime. The same group of four or five journalists reported the news on war, the new ruling
group, the society happenings, and the small-scale rebellions that the government sought out and
stomped on before much damage happened. I don’t know what it was, but the bravery with
which these journalists took it upon themselves to relay each bit of news in such tumultuous
times earned them great respect in my eyes. Journalist, journalist, I had repeated when I first
asked Papa what these people were called. I had loved it from the start.
I want to be one, I didn’t dare say aloud.
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“I’m coming with you tomorrow,” I blurted, blankly staring at the page.
“Okay, the R’s curve is slightly slanted-wait, what?” Karim turned to look at me, though
I wouldn’t meet his stare.
“I said, I’m coming with you tomorrow-to school, I mean,” I repeated, finally bringing
my gaze up to his.
“Um, I think not. Raihana, whatever you may be thinking, let it go. You know your father
will be upset. I already think he’s starting to dislike me hanging out with you.” Karim pleaded.
“Um, I think yes. Listen, no one will notice me. I will just observe; you won’t even know
I’m there,” I reassured him.
“I’m not older by a month, four days, and eleven hours for nothing. You shouldn’t
come,” he said, each word more blunt than the last.
At that moment, children began clearing the streets, going back home for the evening
meal and then, bedtime. Karim got up to leave, with a final death glare in my direction that
reminded me of my father’s.
“We’ll see,” I smirked when his back was turned and he took a left onto his street.
***
Bushes hurt more than one can imagine. I probably had around twelve scratches already,
even before I could reach the side of the building window. Karim was likely to be in class by
now, assured that I had understood his little “big brother” message to me yesterday. I admit that I
did reflect on it. Did I take the appropriate action? One would most definitely say no. That was
why I was here; with Mama on her usual morning grocery run to the street vendor and Papa
already at work, I was easily able to sneak out unnoticed. Breathing in that warm scent of a
schoolhouse, I tiptoed through the grass and up to the red brick walls of the building. I looked up
to see where the edge of the window jutted out among the bricks. It had to be at least a few feet
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above my head. A few seconds of searching around the bushes got me two small slabs of stone to
stand upon. Climbing my way up, I was able to grab the windowsill and lay my arms upon it. I
struggled to pull up my head along with the rest of my body, but lifting full buckets of water to
and from the back garden had given me the strength I needed to straighten my elbows and pull
the entire weight of my body on top of the edge. This is the worst plan you’ve had, Rai.
The classroom came into focus. I first made out Karim, sitting in the front row, directly in
front of the teacher, a teacher’s pet indeed. The teacher himself was a short and stout young man,
probably late twenties, with round glasses that looked two sizes too large for his face. He had jet
black hair poking out of his head cover and he seemed as if he was in some intense staring
contest with his students, struggling and failing to evoke a response from any one of them.
Multiplication tables lay written, now futile, since the class seemed intent on focusing on
anything but the math in front of them.
Darn, I thought, after all this searching for the right window and the proper view, I
couldn’t even get a measly English lesson! Well, something was better than nothing. I had to
start somewhere. Maybe journalists had some sort of behind-the-scene math business they took
care of, and this was one day come in handy if luck was on her side. With that in mind, I focused
on the grime-covered ancient chalkboard beside the teacher. The numbers were in Arabic, thank
the Lord, but I never had to do anything more than simple sums. I dropped down to fish out my
daisy-splattered notebook from Mama’s handwoven bag that I had brought along. I was
pleasantly surprised to see that as I heaved myself up again, the class had switched to spelling.
The teacher probably got tired of hearing crickets chirping instead of his students’ answers, and
switched on to another lesson. To her advantage, it was one that she yearned to see before she
had to leave.
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Each word they were learning was written in Arabic first, and the English was written
underneath for the students to learn and memorize. I perched my notebook on the windowsill and
propped myself on one elbow to free the other hand and began to write. The class neared the end
of the list of ten or so words written, and I had only gotten through three. Frustrated, I hastily
scribbled down the rest of the words for later.
“Is that you, Rai?” a too familiar voice questioned from outside, probably from by the
street.
My arms nearly buckled from where they were situated. I dared to look back behind me,
my eyes half shut out of fear.
Papa was standing behind me, halfway out of his car. He was there, but he was as calm as
the sea. I could tell, though, that he was simmering with rage under the surface. I dropped from
the ledge, my legs trembling as they reached the ground.
“I-I was just checking on Karim. He said he didn’t feel too good yesterday, so I came
here to ask him if he wanted anything. Nothing else,” I stammered.
“Get in the car,” He spoke softly but harshly. No explanation whatsoever about where he
came from and how he even wound up here of all places.
My plan was supposed to be foolproof; he wasn’t going to be home until noon anyway.
My thundering heartbeat overtook my thoughts as I stepped into the car, wholly afraid for my
life. Papa wasn’t joking around when it came to this. His fear blinded him in trying to find any
alternate way. He decided long ago that the best route to take was the route that brought no harm
to the people he loved. He was solidly against Mama or me doing anything he didn’t wish for.
I guess I was about to find out what was going to happen as we walked up the front steps
and into the kitchen. Mama was unpacking her grocery bag, and looked up with the same fearful
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face as she beheld an angry father and a too-stunned-to-move daughter.
“I thought I made it clear that no one was to do anything that might put our family in
trouble!” my father’s voice rang louder than I had ever heard.
“What’s the matter? Rai, I thought you were in your room-where did you come from?
And dear, aren’t you home quite early? It’s only eleven,” Mama kept looking between me and
Papa for an answer.
“Rai, go to your room. We’ll talk to you later,” my father said over his shoulder and
pointed towards my room, where I was supposed to be in the first place.
I grudgingly went inside, shutting and leaning against the doorframe. All I got were
muffled voices. Every now and then, the rise of either Mama or Papa’s voice.
“You lead her on with these false promises. It’s your fault she’s in way over her head
with all this school business,” Papa’s voice rang, a harsh contrast to the usual soothing and
melodic conversations we have.
“It wouldn’t hurt to give her hope. Besides, you haven’t done anything to help, either.
You know what she has always wanted,” my mom steadily spoke.
It suddenly got just too much. Their voices made my head swim enough to force me to sit
down on the floor. Fool, an utter fool I had been for thinking I could find a way to sneak in, even
just for one day. Before I knew it, I was running, out my bedroom door, out the main door, and
onto the street. I ran past our neighbors, the same ones who would talk about me to each other,
about how I was just plain different from the others when it came to life. Who knows what they
would say about me now, seeing me flee from my mistakes?
I ran until the streets of our neighborhood were long behind me. I just ran and ran onto
unfamiliar roads, until I reached a back alley behind another neighborhood. It was slightly humid
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and getting tired, I had to slow to a walk, wiping the tears from my face that I didn’t know I had
shed. My crying became muffled and I sat down beside a lamppost with my head on my knees. I
never meant for any of this- Papa getting mad, Mama having to cover for me-none of it.
“Little child, eaziz, what’s the matter?” a distinctly old and gruff voice behind me called.
I stopped crying long enough to look up and around me in the direction of the voice.
There under the shadows of the buildings, an old bent over man was kneeling against the back.
He sat with a large bag, which told me for sure that he spent his days wandering from place to
place.
I stayed silent.
“Now now, anything that causes a frown to be on that sweet face has got to be taken care
of, right?” he spoke again, a little softer this time.
I turned to face him but still made no move towards him.
“Why can’t I just accept anything for what it is? I just have to go and mess everything up.
I should’ve stayed home and never have thought of going to school anyway,” I said to the
ground. I didn’t mean for him to hear it. I just needed for it to be said aloud. I was done from
now on, I had decided. I was to live a simple life.
At my words, he sat up straighter.
“No,” he said, quietly, but then a little louder, “No.”
I looked at him in the face then, confused.
“Don’t let anybody here tell you that you can’t do something. You can go to school, girl.
Why not? You learn what you want to learn,” he motioned with his finger emphatically.
“Hmm?” my voice sounded squeaky.
He looked a long while at my face, and spoke after a few long seconds.
“You remind me of my little girl. The same eyes and dimples. Just as lovely as you are,”
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his eyes turned distant. “They took her, you know. The soldiers.”
My eyes widened, praying he would go on.
“She was just like you. Craved more and more. As she became older, she knew no limit.
She wanted to help other girls, like herself. She fought small campaigns, here and there. Never in
the same place, though. She was clever like that. It took them long enough, though, but they did
find her. Locked her up and shipped her to the heaven knows where. I never saw her again after
that day,” his voice hitched slightly near the end.
I remained silent. He paused, and then went to reach for something out of his pocket. He
pulled out a little metal ring, the beginnings of rust glistening around its edges. Despite the wear,
the ring was the most precious thing I had ever looked at. A blue hummingbird was carved on to
the face, tilted upwards.
“Hummingbirds,” he started, pushing his hands toward mine, “They are free creatures.
They represent freedom. It was hers, before she left. She wore this to remind herself that she
believed that it would all work out, that she could try anything.”
A tear slid down his face and onto the ring, small enough that it seemed like it would fit
me.
“I want you to keep this, eaziz. You need the courage now more than her. Take it and
keep it with you. And don’t ever stop because they tell you you’re different. Different is good,”
he said as he got up and placed the ring on my palm.
“Stay happy, dear child,” he patted my head and turned to leave.
“Thank you,” I spoke in Arabic and watched him as he turned past a corner and I couldn’t
see him anymore.
Sitting alone, I put the ring on, admiring once more the pretty details of the hummingbird.
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“Free,” I repeated to myself, “Be free.”
I would at least try, I told myself. I would try just as hard as those journalists. It would
have to start with convincing Papa, and the rest would fall into place as I went. I wasn’t going to
accept that simple life.
As I got back up on my feet and walked out the alley, I could tell my feet were a lot more
confident than the weak ones that had quit so easily coming in.
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The Sound of Silence
by Sparsh Patel
The floor shook violently as we hit a section of bad rail. I had been on this dilapidated train
for over ten hours, on the way to some shrine, I think. My mother had some naive notion that they
could help me, that they could fix me, but I knew it was a lost cause. For now though, I simply
watched the impossibly green hills roll by, dotted with cattle and the occasional farmhand who
worked those fields. While my mother was sitting inside, reading a magazine, I had been standing
on the edge of my car, hands gripping the worn yellow handles and leaning outwards for a while
now. I enjoyed it. Watching the serene landscape put me at ease, the world silent save for the
whisper of the wind in my ears and the creaks and rumbles of the train as it chugged steadily on.

We had been on the train for roughly four hours now and I had begun to count sheep,
literally. Flocks of sheep lazily grazed right beside the railroad and I had been watching the fluffy
animals for some time now. Their thick wool pelts looked so warm and soft, so comfortable and
inviting, all I wanted to do was reach out and touch one. Wouldn’t that be lovely? Suddenly, as if
on cue, the train began to slow, eventually screeching to a halt. People began to mutter frustratedly
around me in response to this unforeseen delay. It was not uncommon for these North Indian trains
to have to stop in the middle of their journey thanks to a section of broken rail or debris having
fallen upon the track.
The train steadily screeched to a halt and I tightly covered my ears to block out the godawful noise. As we finally came to a stop, I realized my legs had begun to stiffen from standing in
one position for too long. The lush meadows and fluffy sheep calling, I decided it couldn’t hurt to
hop off the train for a bit and stretch my legs (maybe even play with the sheep!). After all, who
knew how long this latest complication would last? And with that thought I hopped off the car, my
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bare feet making a quiet thud as I landed softly in the grass. It felt better than I could imagine.
After the rough wooden floorboards of the past four hours, this soft, cool grass was a welcome
change. As I looked around, I saw a flock of sheep not too far from me and given my longing to
bury my hands in that soft, thick pelt of theirs, I began sprint

towards it without a second

thought.
As I approached, I realized it was not alone. I could make out a distinctive meandering
impression within the grass, a tell tale sign of a certain fanged reptile. Now snakes are nothing to
be afraid of, I had been taught from a very young age. Back in my village in Pakistan, snakes
frequently made their way into homes and so I knew just how to deal with them. Picking up a
nearby stone, I chucked it at the indent in the grass and sure enough, a dark brown snake reared its
head in surprise, fleetingly staring at me before beating a hasty retreat.
Satisfied with having saved the sheep, I approached it slowly taking care not to startle it.
Eventually I got close enough to pet it, and finally, I did just that. I stroked its beautiful white wool,
marvelling at the calmness and serenity that the animal displayed as it chewed on a mouthful of
grass. Sheep are my favorite animals. They are calm, gentle, beautiful and quiet. I have never heard
a sheep bark madly like a dog or moo as persistently as a cow. They were beautiful animals who
simply lived their lives in relative peace. Needless to say, I admired sheep. I wish I could take this
one back with me but I think Amma, and everyone else, would have a few things to say if I tried to
bring a two hundred pound beast onto our already cramped train car.
“WHEEEEEUUW”. The sound of a sharp whistle suddenly broke through my thoughts. I
began to panic. I knew what that whistle meant, the train was leaving! I whipped my head around
and sure enough the wheels had begun to roll. Adrenaline coursing through my veins, I quickly got
up and broke into a full-on sprint. My panic grew as the thought suddenly struck me that I hadn’t
even told Amma where I was going. This was not good. I pumped my arms and legs as hard as I
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could but with my short, stubby eight-year old legs, there was only so much distance I could cover
with each stride. The closer I drew to the train, the faster the wheels began to turn and the faster it
began to pull away. Summoning one final burst of energy, I began to run even faster, positively
flying towards the train but it was not enough. I opened my mouth to cry out “Stop! I’m coming”
but as usual, no sound came out. I began to slow to a stop and as I stood beside the track, I silently
watched the long train get smaller and smaller as it steamed away.
Tears began to well in my eyes as I realized I was alone. My Amma was still on the train,
getting farther and farther from me with each passing minute. She probably had no idea I was
gone, she most likely thought I was still perched in my spot watching outside as I had been for the
first half of the trip. I forced myself to think. Crying would not solve any problems. I looked
around and saw a junction nearby. “Great,” I thought. I can just wait for the next train to come
along and as it slowed down in order to switch tracks at the junction, I could hopefully hop on and
meet Amma at our destination, Kashmir.
~~
I obviously had not thought this plan through. In my haste to come up with something, I
hadn’t even considered that the next train I hopped on might not even be going to Kashmir. Loud
honking and haze of smog hit me as I stumbled out of the train station and into the streets of New
Delhi. This was not good. New Delhi was roughly half of the way to Kashmir and with no further
train ticket to Kashmir, I had to leave the train station. As I began to grow accustomed to my
surroundings, I realized my stomach had begun to growl. I was starving and given that I hadn’t
eaten since before I got lost, I decided it was better to find some food and then tackle the problem
of getting to Kashmir and back to Amma.
As I looked around, I saw a street stall not too far away selling some delicious looking
samosas. My mouth began to water as I watched the vendor carefully hand a fresh, steaming
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samosa to a large man. I decided I could use a samosa or two right about now and so I made my
way over. As I approached the vendor, I opened my mouth and pointed at it with my finger,
obviously indicating I was hungry. He stared back at me with a funny look.
“What’s the matter, you can’t talk?” he asked. “Anyways, this isn’t a charity. If you don’t
have money, I can’t give you any samosas,” he said roughly.
I stared back at him silently, wondering whether to just grab a samosa and run for all I was
worth. At this point, I didn’t have much to lose, I figured and I had to eat. Before I could grab the
food, however, a large arm extended over my shoulder to hand the mean vendor a couple of rupees.
It grabbed a samosa and reached down, holding it in front of my face.
“Take it,” the man behind me said softly. I did and quickly spun around to see who this
lovely stranger was. “Eat,” he said simply and so I did.
As I bit into the steaming pocket of savory goodness, I began to look him up and down. He
seemed to be a man in his mid twenties, with thick black hair and a large handlebar mustache. He
reminded me a lot of my Appa, who had remained back home to tend to our fields and care for the
cattle we maintained. As I polished off my delicious samosa, and licked my fingers clean of the
savory masala that clung to them, he opened his mouth.
“ Are you alone here?” he asked gently. I shook my head no. “What’s your name?” I stared
back silently. “Why won’t you talk?” I shook my head again. I could see he was confused but he
backed off for now. “I’m Pawan,” he said as he looked at me warmly. He gestured to me to follow
him and after a moment of consideration, I began to. The thought had crossed my mind of whether
to trust this stranger as Amma had always told me not to trust strangers. On the other hand, though,
this stranger had paid for my food and seemed genuinely concerned about me. He might be a good
help if I truly want to find Amma.
After roughly fifteen minutes of walking through busy streets, Pawan stopped. As I looked
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up, I saw a beautiful cream-colored bungalow. It was at least three or four times as big as the old
mud house I lived in back home with Amma and Appa. This was quite a welcome surprise. As we
walked in, I felt a blast of cold air hit me. Air conditioning, I reckoned. These people must be really
rich. Pawan walked me towards the living room and attempted to introduce me to his family, who
were gathered around watching a cricket game on a large flat screen. I say attempted, by the way,
because they asked me a bunch of questions but I just stared silently back. What else could I do?
Thankfully, at just that moment, Pawan, who had been in the kitchen, returned with a glass of
water. I had not realized how thirsty I was until I began drinking, finishing off the tall glass of
water in one gulp.
Over the next few weeks, as I stayed with Pawan and his family and began to grow more
acquainted with them, I realized how fortunate I was that Pawan had found me and that his family
was so nice to me. While eventually they gave up on asking me questions and trying to get me to
talk, they were always attentive, especially his mother. She cared for me in a way that Amma used
to care for me, as if I were her own daughter. At dinnertime, she knew I would never say anything
and so she watched me carefully and whenever my plate began to grow empty, she would ladle
more of her delicious cooking back onto it, ensuring that I was always well fed and happy. She
truly was a kind woman.
One day, after a particularly delicious meal, we gathered in the living room to watch TV as
usual. Today was a special day, however. It was game day! Pawan’s family, I and pretty much the
rest of the country had been looking forward to this particular cricket match for ages. Pakistan and
India had one of the largest sports rivalries in the world, a rivalry that traced its roots back to the
political division of Pakistan and India and the border skirmishes that happen to this day. As I
watched, I saw the Indians’ star batter, Dhoni, score an easy six runs off a ball that the bowler had
thrown a tad slow. A cheer rose up around me from Pawan’s family. Suddenly however, I saw the
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spokes on the wicket fly in the air as a cleverly placed curve ball struck the wicket and Shoni, out. I
faint smile rose to my lips.
Suddenly, however, Pawan’s mom began to yell, rudely interrupting the game. She began
animatedly gesturing in my direction while continuing to yell. I don’t understand much Hindi, but I
got the gist of what she was saying. She was yelling at Pawan for defiling her house by bringing
me in it. It seems she saw me smile when the Indian bowler was struck out, giving away my
Pakistani heritage. This upset her tremendously and she repeatedly screamed at Pawan to take me
away, out of the house. My heart ached as I wracked my brain trying to figure out what I had done
to upset Pawan’s mom so greatly. She had been so nice to me and I did not want to cause her this
much hardship. Unfortunately, at the same time I knew I couldn’t stay any longer and so I followed
Pawan, who curiously didn’t seem to care that I was from Pakistan, unlike his family.
“I’m so sorry.” Pawan said gently. “My family is quite traditional in their ways and as you
know, Indians and Pakistanis have never gotten along too well. Don’t worry though. Everything is
going to be fine….wait what’s your name? I don’t even know what to call you”.
I motioned for him to hand me the pen that he kept in his shirt pocket. I quickly scribbled
out my name, “Munni”, onto my hand and held it up so Pawan could see.
“So you can write, Munni?” he asked. I shook my head to affirm his assumption was
correct.
“Well, I’m not exactly sure what to do with you now, to be honest”, Pawan said. “I suppose
I could take you home, to Pakistan. You can show me where you live, right?” I again shook my
head in agreement.
A little more excited now as he now has begun to work out a plan, Pawan led me to an
internet cafe across the seat. The “Nawarjab” was nothing to write home about but it had a couple
of open computer terminals, exactly what it seems Pawan was looking for. Furiously typing into
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the keyboard, he quickly pulled up a map of Pakistan on the screen.
“Point to your village, Munni, I’ll take you there”. Pawan said with a hint of excitement in
his voice. Finally allowing myself to get a little hopeful about the prospect of finally getting home,
I quickly jabbed my finger towards a small corner in the northeast region of the country, where a
small black dot labeled “Mayoon” was. By this time I knew Amma had to have returned home and
so that was where I knew I needed to return.
“Mayoon, Munni? You live in Mayoon?” asked Pawan urgently. I shook my head yes.
“Okay, then there’s no time to waste, lets go!”
We made our way out of the internet cafe and back onto the bustling street. Walking at a
quicker pace now than before, Pawan led me back to his bungalow and instructed me to wait
outside as he quickly ran inside to grab the keys to his car. I could hear Pawan’s dad asking him
where he was going in such a hurry, with Pawan vaguely responding, “out.” Keys jangling in his
hand, Pawan threw open the doors to an old, battered jeep and told me to hop in. After a few
seconds of fiddling with the ignition, Pawan got the car started and we were off. “Finally! I’m on
my way home”, I thought to myself.
We rode in silence. As we left the noisy city behind, we once again entered the quiet
countryside I had admired from the train all those weeks ago when I was traveling with Amma.
The thought made me sad. It had been so long since I had seen Amma and Appa, I really missed
them. As I stared out the window, cheek pressed against the cool glass, all of these thoughts came
to me suddenly. Memories of back home, where Appa would lift me in the air whenever I asked
him to and swung me around, causing me to squeal in delight. Amma’s delicious cooking, which
would always get my mouth watering, whether I was hungry at the time or not. As I relived all of
those memories, a tear began to form at the corner of eye. I realized then that it is when the world
is quiet and you are alone with your thoughts that your mind is the noisiest. I realized that the
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sound of silence is the noisiest of them all.
~~
It had been two weeks since Pawan and I had originally left Delhi and we had since arrived
in my hometown of Mayoon. Amma and Appa had been overcome with ecstasy upon seeing my
face and as tears flowed freely on their faces, I began to cry as well. My body shook with silent
tears of joy, and my heart swelled as Appa wrapped me in his strong arms. I had missed them so
much. I wish I could tell Amma how sorry I was for leaving the train. She must have been
miserable.
Out of the corner of my eye, I saw Pawan standing to the side, watching us with his ever
present smile. My heart swelled for him too. In the few weeks I had known Pawan, I realized I had
grown to love him. He was truly a good person through and through, a saint, I thought to myself.
Amma had told me such people do not exist in this world but here was living proof. A man who
had found me wandering the streets, owed me nothing, and yet had done everything to help me. I
broke away from Amma and Appa and still holding their hands, led them over to Pawan. I looked
at him expectantly and after a brief hesitation, he began to introduce himself. As my parents
realized who he was, and that he was the one responsible for bringing me home, they again broke
into smiles and thanked him profusely for all he had done.
Pawan stayed with us for the next few days, preparing for the long journey back home and
in the meantime enjoying our hospitality, something my parents were happy to provide given all he
had done for me. Pawan was a saint to them as well.
Finally, the day came for Pawan to leave and as we stood outside, saying our
goodbyes, I heard a faint hum. As we watched, the hum grew louder as a large camouflaged
painted truck rolled closer and closer. It eventually stopped right in front of us and much to my
confusion, two soldiers in military fatigues hopped out of the truck, sun glinting off the shiny
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black assault rifles they carried on their backs. They made their way over to Appa and finally
began to explain what was going on. There had been reports at the border several days ago of a
jeep crossing over into Pakistan without going through a checkpoint, an act that is considered
highly illegal. Upon investigation, the car had been traced here, to my village and they were here
to check it out. As I watched, I began to feel a sense of dread. Pawan and I had crossed into
Pakistan using a small dirt road that a local had assured us that border patrol does not watch.
Pawan had known that there was no way he was going to be able to cross through legally given
the hostility between Indians and Pakistanis at this time. There had been a violent border
skirmish just the week prior to our crossing and as a result, security was tighter than ever. As the
border patrol soldiers began to figure out that Pawan was the suspect they had been chasing,
they turned to him and asked him to produce his papers: proof of his citizenship in Pakistan.
Obviously Pawan, an Indian, had no such papers and as the guards realized this, they grew
increasingly hostile. They roughly grabbed Pawan, despite his protests, and began to march him
to the truck. I realized they were taking him away. Hot and angry tears began to stream down my
cheeks as my heart began to break. Pawan had sacrificed so much to save me and now he had
even sacrificed his freedom. I knew what happened to political prisoners. I know what they did
to Indians caught crossing the border illegally. I had heard the whispers at school. My body
trembled with grief, the top half of my shirt now thoroughly soaked with my tears. I began to run
after Pawan, I wanted to save him from those evil soldiers. As I tried to move forward though, I
felt something around my waist, holding me back. It was Appa. He knew better than to try to
argue with the soldiers. I, however, did not. As I flailed around, trying to escape Appa’s grasp so
I could chase after Pawan, I saw the soldiers roughly shoved him into the back of the truck. I
heard him cry out “I love you, Munni!”, only to be met with a swift kick to the legs and an order
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to “shut the hell up”. As I heard those words, I began to sob harder. I opened my mouth and for
the first time in my life, sound came out. “Pawan” I cried weakly as the truck drove away, and
the man who had saved me with it.
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Bloody Square
by Anneke Oosten
Arnoud tramped along the bank of the canal, his school bag slung haphazardly across his
shoulder, and his mittened hand covering the hole in the corner. His best friend Gerrit’s blond
hair shone in the frigid sunlight. Gerrit was a bigger boy, and far less focused than Arnoud.
Arnoud smiled, remembering how Gerrit had once kicked his soccer ball into the canal when he
wasn’t paying attention, and then dove in after it. His mother was practically as red as the
German flag when she scolded him for dripping water into their house.
“Are you coming to play with us today?” asked Gerrit, “Peter is going to let us on the club
field so we can shoot goals at him.”
Arnoud’s eyes drifted over to the field and he began to kick the stones in front of him.
“I can’t. It’s Monday. My mother needs me at home”
Gerrit sighed and Arnoud ran home, already late because he had been stalling by talking with
his friends.
Arnoud’s house was always full, with five younger siblings and an older sister, so his absence was
barely noticed. His mother had bigger priorities. When the German soldiers had invaded the
Netherlands and imposed rations on the citizens of Haarlem food had become scarce.
Nonetheless, his mother, Greetje, had left him a plate of Hutspot, a potato and onion dish. She
knew he would not be home for dinner that night.
Arnoud scarfed down his meal and grabbed his bicycle from behind the house. It wasn’t much of
a house; they were living over his step-fathers old butchery. This was a common housing
arrangement; most of the lower middle class and poor Dutch families simply had their shops and
small businesses on the bottom floor of their home. As the majority of houses were not
freestanding, instead all being connected in large as cities were built, it also created a convenient
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way for families to live in the city center. Thus also awarded the kids more freedom than if they
had to rely on their parents for transportation. Once old enough to ride a bicycle, they could meet
up with their friends whenever they were allowed to. Arnoud loved that freedom. He was proud
of his Step-father's business. However, it was closed and everything inside was covered. His
step-father, Jakob, had refused to sell meat to the Germans, and was now in hiding, illegally
smuggling meat for the resistance.
Arnoud followed the road out of Haarlem, bicycling as quickly as he could without going so fast
that it might look like he was in a hurry. That could attract suspicion. He slowed only when he
passed the playing field and saw Gerrit score on Peter, pumping his fist in the air triumphantly.
Arnoud tore his eyes away, forcing himself to focus on the clattering of his wheels on the
cobblestones.
Jakob was living in hiding with four other men who had resisted the Nazi invasion in some form
or another. They were living covertly on the farm of a Dutch resistance member. During the day
they stayed in the farms tiny hidden cellar, emerging to perform their farm work in the safety of
darkness. Not all were butchers in hiding; there was an accountant and a baker amongst them.
They slept in the damp darkness, much like the young soldiers buried outside the town. The
only barrier between their daytime imprisonment and death itself was the thoughts that
whispered quietly through their minds, a source of illumination in the face of the darkness that
covered their eyes.
At night they worked for the resistance. The group primarily focused on meat production secretly
butchering part of the farm’s livestock for the resistance. Unfortunately, the German soldiers were
apt to search parcels when they were brought into Haarlem. The only safe, or at
least somewhat reasonable way to sneak in supplies was in the far less suspicious vehicle of a
boy’s bicycle cart.
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Arnoud arrived in the late afternoon, just as the winter sun was beginning to slide down into the
horizon. He hid his bicycle behind two trees and crept towards the cellar. The men already had
the meat parcels packaged. The interaction was quick. Now eight, Arnoud had been only four
when his stepfather of one year was forced into hiding for refusing to supply Nazi soldiers with
meat. In fact, he wasn’t even sure he would recognize his father in daylight.
However, his mother relied on him. What meat didn’t go to the resistance could be sold in their
store, and then their meager earnings would put food on the table for her seven children.
Arnoud pedaled as hard as he could to get back to town before the sun started to set, and the
German soldier switched their shifts. The fresher soldiers were always more likely to do a
search. His small fingers turned red against the biting wind, and his small frame shifted from left
to right as the rickety bicycle sped along. His heart began to beat faster and faster. He must have
done this twenty times, and yet each time the fear set in afresh.
Bump-bump-bump rolled his tires over the cobblestones as he slowed before reaching the city
entrance. Arnoud took a deep breath.
“Look relaxed,” He whispered to himself, his step-fathers advice ringing in his ears. “You are
just a boy, back from nearby Ede. You have a package for your mother. Salute. Move on.”
The words tumbled around in his mind, jostling for precedence and all failing. He shivered.
Abruptly, the gates loomed overhead, open until the sun fully set. He was cutting it close.
Arnoud saluted the soldiers as he passed, which was something his step-father told him to
do, although he had never witnessed Jakob do it himself. He tried to hold his head high and keep
it from trembling as he entered the city.
“Breathe. In and out. In and out. Be brave.” he resisted the urge to pedal away as fast as he
could. Suddenly he felt something give way underneath him.
A crash reverberated through the square.
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His bicycle toppled to the ground as a loose cobblestone shout out from underneath it. Arnoud
breath was knocked out of him as he tumbled unceremoniously to the ground, landing with a
hard thump.
Blood spilled out from the packages of meat, coating the square and his only winter jacket. For a
moment, Arnoud was truly paralyzed with fear. He knew he might never see his mother or
siblings again.
The soldiers whipped around in response to the loud crash, cocking their guns. Their fierce eyes
tore Arnoud to shreds as he began to realize what had happened. In the dark, it took them several
seconds to see the blood seeping out from underneath the boy. A Dutch boy’s life was worth very
little to them, especially one who was hurt. If injury was suspected it wasn’t worth the time to
heal them, and the soldiers were taught that cripples were a detriment to society. Evidently
thinking him injured and thus a liability and almost inevitable death, they prepared to shoot.
However, the leader held his command.
“On my mark,” said the leader, his words echoing through the square.
Arnoud shot to his feet and ran to the edge of the square, away from the blood.
“I’m okay! It’s not me! Don’t Shoot! Please don’t shoot.”
The soldiers kept their guns cocked, their sights trained on him. Haarlem was a relatively boring
deployment, and they were hungry for fulfillment and purpose. Rumor said that they did
not feel they had enlisted just to stand guard over a gate for years, but they were dedicated to the
Reich. However, the leader held his order.
“Then what’s all this blood for Hosenscheisser?” He demanded.
Arnoud gulped. He felt as if he were to disintegrate under the scrutiny of the blond-haired
soldiers in their sharp-edged uniforms. “I was just taking this meat to my mother. My aunt in Ede
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had some to spare after her husband died this week and we need it sir.” This was also illegal, but
less so than assisting the infamous Dutch Resistance effort, and he could not deny the blood
seeping into the cobblestones. His bicycle still lay on its side on the pavement, untouched since
the fall.
“That’s illegal boy. Who’s your mother?”
Arnoud knew they had a record of all citizens of the town. To lie would be futility, and
ultimately cause more harm than the situation was already creating. “Greetje Oostelijke.” He
hung his head.
“Well tell Greetje that were taking this meat back to where it rightfully belongs, with us.
We are in charge here boy, and don’t you ever forget. Tell that woman were fining you fifty
Gilder for this infraction, and if she didn’t have children it’d be thrice that. You got it?”
“Yes Sir!” Arnoud almost shouted. His heart was only stopped from rising through his throat at
the elation of having his life by the knowledge that his family barely had five Gilder, let alone
fifty.
The soldiers turned back to the gate without another word, as a scrawny young soldier,
probably only seven or so years older than Arnoud himself scurried over to take Arnoud's bag,
his gun still loaded. The moment he turned Around snatched up his bicycle and sprinted away
until he could run no longer. He beelined for his home, fearing any roaming soldiers that might
see the blood staining his clothes and bike. However, he paused at the door. He was not late, and
knew his mother would be frantic with worry, fearing her son to be another shallow winter grave.
A single mother, regardless of whether her husband was alive or in hiding, could not keep six
children alive without her oldest son. What kept him from rushing into her arms was having to
explain what had happened, and the fine that might cost their home. He took a deep breath,
which he was very thankful to have, and walked inside.
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***
“Ach, Arnoud, I am happy you are alive,” exclaimed Greetje. “Go to bed. You must rest now,
and try not to sleep on fear. That makes for bad dreams sweet child”
“But Moeder (mother), What about Jakob? They are sure to search me every time now.”
Arnoud did not fail to recognize the remaining gravity of the situation.
“I have thought of that darling, there must be another way. I have lost your father, and I will
not lose you. That risk is too much now. Go to bed, and we will talk tomorrow”
Arnoud scurried up the stairs quickly and climbed into the bed he shared with his two younger
brothers. He pulled the sheets up tightly to his ears and huddled in their slight warmth, trying to
erase all memories of the night from his mind.
***
Arnoud drifted off into a restless sleep. Almost as soon as his eyes shut and his breathing slowed
his sleep was shattered and his life rocked yet again. A loud crash awakened his entire family,
and most of the block. Shrieks pierced the ear. A gunshot rang out.
Greetje burst into the room with Arnoud’s two younger sisters clinging to her hands.
“Quick, in the corner! The Germans are here. No need to be afraid, it’s alright.” She comforted
them as best she could, but only the baby was oblivious to the fear in her trembling voice. As
Greetje began to quietly pray, Arnoud crept over to the window.
The Nazi’s were not there to punish Arnoud for his earlier transgression. Instead they were at
four houses down. Arnoud knew the boy who lived there. He was two years younger, a smallframed boy with straight dark hair and dark eyes. The boy was not visible, but he could see the
Nazi’s drag the boy’s mother out of the house with her hand tied and forced her into the back
compartment of their truck. He looked away. Silent tears slipped out of his eyes. Although he
could no longer see, he heard more wails as the truck pulled away, leaving behind an uneasy
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silence.
It was well before the sun rose when the first neighbors knocked on their door the next
morning.
“Greetje,” they would ask, “Did you hear what happened last night?”
At first she did not, so they filled her in with varying stories, all with a horrid center of the dirty
truth.
“Anna’s grandmother is Jewish so the family was removed. We found Jan dead this
morning but the Nazi’s got Anna and her son.”
“Jan was left dead and Anna and the boy were taken. Maybe he committed treason.
Maybe he was in the resistance!”
“They must have been hiding something. Jan resisted and they killed him so Anna
complied so the Nazi’s wouldn’t hurt her son.”
None of the stories were comforting. Greetje kept them for her own ears to protect her children,
but Arnoud heard whispers and rumors on the street. He couldn’t help but see his worst
fear in the small dark-haired boy: that a family could be taken away in the night, and nothing
could be done. There was no safety.
That day Gerrit and Arnoud went to play soccer with their friends again. The atmosphere was
subdued; they all had the missing boy at the back of their minds. The cold windless day
magnified the silence, almost echoing it off the brick walls surrounding the muddy field. Arnoud
mostly kept his mouth shut because he knew that Gerrit’s family supported the Nazi’s. Their son
even looked like one, with his blue eyes and blond hair. Gerrit said that the family who was
taken away last night must have done something wrong (tried to hide a filthy Jew or something
was what Gerrit had suggested) and deserved what was coming to then. Arnoud hadn’t told
Gerrit about how he was apprehended by the German soldiers last night. They were best friends,
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but were aware that their parents believed in different futures, and never spoke of it. He could
not tell Gerrit he had been a messenger for the resistance.
***
Arnoud bent over his cane, eyeing the steps in front of him. They seemed smaller now than
when he was a child, and used to carry his bicycle over them every day. He had long since
moved out from over the old butcher shop, having done so as soon as he was eligible for
University. His granddaughters and grandson scrambled over and through the railing. They had
no idea of what tragedies had befallen Haarlem and the Netherlands less than eighty years prior.
He loved those three children, who grew up healthy and strong in the childhood he had always
wished he could’ve had.
“You know, kids, that I grew up here,” Arnoud began. “I lived here with my mother and older
sister and younger siblings during the war. The lower level used to be my stepfathers butcher
shop, and we lived on the top floor.
The older girl paused. “That’s not a lot of space. Last year for fourth grade we did a house
project and most houses have at least five rooms.”
“Ah, but you live in America darling, and it was different back then in Holland. During the war
we did not have enough money for a big house and a room for everyone. We slept in two of the
rooms and ate in the other.”
“Did you ever have a boat?” She was already distracted. It was alright though. Arnoud was not
expecting them to learn everything now. They were young, and these understandings took time.
Yet, he felt a pull to tell them, a desire to make them understand the simple message through his
point of view until they were ready for the whole. He needed them to know that something
terrible had happened to Europe that could never happen again. He wished he could remember
the name of the boy who was taken in the night and never seen again. After the war it had been
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revealed that the woman’s mother (the boy’s grandmother) had been raised a Jew and converted
to Protestantism for marriage, which qualified the mother and son as Jews, and the father as
harboring them. Records said that both the mother and son had died on the train before even
reaching the concentration camp. Arnoud had only stopped trying to suppress his memories
recently, and by then there was no one left to remember who the dead had truly been. Arnoud did
his best to stop that pattern, telling his son and daughter, and their children, what he could in his
old age.
His son Martin put a hand on his shoulder. “Are you alright Vader (father)?”
Arnoud closed his eyes and breathed. His features relaxed under the warm sun shining on his
face. “Yes I am. And I am so lucky to be. Even here there were atrocities Martin. I cannot
imagine the whole. I cannot even imagine, and no one can remember. What will become of the
past?”

